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SUMMARY
This thesis presents results of a study on the small-signal stability of a single-machine
infinite-bus power system. Conditions of generator loading and network impedance are
identified that require additional stability support. Two methods of stability enhancement are
investigated, namely the power system stabilizer and the controlled series capacitor. Both
stabilizers employ the conventional (classic) control structure, and parameters are evaluated
for optimum performance using an integral-of-the-squared-error-based method. Results for
damping capability versus generator loading and system impedance were generated. The
ability of the power system stabilizer and controlled series capacitor to provide stability
support is compared. This comparison is based on (a) the ability to provide more damping
torque when needed, and (b) the amount of damping torque contributed by the stabilizer.
II
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OPSOMMING
Hierin word die resultate van 'n studie op die klein-sein stabiliteit van 'n enkel-masjien
oneindige-bus kragstelsel weergegee. Kondisies van generator belasting en netwerk
impedansie waar dempings-ondersteuning benodig word, word geïdentifiseer. Twee metodes
van stabiliteits-verbetering word ondersoek, naamlik die kragstelstel stabiliseerder en die
beheerde serie kapasitor. Beide stabiliseerders maak gebruik van die konvensionele
(klassieke) beheerstruktuur, waarvan parameters geëvalueer word deur gebruik te maak van
'n integraal-van-die-vierkant-fout-gebaseerde metode. Resultate vir dempingsvermoë
teenoor generator belasting en stelsel impedansie word verkry. Die vermoë van die
kragstelsel stabiliseerder en beheerde serie kapasitor om stabiliteits-ondersteuning te verskaf,
word vergelyk. Hierdie vergelyking is gebasseer op (a) die vermoë om meer
dempingswrinkrag te voorsien wanneer benodig, en (b) die hoeveelheid dempingswrinkrag
deur die stabiliseerder bygedra.
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Chapter J Introduction
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Small-Signal Stability Problem
The stability of an interconnected power system is a topic that has raised many questions and
has been the focus of much research. The aim has always been to improve the stability of the
system more. Even to this day the solution to this question is not entirely understood due' to
complexity of the problem, which goes hand-in-hand with the complexity of the systems
considered.
Distributed energy resources are becoming a more attractive option to increase generation
capacity as large-scale generation installations reach capacity. These resources are often not
close to the rest of the network, particularly in developing countries with limited power
system infrastructure. Stability is an important consideration to keep in mind when
implementing new generation, particularly when such generation are connected at the lowest
possible cost option using weak radial lines. This investigation focuses on the stability of
generation connected to a large system via radial lines .
•
"Stability" can take on many forms. Small-signal (or steady-state) stability is concerned with
the ability of the oscillations of the synchronous machine rotor angle following a small
disturbance to reduce to zero. Transient stability concerns the generator rotor angle response
following a large disturbance such as a 3-phase line fault. Voltage stability is concerned with
the ability of the system to maintain acceptable voltage levels at all buses of the system.
Frequency stability deals with the ability of the power system to maintain the system
frequency within a nominal range following a severe system upset or disturbance.
Small disturbances in the system include changing of loads or switching of shunt reactors or
capacitors into or out of the system. The generator response to a small disturbance is an
oscillation of the angle of the rotor relative to the rotor angle of another generator or group of
generators, at a certain frequency. Typically the oscillatory response to a small disturbance is
small, and for a single disturbance may be deemed insignificant. However, the system is
subject to many small disturbances all the time. To ensure the oscillations do not build up in
amplitude and eventually lead to a loss of stability, it is important to quench these oscillations
following even a small disturbance.
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It is possible for the generators of one part of the system to oscillate against generators of
another part of the system at the same frequency. This is known as inter-area oscillations.
This problem is very complex in nature due to the complexity of power systems.
The scenario of a generator oscillating relative to another close-by generator, or a single
generator against the rest of the system, is known as local small-signal stability. This
investigation considers the problem of rotor oscillations of a single generator against a large
system. The single-machine versus infinite-bus (SMIB) model is ideal for investigating the
small-signal stability of a local nature.
A synchronous machine is rotor angle stable if the electrical air-gap torque of the machine
contains both a positive synchronizing and positive damping torque component [2]. Lack of
sufficient synchronizing torque may cause an aperiodic drift in the rotor angle following
small disturbances. Lack of sufficient damping torque may cause the oscillations following
small disturbances to increase in amplitude until the rotor angle steps out of synchronism
with the rotor angle of the other generator (or generators, in the case of oscillations relative to
a large system). It is the lack of damping torque that is more often the cause of small-signal
instability ([60] pp. 25).
1.2 Solutions to the Small-Signal Stability Problem
Because of this ability of a system to be unstable under certain system conditions, researchers
have devised methods to introduce damping torque to the generator, to ensure the oscillations
following disturbances are damped and the system is stable. Installing a power system
stabilizer (PSS) is the solution most often employed. It can be a very effective and yet low-
cost option. Another method, which in recent years has begun to receive more attention, is
the controlled series capacitor (CSC). Other options include adding supplementary control to
a static var compensator (SVC) or high voltage direct current (HYDC) converter, should
these be present in the system. Lately the use of a Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) or
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) system to damp oscillations has been
proposed and investigated.
According to research to date ([3] - [11]), PSS and CSC are the two more effective methods
of stability control. Both work to modulate the generator air-gap torque, but by different
mechanisms. PSS controls generator excitation, while CSC controls the external reactance.
In this investigation, the ability of PSS and CSC to provide stability to possible generator
rotor oscillations is researched.
2
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1.3 Research Focus
Two questions that may be asked are:
1. When is it necessary to add stability support to a SMIB system to ensure small-signal
stability?
2. Which method of stability support is more appropriate, given the loading on the
generator, strength of the connecting radial line, etc.?
This report aims to provide insight into these questions. In a SMIB system configuration,
conditions that may affect the choice of stabilizer include the active power loading of the
generator under consideration or the reactance as seen at the terminals of the generator. The
latter is an indication of the strength of the system into which the generator operates. If the
generator is connected to a large "stiff' system, this reactance is predominantly that of the
connecting radial line. Other factors include the presence of significant resistance in the
connecting radial line, or a load local to the generator in question. The investigation
considers these factors, and how each factor influences the stability of the system as well as
the choice of stabilizer.
,
The comparison between the ability of a PSS and a CSC to enhance stability focuses firstly
on trends. Here the focus is on the ability of the controller to introduce more damping torque
when more is required. Damping torque is a measure of the effectiveness of the controller to
enhance stability. This research considers a range of generator loading and external
impedance conditions, and evaluates how the inherent stability of the system and the damping
support of the stabilizers vary as the conditions vary.
Secondly, the comparison focuses on the amount of damping torque the stabilizers introduce
into the system, and which is able to introduce more. To evaluate the damping and
synchronizing torques, use is made of the Phillips-Heffron block diagram model [1]. Heffron
and Phillips developed this model in 1952, and in 1969 DeMello and Concordia [2] used this
model to assess and discuss concepts regarding the stability of a SMIB system. The Phillips-
Heffron model is used to this day in investigations of small-signal stability of a SMIB system.
1.4 Structure of this Report
The thesis is sectioned as follows:
3
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Chapter 2 provides theoretical background on system stability, with main emphasis on the
small-signal stability of a SMIB system. The concepts of damping and synchronizing torques
are introduced. A discussion on the block diagram approach focuses on previous research in
this regard, and the importance of understanding the behaviours of the parameters of the
model. An overview of the methods to enhance system dynamic stability highlights the
superiority of PSS and CSC to enhance stability.
Chapter 3 investigates the need for stability support, and aims to identify conditions of
system loading and impedance that require the implementation of an oscillation stabilizer.
Much of this has been done in previous research (Refs [2], [12] and [13]), although under
different modelling assumptions. Also, the influence of significant system resistance and
local load on overall system stability has not been considered, and these are included in this
investigation.
The influence of both the rotor field winding and the excitation system on stability is
discussed. The expressions for the damping and synchronizing torques are functions of
parameters in the Phillips-Heffron block-diagram model known as the K-parameters. Results
obtained for the torques are analysed and discussed in terms of these K-parameters. It is
•
therefore deemed important to understand the behaviours or trends of these K -parameters for
various network structure and loading conditions. Results for the K-parameters themselves
are interpreted in terms of changes in the generator rotor angle. A detailed discussion on the
trends and the influence of field voltages, currents, etc. on the K-parameter results is beyond
the scope of this research.
Chapter 4 discusses the ability of a PSS to enhance the system stability. The focus is mainly
on how this ability varies with changes in system conditions. Performance is measured in its
ability to provide damping torque to the system without aggravating the synchronizing
torque. Again, results are analysed and discussed in terms of the K-parameters presented in
chapter 3.
Chapter 4 also presents the conventional (classic) controller scheme, and a method for
evaluating the controller parameters for optimum performance. This method is applied to
both the PSS and CSC cases, to assure a common base for comparison of abilities to enhance
stability. For each condition of generator loading, system reactance, etc., the controller
parameters are evaluated for optimal performance. The damping and synchronizing torque
results reflect such optimal performance. This is similar to obtaining performance trends for
4
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an adaptive stabilizer, with parameters such that the performance remains optimal as system
conditions vary.
Chapter 5 discusses the ability of a CSC to enhance the stability of the SMIB system, in a
similar fashion to the PSS chapter. Again, focus is mainly on the variation of this ability with
changes in system conditions. The control scheme and optimisation methodology employed
is similar to the PSS case. The block diagram model to accommodate a CSC differs
somewhat from the Phillips-Heffron model as it incorporates additional K-parameters. This
chapter presents this model and the trends of these K-parameters. The CSC performance
results are discussed in terms of the K-parameters of the system model.
Chapter 6 presents a summary of the results of chapters 4 and 5. This summary is in the form
of a comparison between the need for damping support and the ability of each controller to
supply the needed damping torque.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with an overview of the main results, and suggestions for
further research.
5
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2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a theoretical background on system stability, concepts of system
stability, and methods used to improve the dynamic stability of a system. Focus is on the
small-signal stability of a simple SMIB system model.
Section 2.2 provides an overview of the various stability phenomena present in a power
system. The discussion focuses on the principles governing the particular stability issues, as
well as factors that influence stability.
Section 2.3 introduces the concepts of damping and synchronizing torque, and how these
relate to the stability of the system. A discussion on the block diagram approach (section 2.4)
focuses on previous research in this regard, and the importance of understanding the
behaviours of the parameters of the model.
Section 2.5 discusses various methodologies in use today to damp system oscillations, with
main emphasis on the PSS and esc, the two methods investigated. The discussion gives a
comparative overview of previous research on these methods of stability.
2.2 System Stability
Ref. [60] pp. 17 defines Power system stability broadly as that property of a power system
that enables it to remain in a state of operating equilibrium under normal operating
conditions and to regain an acceptable state of equilibrium after being subjected to a
disturbance.
Stability may be classified as (a) angle stability, (b) voltage stability, or (c) frequency
stability. The following sections discuss each of these in more detail. Focus is on the
governing principles and the factors that influence loss of stability.
2.2. 1 Small-signal stability
According to the IEEE [23],
A power system is steady-state stable for a particular steady-state operating condition if,
following any small disturbance, it reaches a steady-state operating condition which is
identical or close to the pre-disturbance operating condition.
6
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Steady-state stability is a property only of the power system and its steady-state operating
condition. The terms small-disturbance, or small-signal, stability are sometimes used
[60][63]. A small disturbance is one for which the equations that describe the dynamics of
the power system may be linearized for the purposes of analysis. Small-signal stability
implies that the power system, as described by the set of differential equations linearized
about the steady-state operating point, is stable.
Governing principles
System stability depends on the existence of both synchronizing and damping torque
components for each of the synchronous machines in a power system [2]. Section 2.3
discusses these concepts in more detail. The fundamental equation that describes rotor
dynamics in small-signal and transient stability studies, is the per unit swing equation ([60]
pp. 128-135, [63] pp. 141-144),
(2.1 )
H is the inertia constant of the machine in seconds, (00 the nominal rotor angular velocity in.
radls (equal to 21tj), and 8 the angular position (measured in electrical radians) of the rotor
with respect to a synchronously rotating reference. Tm and Te are the per unit turbine
mechanical and air-gap electrical torques, respectively. Time t is measured in seconds.
K D~(Or represents a component of damping torque not accounted for in the calculation of
Te ' such as provided by the machine damper windings.
The swing equation describes swinging in rotor angle 8 during disturbances. Small-signal
stability requires that a-oscillations following small disturbances damp out to a steady-state
value equal or close to the pre-disturbance value. Under normal operating conditions the
power system is subject to numerous random disturbances due to the application or removal
of loads ([64] pp. 54). Such disturbances lead to power swings that, if sufficiently damped,
remain suitably low in amplitude. Insufficient damping cause these power swings to build up
on one another and grow in amplitude until the rotor angles of one or more machines exceed
the stability limit and synchronism is lost.
7
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Factors that influence stability
For small deviations in rotor speed, the damper windings produce a damping power that is
proportional to the rotor speed deviation. The field winding provides a similar damping
action to the damper windings, but much weaker. The combined effect of the two damping
mechanisms helps to return the rotor quickly to the equilibrium point. It is even possible to
achieve an aperiodic rotor motion (without oscillations) if the damping effect is large. The
opposite, unfortunately, is also possible. At large values of network resistance as seen by the
generator, negative damping may be introduced into the system [13]. This may happen when
a generator operates in a medium-voltage distribution network. If this negative damping is
larger than the positive damping introduced by the damper windings, the generator may lose
stability. Section 3.8 investigates the conditions for such negative damping in more detail.
The amount of damping is dependent on the initial loading of the system [13]. As loading
increases, so does the damping coefficient KD; the undamped natural frequency Wn decreases
as the initial value of 8 increases ([63] pp. 169). Consequently, the rotor oscillations become
slower and more heavily damped with increased initial loading. Fig. 2.1 illustrates this
concept.
8
Fig. 2.1: Examples of rotor swings for three cases of stable equilibrium points [63]
Synchronous machine excitation control comprises an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and
exciter, with additional compensator and protective circuits. The purpose of excitation
control is to keep the generator terminal voltage EI constant by controlling the excitation
current. If the AVR is slow acting, then for a small disturbance the AVR will not react
during the transient state, and the regulated system behaviour will be similar to that of the
unregulated system. If the AVR is fast acting, stability is dependent on the system and AVR
8
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parameters [2][12]. A fast acting AVR may introduce a net negative damping into the system
that is enhanced by:
1. A large generator load
2. A large gain in the AVR controller
3. A large network reactance
This may lead to an oscillatory loss of stability if this negative damping exceeds the positive
damping of the damper and field windings. Section 3.8 of this report investigates the
influence of network structure and loading conditions on these damping components and the
net system damping. Section 2.5 discusses different methods in use to improve the system
steady-state stability.
Classification of the problem
It is convenient to classify small-signal stability problems as being either local or global in
nature ([60] pp. 817-818). Local problems involve only a small part of the system. Certain
distinctions can be made on the nature of oscillation:
1. Local plant mode oscillations involve the swinging of a single generator or plant against.
the rest of the power system. This is similar to the single-machine infinite-bus case and
is the most encountered small-signal stability problem. This report focuses on this type
of oscillation mode.
2. Intermachine or interplant mode oscillations involve oscillations between rotors of a
few generators close to each other.
3. Control modes are associated with generating units and their controls, HVDC
converters, and static var compensators. The problems associated with control modes
are mainly due to control devices being inadequately tuned.
4. The above-mentioned controls may interact with the dynamics of the turbine-generator
shaft system rotational components, causing instability of torsional mode oscillations.
Section 2.2.3 elaborates more on this instability problem.
Global small-signal stability problems are a result of interactions among large groups of
generators. The effects are widespread and complex. The problem involves oscillations of a
group of generators in one part of the system swinging against a group of generators in other
parts. Weak interconnection ties are normally the cause of this type of oscillation.
9
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2.2.2 Transient stability
Transient stability is the ability of a power system that enables it to maintain synchronism
when subjected to a severe transient disturbance, such as a fault on the transmission circuit,
loss of generation or load, or loss of a tie line. The formal definition according to the IEEE
[23] is:
A power system is transiently stable for a particular steady-state operating condition and for
a particular disturbance if, following that disturbance, it reaches an acceptable steady-state
operating condition.
The concept of synchronizing torque and the swing equation, discussed in section 2.2.1 ,
apply. Generally, transient instability manifests itself as a steady increase ([60] pp. 26) in
rotor angle until synchronism is lost, a phenomenon called first-swing instability.
The IEEE definition of transient stability [23] indicates that transient stability is a property of
the power system, its steady-state operating condition and the disturbance itself. For a
system that remains stable beyond the first swing, the oscillations would damp out if such a
system is small-signal stable.
Governing principles
The conditions necessary for such a stable condition to be reached following a disturbance
can be graphically explained using the equal-area criterion. The equal-area criterion is a
helpful aid in evaluating stability for one machine connected to an infinite bus, or for two
machines connected by radial line.
The fault clearing time is a major factor in determining the stability of the generator. The
relative difference between the critical clearing time and the actual clearing time can be used
to define the transient stability margin, which is a measure of "instability proximity".
Factors that influence stability
Factors that influence the stability of the system following a severe fault include ([63] pp.
184-189, [66] pp. 743-745):
1. The severity of the fault and the clearing time of such a fault
2. The pre-fault load - a more heavily loaded generator reduces the stability margin
3. The distance to the fault - the further the distance to the fault, the less severe the fault
10
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4. The generator reactance, inertia, as well as the generator internal voltage magnitude as
influenced by the field excitation (the characteristics of which also has significant
influence on transient stability)
In the SMIB case, the infinite bus voltage magnitude also influences the stability following a
disturbance.
Section 2.2.1 explains how the AVR may reduce damping of rotor swings following a small
disturbance. The AVR behaves similar in the case of large disturbances ([63] pp. 193).
However, immediately after the fault is cleared, a strong acting AVR may prevent loss of
synchronism. Refs [63] pp. 193-197 and [65] pp. 562 explain this in more detail.
2.2.3 Subsynchronous oscillations
In analysing the effects of large and small disturbances on power system dynamic
performance, the rotor of the turbine generator is assumed to consist of a single, very stiff
mass. This representation accounts for the oscillations of the turbine-generator rotor with
respect to other generators. These oscillation modes are generally in the frequency range of
0.1 to 3.0 Hz ([60] pp. 1133). In reality however, the rotor of a turbine-generator has a very
complex mechanical structure éonsisting of several predominant masses (such as rotors of
turbine sections, generator rotor, couplings, and the exciter rotor) connected by shafts of
finite stiffness. Therefore, whenever the generator is perturbed, torsional oscillations result
between different sections of the turbine-generator rotor.
The rotor system of a generator-turbine shaft has many torsional vibration modes both above
and below the rated frequency. However, the problem due to interaction between the
electrical system and the rotor mechanical system is mainly in the frequency range below
synchronous frequency (the subsynchronous frequency range). The torsional oscillations in
the subsynchronous range could, under certain circumstances, interact with the power system
in an adverse manner. The following are problems particular to torsional oscillations:
• Torsional interaction with power system controls.
• Subsynchronous resonance with series capacitor-compensated transmission lines.
• Torsional fatigue duty due to network switching.
It is interesting to note that the torsional characteristics of hydro units are such that
interaction with power system controls or transmission network has not been a source of
concern. On the other hand, large generators with multistage steam turbines are most
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susceptible to subsynchronous resonance with senes capacitor compensated transmission
lines ([70] pp.215).
Subsynchronous resonance
The phenomenon of subsynchronous resonance (SSR) occurs mainly in series capacitor-
compensated transmission systems ([60] pp. 1050). Consider the radial system illustrated in
Fig.2.2.
R L c
G T s~~--------~r~
Line
s
(a) (hl
Fig. 2.2 Series compensated transmission line: (a) schematic diagram; (b) equivalent circuit when
shorting the line [63]
The natural frequency of the circuit inductance and capacitance is
(2.2)
where roo is the synchronous frequency in radians per second (ros in Fig. 2.2). In the case of
a fault, instead of the de component of fault current, the offset transient current is also
alternating current, of frequency equal to ro". Generator stator current components at this
frequency induce rotor currents (and torque) of slip frequency (roo - ron) .
If the complement of the natural frequency (roo -roJ of the network is close to one of the
torsional frequencies of the turbine-generator shaft system, torsional oscillations can be
excited. This condition is commonly called subsynchronous resonance. Should these
conditions be present, a small voltage induced by rotor oscillations can result in large
subsynchronous currents; this current will produce an oscillatory component of rotor torque
such that rotor oscillation is enhanced. Should this torque be larger than that resulting from
mechanical damping, the coupled electromechanical system will experience growing
oscillations.
The consequences of SSR can be disastrous (e.g. the turbine-generator shaft could break),
should the torsional oscillations be allowed to build up. Even if the oscillations are not
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unstable, system disturbances can result in shaft torques of high magnitude, the result being a
loss of fatigue life of the shaft.
2.2.4 Voltagestability
Voltage stability is concerned with the ability of a power system to maintain acceptable
voltages at all buses in the system ([60] pp. 959-1024). This should hold for normal
operating conditions, as well as after the system has been subjected to a disturbance. A state
of voltage instability is reached when a change in the system causes a progressive and
uncontrollable decline in voltage. The "change" may be an increase in load demand, a
disturbance, or a change in system condition.
Voltage stability problems were once thought only a problem in weak systems or systems
with long lines. Nowadays, voltage problems are also a source of concern in highly
developed networks as a result of heavier loadings as systems are being stretched to their
limits due to financial and geographical constraints.
Governing principles
Fig. 2.3 shows a traditional method of illustrating the phenomenon. Here the relationship.
between the receiving (load) -end voltage and power, VR and PR' is plotted for different load
power factor values, with Es assumed constant. Only the operating points above the critical
points represent satisfactory operation.
VRIEs 0.9 lag 0.95 lag 1.0 0.95 lead 0.9 lead power factor
0.8
»> -\-
_/
.> Locus of critical points
0.6
0.4
0.2
Note: PRMAX is the maximum power
transfer at unity power factor
0.0I£_-...__--,--_.__-_.__-~---,----,--~-- PR / P
RMAX0.0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Fig. 2.3: VFrPR characteristics of the system in [60]
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Operation at or near the stability limit is impractical and a satisfactory operating condition is
ensured by allowing sufficient "power margin". From a power system security point of view,
the operating power, and voltage, at the system nodes should be kept as far away as possible
from their critical values.
All reactive devices are designed to operate satisfactorily when an increase in Q is
accompanied by an increase in V . The inability to meet the demand for reactive power is the
main factor causing voltage instability. The classic voltage stability criterion is based on this
concept.
Enhancing voltage stability
Generator AVRs are the most important means of voltage control in a power system.
Another "method" is the series capacitor. Series capacitors are self-regulating. The reactive
power supplied is proportional to the current squared and independent of voltage, which has a
favourable effect on voltage stability. Series capacitors effectively shorten line lengths,
reducing both the characteristic impedance and electrical length of the line. This improves
both voltage regulation and stability significantly.
Contributing factors to voltage collapse
The main factors that contribute to voltage collapse are:
• The stiffness of the load characteristics.
• Control of tap-changing transformers.
• Limited ability for reactive power control by generators.
2.2.5 Frequency stability
Frequency stability is the ability to maintain the system frequency within a nominal range
following a severe system upset, which mayor may not result in the system being divided
into subsystems ([63] pp. 259-290).
Governing principles
Momentary disturbances, as discussed in the sections on electromechanical dynamics, are
normally cleared without the need to reduce the generated or consumed power. However, in
the case of a severe disturbance, such as the sudden connection or disconnection of a large
load, or when a generating unit is suddenly disconnected from the system by protection
equipment, there is a long-term distortion in the power balance between that generated by the
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turbines, and that consumed by the loads. As a result, the frequency in the system will
change.
Automatic generation control (AGe) is fundamental in determining the way in which the
frequency will change in response to a load change. The aims of this control mechanism are:
• To maintain frequency at the scheduled value (frequency-control).
• To maintain the net power interchanges with neighbouring control areas at the
scheduled values (tie-line control).
• To maintain power allocation among the generating units in accordance with area
despatching needs (economic, security or emergency).
Should the total generation equal the total system demand (including losses), the system
frequency would remain constant.
Normally medium-sized units are used for frequency control, while larger base load units
operate independently of any frequency control action and only at their prescribed generation
values.
Factors that influence frequency stability
Stability in frequency depends on the system's ability to restore the balance between system
generation and load with minimum loss of load. Generally, stability problems are associated
with inadequacies in equipment response, poor coordination of control and protection
equipment [60]. Sufficient spinning reserve is also essential to ensure the system frequency
remains stable.
2.3 Synchronizing and damping torques
The concept of synchronizing and damping torque [2] forms the basis of this investigation on
small-signal stability. The advantage of this approach is that is provides both engineering
insight and understanding of the influence of system elements (such as AVR) on stability,
and the action of the stabilizers in enhancing the damping performance of the system [3].
At any given oscillation frequency, braking air-gap electrical torques are developed in phase
with the machine rotor angle (synchronizing torque) and speed (damping torque),
respectively. The torque developed by any particular means can be broken down into these
components for an insight to their effect on stability.
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Synchronizing torque is that component in phase with the machine rotor angle. Positive
synchronizing torque assures restoring of the rotor angle of the machine following an
arbitrary small displacement of this angle.
Damping torque is the braking torque developed in phase with the machine rotor speed
deviation (from the nominal). Damping torque is therefore only present in the event of
system oscillations or power swings. Positive damping torque is essential to damp out any
oscillations due to any perturbation.
Stability is only assured if both these torque components are present in the system, and
positive. This condition is sufficient and necessary ([12], [60] pp. 22-25).
2.4 Block Diagram Approach to Stability Investigation
This investigation is based on the block diagram approach, first used by Heffron and Phillips
[1] in 1952. deMello and Concordia [2] first used the block diagram to analyse the small-
signal stability of synchronous machines. This approach is useful in gaining physical insight
into the effects of field circuit dynamics and in establishing the basis for methods of
enhancing stability through excitation (PSS). Also, consideration of the system in this
manner allows the application of the methods of feedback control system analysis, a powerful
tool developed expressly for determination of stability and transient performance.
Fig. 2.4 shows the block diagram model with thyristor-type excitation system. The relations
describing the parameters in the block diagram applies to a 2-axis machine representation
with a field circuit in the d-axis but without amortisseurs (damper windings).
Ref. [44] presents an extended block diagram model of the synchronous machine that has one
damper winding along the d-axis in addition to the field winding, and two damper windings
along the q-axis. Results show the influence of the q-axis representation on generator damper
winding performance is most significant at low values of rotor angle. The q-axis then
contributes significantly to the damping power. This shows representation of the q-axis can
significantly affect performance prediction with respect to system damping. However, in this
investigation the focus is on the need of damping, and a worse case scenario is desired. As a
result the representation of Fig. 2.4 is used, even though its application may be limited to
only certain machine types [44].
The block diagram model can greatly simplify the explanation and analysis of fundamental
generator dynamic characteristics. lts form lends itself readily to the assessment of the
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dynamic contribution of individual generation elements (field circuit, excitation) and the
influence of standard controllers on overall generator dynamic behaviour and stability. The
way in which controller performance is influenced by generator loading conditions and
external reactance can readily be determined.
The representation of Fig. 2.4 indicates the following [1]:
• Machine angle has a direct effect (K 5~()) on terminal voltage.
• The magnitude of the field flux linkage has a direct influence (K6~()) on terminal
voltage.
• Torque output of the machine depends on the machine angle and field flux linkages
• Presence of time lags indicates machine angle affects the field flux linkage, but only
after a delay.
Fig. 2.4: Phillips-Heffron block diagram model with excitation system [2]
The K-parameters in this model are functions of machine and system impedances as well as
the loading condition of the system. The system dynamic behaviour can be expressed in
terms of these parameters. Because the parameters change with loading, the dynamic
behaviour of the machine can be quite different at different operating points. Understanding
the behaviours of the K-parameters for different operating conditions helps understanding the
dynamic behaviour of the machine at such conditions.
Research into the influence of system impedances and loading conditions on the values of the
K-parameters reveal the following [1][2][12][13]:
1. The coefficient KI is positive for most conditions, and decreases with increase in
system and machine reactance. In the case of very long ties and relative high loading
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KI can be negative. KI shows no definite trend with respect to loading as a result of
transient saliency effects. In a system with local load, KI can tum negative as
reactive power loading on the generator increases and/or the power factor decreases.
2. The coefficient K2 is positive for all conditions. K2 increases with increase in
generator active power loading and system strength [16].
3. K3 is also positive for all conditions, and is a function only of the ratio of
impedances. K3 is independent of generator loading.
4. K4 is mostly positive and increases with increase in generator active power loading.
K4 can be negative when the generator supplies part of a local load that is partly
supplied by the remote system, or the generator is connected through considerable
external resistance to the remote system.
5. Ks is positive for low to medium external impedance and loadings, and negative for
moderate to high transfer impedances and heavy loadings. The latter is more often the
case. Ksalso decreases with increase in reactive power loading of the generator. For
a system with local load Ks is always positive ..
6. K6 is always positive, although the magnitude reduces with increase in loading and
with small external impedances. In a system with local load, K6 increases with
increase in generator loading.
For a system without excitation voltage control, the parameter KI has the dominant influence
on the system synchronizing torque. As this parameter is mostly positive, so the system is
transiently stable under most conditions.
Losses in the field circuit contribute positive damping as long as the parameter K 4 is positive
[13]. Whenever K 4 is negative then the field circuit introduces negative damping to the
system, aggravating stability. Damping by the field circuit is negative when generation
approaches synchronous condenser operation (reduced active power loading and increased
reactive loading). This tendency increases with increase in external reactance. Hence the
machine itself (without regulator) can exhibit negative damping, for certain system structures
and operating conditions.
The influence of a thyristor excitation system on the damping and synchronizing stability of
the system is primarily influenced by the parameter K 5 and the AVR and exciter transfer
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characteristic. When Ks is negative, the exciter contributes positive synchronizing torque
but negative damping torque to the system. The opposite is the case when Ks is positive. As
Ks is more often negative than positive [2], the excitation system contributes to oscillation
instability. The effect of a negative Ks on system damping stability becomes more
pronounce as the exciter response increases (higher gain).
The above is for a thyristor excitation system. Ref. [12] also discusses the influence of a
type-I excitation system [19] on system stability. In this case the exciter introduces negative
damping and the system is unstable, regardless of whether Ks is positive or negative.
Previous research on small-signal stability of a SMIB system using the block diagram
approach, made the following assumptions:
• Saturation effect was neglected.
• Armature resistance was neglected.
• Amortisseur effects were assumed negligible.
The latter assumption is already dealt with. Neglecting armature resistance is appropriate as
inclusion significantly complicátes the relations describing the K-parameters, and the
influence on results is minimal (the effort not justified).
Neglecting saturation does influence the relations, but to a lesser degree. Ref. [45] attempts
to study the effect of saturation on system stability, and obtains the following results:
• Saturation has no effect on the synchronizing torque at low frequencies, but at higher
frequencies the synchronizing torque is increased (for system without regulator).
• For a system with thyristor exciter, the influence of saturation on synchronizing
torque at higher frequencies depends on the sign of the parameter Ks.
• Saturation effect improves the damping torque coefficient at low frequencies in the
system without regulator.
• For the system with thyristor exciter, at low frequencies the influence on damping
torque depends on the sign of Ks. At higher frequencies the damping torque is
decreased, whether an AVR is implemented or not.
In the investigation reported in Ref. [45], saturation is assumed to influence only the
parameters K 2' K 3 and K 6 in the block diagram by a constant m. This constant is the same
for all parameters. A closer look at the relations describing the K-parameters reveals these
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parameters are a complex function of, amongst others, the machine inductances (see
Appendix D for expressions for the parameters). Also, machine inductances do not appear in
these expressions in any same way, and also in other parameters than those mentioned above.
It is the opinion of the author of this report that the results reported in Ref. [45] are not
entirely valid. For this reason the influence of saturation effect (or rather the neglecting
thereof) on results is also considered in this investigation.
Swift et al. [14][15] extended the block diagram of Fig. 2.4 to include parameters (Kp, Kq
and Kv) essential to incorporate Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices, such
as CSC, SVC and phase angle regulator (PAR). This present section considers only results
from previous work done in this regard. Section 5.4 derives the extended model in question
as well as expressions for these added parameters (see Fig. 5.5).
The parameter Kp is shown to have dominant influence on generator behaviour in Refs
[14] [15]. Results show Kp increases with increase in generator loading and system strength.
Refs [14] and [15] do have some drawbacks:
• Relations for the K -parameters developed.are not presented.
• The variation of Kq and Kv with respect to generator loading and system reactance
is not presented, as the influence of damping torque through these parameters is
assumed negligible.
• The influence of external resistance are not investigated.
For these reasons, the block diagram model to incorporate FACTS devices is derived in this
report (section 5.4), and the parameters Kp, Kq and Kv investigated under various
conditions of generator loading and network impedance.
2.5 Methods to Improve Stability
Section 2.2 discussed the various forms of system stability. Special emphasis was placed on
small-signal stability, particularly the problem of local mode oscillations.
Oscillations of small magnitude and low frequency may persist for long periods of time and
in some cases present limitations on power transfer capability [16]. Insufficiently damped
oscillations may build up in amplitude, causing rotor swings of significant amplitude until
synchronism is lost. Power system stabilizers and other methods of stability enhancement
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were developed to damp out oscillations following a disturbance (small or large) and ensure
stable operation of the system. This section presents these methods, and provides an
overview of research already done in the field of angle stability enhancement.
2.5.1 Power System Stabilizer
The PSS is one of the most cost-effective and common methods of enhancing small-signal
stability and extending the stability limits of the system ([16], [63] pp. 182, 291-296). It is a
device that provides additional supplementary control loops to the generator AVR system,
modulating the generator excitation to provide damping to the oscillations of generator rotors
relative to one another. Section 2.3 discusses the concepts of oscillation damping and
damping torques in more detail.
The overall excitation system (with PSS) is designed with the following aims III mind
[25][29]:
• To maxmuze the damping of both local and interarea mode oscillations without
adversely affecting other modes of oscillations, such as torsional oscillations or
control modes such as "exciter modes" associated with the excitation system and the
field circuit.
• To enhance the system transient stability.
• Not to adversely affect system performance during major system upsets which cause
large excursions in system frequency.
• To minimize the consequences of possible excitation system malfunction due to
component failures.
Factors to consider when implementing a PSS [32] include (a) the location of the generating
unit where a PSS is to be installed, (b) the type of excitation system employed, and (c) the
voltage characteristics of system loads. The system loads and location of the PSS affects
only the damping of inter-area oscillations. The damping of local mode oscillations are
unaffected by these factors.
The structure of a PSS consists of low- and high-pass filters, lead-lag elements to obtain the
required phase shift, a signal amplifier and output limiters. A phase shift is required to
compensate for the phase lag between the exciter input and the electrical torque. This is
explained mathematically in section 4.4. Section 4.2 explains the various components in the
PSS control structure in more detail. An important design consideration is the input signal
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employed; this has significant influence on the way the PSS is constructed. Input signals
typically employed are (a) shaft speed deviation from the nominal, (b) ac bus frequency and
(c) a combination of power and speed ([16], [18], [63] pp. 14,291-296). Factors to consider
when deciding on an input signal include torsional interactions, the presence of power system
noise, and mechanical power variations. Each of these input signals is discussed briefly
below.
PSS based on ~(l)r: The oldest type of PSS uses a measurement of the speed deviations of the
generator shaft. A disadvantage to this type of PSS is that the stabilizer gain is constrained
by the influence of the PSS on torsional oscillations. Also, selecting a measurement position
on the shaft that properly represents the speed deviation is another obstacle. A solution is to
measure the speed at a number of points along the shaft and calculate the average speed
deviation.
PSS based on ~(l)r and p,,: This type of PSS calculates the average speed deviation from
measured electrical quantities, avoiding the need to measure speed deviation at a number of
points. This has the added advantage that a large gain can be used so that good damping of
the power swings can be obtained.
PSS based on fT: In this type of PSS, the terminal voltage frequency fT is used as input to
the PSS. The advantage to this solution is that the PSS is more sensitive to inter-area
oscillations than the previously mentioned methods. Hence the damping of inter-area
oscillations in interconnected power systems is improved. However, there is a disadvantage.
Terminal voltage waveform can contain noise produced by large industrial arc furnaces.
Also, as in the case of a PSS with speed deviation as input, the stabilizer gain is limited by
the effect on shaft torsional oscillations.
Some practical considerations regarding PSS design and implementation [25]: A thorough
knowledge of the regulator and its parameters is required. A badly designed PSS can be a
source of undesired oscillations. Voltage control on one generator also influences the
dynamic response of all generators in the power system. As a result, a PSS that improves the
damping of one generator does not necessarily add to the positive damping of other
generators in the system. Also to consider is the sensitivity of the PSS performance to its
parameters [72].
Previous research on PSS performance [16][25] indicate the following:
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• Excitation gam, generator loading and system strength strongly influences the
performance of a PSS on generator damping.
• For PSSs with speed and/or electrical power as input, PSS performance increases with
generator loading and system strength.
• For PSS with ac bus frequency as input, PSS performance decreases with increase in
system strength.
• Increase in stabilizer gain improves the damping of both local and interarea modes of
oscillations.
• If no transient gain reduction (TGR) is employed on the excitation system, the PSS
also increases the transient stability of the system.
The problem of interaction with other oscillation modes in the system and possible adverse
effect is the focus of much research. One possible solution is investigated in [56]. The
turbine-governor is utilised for the damping of local and inter-area oscillations, instead of the
generator excitation system. This is similar to adding a PSS to the excitation system. Phase
compensation is also needed, since time constants in the turbine-governor introduce a phase
shift between oscillations in ~cor and the turbine mechanical power.
The advantage to this solution lies in the fact that turbine-governor dynamics are weakly
coupled with those of the rest of the system. Consequently, the parameters of the PSS do not
depend on the network parameters. Although not in current use, this solution should receive
more attention in the future.
Some advantages of PSS over other forms of stability enhancement:
• Cost. PSS are very low cost [48], particularly in the case of new installations or
excitation system modernization [49]. Other means of compensation enhancement
need added (and costly) protection equipment.
• PSS provide robust damping control [49]. Outage or maltuning of a few PSSs does
not significantly influence the damping of low frequency oscillations.
Ref. [50] states a disadvantage to the use PSS. In the case of low frequency oscillations, a
large external reactance between groups of generators is usually involved. Such a high
reactance cause a low damping effect, which the PSS may not sufficiently damp. In such
cases a more costly alternative may need to be considered.
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Also, the ability of the PSS to provide damping to transient oscillations following a large
disturbance is impaired if the generator operates at such a loading that the exciter voltage is
close to or at its physical limit [7]. Only a small margin is available for excitation system
adjustments via the action of the PSS controller. The PSS controller may not be able to
ensure stability if this is the case.
2.5.2 The FACTS option
Traditionally, AVR and PSSs have been used for the damping of transient and dynamic
oscillations in power systems [7]. The introduction of FACTS provides several novel
techniques for this purpose.
The concept of FACTS was developed to make the transmission and distribution of
electricity more reliable, more controllable and more efficient [59]. The technology, based
on power electronic switches, offers utilities five opportunities for increased efficiency:
• Greater control of power flow on prescribed transmission routes.
• Secure loading of transmission lines to levels nearer the thermal limits.
• Greater ability to transfer power between areas, so that generation reserve margin may
be reduced.
• Prevent cascading outages by limiting the effects of faults and equipment failure.
• Damp power system oscillations, which could damage equipment and/or limit usable
transmission capacity [16].
The electric power transmission network is essential for reliable, low-cost power. Inadequate
transmission will result in less reliable, more costly power. This is one of the main reasons
for interconnecting networks. FACTS technology opens up new options for controlling
power and enhancing the usable capacity of present lines.
The following sections discuss various FACTS devices that have been developed and
implemented in power systems, as well as some new concepts. The focus is on the ability of
the device to damp electromechanical oscillations.
2.5.3 Static Var Compensator
The SVC can be described as dynamic shunt reactive power compensation. An SVC adjusts
its reactive power output to that required by the system. It is a flexible and continuous
scheme that operates in both the capacitive and inductive regions (depending on the design).
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It utilizes thyristor-switched and/or thyristor-controlled shunt elements. A variety of .
combinations of fixed and controlled elements are possible.
The main function of an SVC is the control bus voltage by adjusting the reactive power
output to that required by the system. A voltage regulator that attempts to keep busbar
voltage constant usually controls the thyristor firing circuits.
An SVC has no ability to control active power flow [59]. The reason is that, at a predefined
transmission voltage, line series impedance and the angle between the line end voltages
ultimately determine active power flow ([70] pp. 209). An SVC controls neither of these
parameters.
It has been found that the SVC voltage control does little to help the oscillation stability of
the power system [42]. To improve power system damping and increase oscillation stability,
supplementary control can be super-imposed on the regulator. This forms an extra damping
loop and provides positive damping to the power system (if properly designed).
Research on the use of an SVC to damp power system oscillations (local and inter-area
mode) ([8], [9], [15] and [42]) found the performance to increase with transmission line
power transfer. This is a favourable trend, as more damping is needed in a more heavily
loaded system. However, damping at low load conditions is negative and hence there exists a
"dead-point" where the SVC damping function is lost (damping torque zero). A possible
solution to this is to use an adaptive controller to change the sign of the SVC damping
controller gain according to the loading. Results from Ref. [8] show this can result in
positive damping of the inter-area oscillation mode at all loadings. However, control of inter-
area mode oscillations cannot at the same time guarantee a positive damping for the local
oscillation mode.
Usually, the SVC damping control is more effective when the power system is working at a
weak system connection with higher transmission line impedance [15][42]. Again, this is a
favourable characteristic, since damping is needed more in a weaker system.
Results from Refs [15] and [42] indicate the damping torque contribution of the SVC
damping control is linear to the controller gain. Hence for more effective damping control
following a large disturbance the gain should be set as high as possible. Physical limitation
would however not allow continuous control with a very high gain, and "bang-bang" control
appears one of the best control strategies to curb transient stability. Continuous control is a
more favourable approach for small-signal stability.
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The damping effect (effectiveness) of the SVC is sensitive to its location on the intertie
[9][ 48]. It must be remembered that the SVC influences the phase angle rather than the
magnitude of the line current [10]. Bus voltage and line power flow depends on the
impedance between the point of connection of the SVC and the sources; the location of the
SVC equipment thus has a significant impact on its characteristics and capability. Ref. [48]
suggests the SVC to have greatest influence when located near the midpoint of the electrical
distance from the two power systems, or two machines that oscillate against each other.
The presence and nature of bus load near the SVC location also has significant influence on
the effectiveness of SVC damping. It is even possible for the damping to be negative
altogether, depending on the load characteristics. To avoid such negative damping an
"inverted" control algorithm may be necessary if the SVC is placed close to the receiving end
bus, and this bus carries substantial passive load [10].
A disadvantage to the SVC is that the reactive power capability reduces steeply as a function
of the square of the voltage. Thus, when the SVC is most needed for voltage control (its
main function) it may not be able to provide the required reactive power support. The Static
Compensator is a shunt device that overcomes this obstacle .
•
2.5.4 Static Compensator
Another form of dynamic shunt compensation is the Static Compensator (STATCOM), also
called an Advanced-SVC or Gate Tum-Off (GTO) -SVC ([63] pp.34-35), or Static Condenser
[59]. The STATCOM provides shunt compensation in a similar way to the SVC, but utilises
a voltage source converter rather than shunt capacitors and reactors. The STATCOM
incorporates a high content of power electronics, but conventional components are reduced to
only a transformer and capacitor. This has the advantage that the construction is modular and
compact, making shipping, assembling and even possible relocation simple. The STATCOM
can also be used to help damp electromechanical oscillations.
An advantage of a STATCOM over a SVC is that, if the voltage is depressed, the STATCOM
can still deliver high levels of reactive power by using its overcurrent capability [59]. The
most reactive power that can be delivered equals the voltage times the current.
Since the STATCOM is a relatively new concept, research on its ability to enhance system
stability is limited. Ref. [57] shows the dc voltage regulator of a STATCOM is a source of
negative damping to system oscillations. A stabilizer superimposed on the AC voltage
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regulator is able to counterattack this negative influence and provide positive damping to
system oscillations.
Other possible application for a STATCOM is the damping of subsynchronous oscillations
[58].
2.5.5 Controlled Series Compensation
A CSC can be described as dynamic series reactance compensation. The primary purpose of
applying series compensator is to solve power flow problems. A CSC adjusts its degree of
series capacitive compensation to (a) increase/decrease the transmittable power, (b) control
power flow in the lines, and (c) prevent loop flows in the system ([70] pp. 209-265). Series
capacitive compensation can be effectively used to reduce underutilization of power systems.
Series capacitors are one of most cost-effective and economical methods to raise stability
limits [9]. Kimbark [47] in 1969 proposed the concept of switching series capacitors to
improve the transient stability of a simple SMIB power system. It was found the use of
switched series capacitors also reduces the fluctuation of load voltage, and that the MVAr
rating of shunt capacitors or reactors is 3 to 6 times the rating of switched series capacitors
for the same increase in stability limit. Hence switched series capacitors is more effective
than their shunt counterpart to improve transient stability.
The work by Kimbark set the stage for research in series capacitor control for stability
enhancement. With the advent of high-power thyristors, control of series capacitors in a
more economical and effective manner could be realized.
Series capacitive compensation can also be employed to minimize the receiving-end voltage
variation (at load end) and hence the possibility of voltage collapse. It does so more
effectively than a SVC ([70] pp. 212). Series compensation can also be used to effectively
damp electromechanical oscillations, which is does by the following working principle:
• The applied compensation is varied so as to counteract the accelerating and
decelerating swings of the disturbed machine(s).
• When the oscillating generator accelerates and () increases, the electric power
transmitted must be increased to compensate for the excess mechanical input power.
• Conversely, when the generator decelerates and () decreases, to balance the
insufficient mechanical input power the electric power transmitted must be decreased.
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Analytically, damping control by CSC action is similar to the direct addition of damping
torque to each generator in a power system [43]. The effectiveness of the CSC to provide
damping for a certain generator depends on the sensitivity of that generator to CSC action.
This has significant influence for the CSC location and ratings needed for effective
performance.
The following topologies of variable impedance series compensators exist ([70] pp. 209-265):
• GCSC - GTO Thyristor-Controller Series Capacitor
• TSSC - Thyristor-Switched Series Capacitor
• TCSC - Thyristor-Controller Series Capacitor
A GCSC is based on the GTO thyristor valve, that has ability to tum on and off upon
command. Thyristors are the most rugged power semiconductors available, with the highest
current and voltage ratings, and highest surge current capability. GTO thyristors presently
have lower voltage and current ratings, and considerably lower short-term surge current
rating. This limits the application of the GCSC to date, and thyristor-type topologies have
more favour with researchers.
A TSSC consists of a number of capacitors, each shunted by reverse parallel-connected
thyristors. The degree of series compensation is controlled in a step-wise manner by
increasing or decreasing the number of series capacitors inserted. Although a TSSC can
control the degree of series compensation, a sufficiently high degree of compensation could
cause subsynchronous resonance problems just as well as an ordinary capacitor. lts use is
therefore limited to applications where a high degree of compensation is not required and the
danger of subsynchronous resonance is not present. The TSSC finds application in power
flow control and oscillation damping where the required speed of response is moderate.
The TSSC configuration has the added disadvantage that a strong amount of active power
loss arises by valve conduction, when the system condition is such that a higher
compensation level is not required [51].
The TCSC consists of a series capacitor shunted by a thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR). The
basic principle is to provide a continuously variable capacitor by means of cancelling the
effective compensating capacitance by the TCR. The TCSC design is complicated by the fact
that the internally generated harmonics aggravate the limit conditions ([70] pp. 234).
Harmonic currents cause additional losses and corresponding temperature increase in both the
thyristor valve and the reactor.
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For the TeSe a wider control range of the compensation degree is allowed, compared to the
TSSe configuration [51]. Better first-swing stability and system damping is also achieved.
Other advantages of the TeSe configuration are:
• Load flow control by continuous control in the TeR mode
• Overvoltage protection of the series capacitor by step-wise control in the thyristor
switched reactor (TSR) mode
• Reduction of capacitor overvoltages at reinsertion by point of wave control
CSC performance in oscillation damping [8][9J[14][15][46J
Regardless of network structure or loading condition, a esc with appropriate damping
control is able to contribute positively to the damping of oscillations, whether local or inter-
area in nature. Also, there exists a linear relationship between the gain of the damping
controller and its damping torque contribution. Hence for more effective damping control the
gain should be set as high as possible. Physical limitation would however not allow
continuous control with a very high gain, and "bang-bang" control appears one of the best
control strategies. This is suitable to ensure stability following a large disturbance (transient
stability). However, to damp relatively small power oscillations, continuous variation of the
degree of compensation, in sympathy with the generator angle or power, may be a better
alternative ([70] pp. 214).
esc damping control is more effective in a heavier load condition. This is an advantageous
feature, since damping of the system normally is lower at heavily loaded lines. However,
esc damping control is less effective in a weaker system configuration with same load
transfer, when more damping torque is needed.
esc damping control also benefits transient stability.
Another advantage to system stability enhancement by a esc is the fact that esc damping
effect is not sensitive to the system load characteristics [9]. Also, the location of the esc
along a tie-line has little influence on its ability to damp power swings [10][48]. Damping of
a particular oscillation mode in a large complex power system by esc damping is a bit more
complicated. Results from Ref. [43] indicate the esc damping controller should be installed
close to the generator most sensitive to the system oscillation so as to achieve better damping
control. The optimum location for a esc installation depends on the system operating
condition.
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Results from Ref. [8] show CSC damping control, when designed for damping inter-area
oscillations, positively influences local mode oscillations but to a smaller extent.
Implementation considerations
Compensating a transmission line by fixed series compensations increases the steady-state
limit. Also, damping action is stronger compared to the case of the non-compensated line
[10]. Adding a controllable segment with the appropriate damping control topology
improves the damping action even more. Hence the most advantageous way of implementing
the damping equipment in a CSC form, seems to provide a larger fixed series capacitor with a
few controllable segments having suitable power ratings. This is to counter the system
constraints at least cost [59]. Typically a trade-off exists between the transient performance
required, which is influenced by the amount of adjustable capacity available, and the cost of
the equipment [7]. Increasing the adjustable range means better transient performance, but
also an increase in cost.
Advantages of CSC over other forms of stability enhancement
• A CSC is more effective in terms of damping effect per Mvar installed equipment
than shunt compensation, even with the 'SVC located at the location of maximum
influence [48] or several CSCs installed in parallel transmission paths, and compared
to one SVC [50][52]. Ref. [10] states the ratio of Mvar for similar performance
between CSC and SVC to be on the order of 10.
• A CSC is more efficient in terms of damping effect per Mvar installed equipment than
a PAR (section 2.5.6), particularly when the transmission line is heavily loaded [9].
• The impact of switched series capacitors and CSC operation on bus voltage amplitude
fluctuation is lower than is the case with SVC [10][47].
• CSC control causes much less voltage variation at the machine terminal than does a
PSS [7].
• The CSC damping effectiveness is less sensitive to location and loading conditions
than the corresponding SVC damping system [10][50]. The CSC is more robust in
this regard.
• A CSC is more effective than a SVC at damping inter-area oscillation modes [8].
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• In the case of two large systems interconnected by a series-compensated transmission
link, the extension of the series capacitor with some controllable segments [50] or one
or a few appropriately located eses [48], may offer an alternative to providing PSSs
for large number of machines.
When the esc is used to damp oscillations, generator output is controlled mainly by varying
the transmission line reactance, and not by varying the exciter output (as in the case of a
PSS). Hence the esc control action can still be in force even when the field voltage is close
to its physical limit (exciter saturated) [7]. The esc is then able to provide damping to the
system oscillations following a disturbance when the PSS is not, and the esc superior in this
regard.
The discussion in [7] considers only transient stability. Of course, damping small-signal
oscillations by a PSS will be less influenced by margin of field voltage available. However,
if no margin is available and the exciter saturated, the PSS is also not able to provide the
needed damping to small oscillations.
2.5.6 Phase Angle Regulator
A PAR works by adding or subtracting a variable voltage component that is perpendicular to
the phase voltage of the line to accomplish the phase shift [59]. Similar to the esc, a PAR
(also called "phase shifter") can be used for power flow control, with possible application in
power system stability enhancement [9]. There is an added benefit for the use of a PAR over
a esc: use of a PAR does not contribute to subsynchronous resonance [59].
As with the esc, there is a linear relationship between the gain of the controller and its
damping torque contribution [15]. This suggests for most effective damping control, the gain
should be set as high as possible. Physical limitation would not allow continuous control
with a very high gain, and "bang-bang" control appears the most effective option. In
practice, as is the case with esc, this is more appropriate for curbing transient stability;
continuous control ought to be utilized to enhance small-signal stability.
The damping effect of a PAR decreases with increase in line loading [9]. This IS an
unfavourable trend, as damping is needed more in a more heavily loaded system.
Other than is the case for a esc, the damping effect of a PAR is influenced by the load
characteristics, but to a lesser degree than the sve.
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A PAR is able to provide positive damping torque regardless of network configuration or
system loading [15]. Also, the PAR damping control is less effective in a weaker system,
which is unfavourable as more damping torque is then needed. The location of a PAR along
a tie-line does not influence its ability to damp power swings [48].
Even though theoretically a PAR can be used to damp electromechanical oscillations, it
shows unfavourable trends with respect to both generator loading and system strength. Also,
it is more sensitive to load characteristics and hence not as robust in that regard as a CSC.
The advantage of using a PARis the fact that it. does not contribute to subsynchronous
resonance and as a result no special control mechanism needs to be implemented.
2.5.7 Unified Power Flow Controller
The UPFC controls bus voltage in both magnitude and phase ([63] pp. 37-38) by use of GTO
thyristors. Through this action, a UPFC is able to control the flow of real and reactive power
in the network, as well as damp electromechanical oscillations.
The primary function of a UPFC is power flow control. The UPFC power flow and voltage
controller have little influence on system oscillation damping [54]. For continuous and
effective operation of the UPFC, the de voltage across the UPFC link capacitor must be kept
constant. This can be achieved by installing a de voltage regulator in the UPFC. Ref. [54]
found this de voltage regulator is a source of negative damping torque and reduces the
damping of rotor angle oscillation mode. A damping controller added to damp system
oscillations is able to counterattack this problem. The damping of low-frequency oscillations
is one of the secondary functions of the UPFC.
Research into the influence of system loading and network characteristic on the UPFC
damping performance [55] found UPFC performance increases with loading. This is
favourable, and a result of the forward path of the UPFC damping controller. This "plant"
transfer function varies with power system operating condition as well as choice of input
control signal. The variation of the "plant" transfer function with respect to the system or
external reactance (resistance not considered) is dependent on the input control signal chosen.
The four input control signals are the amplitude modulation ratio and phase angle of the
control signal of each voltage source converter.
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2.5.8 Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
A SMES ([63] pp. 35-36) can be seen as a controllable current source whose magnitude and
phase can be changed within one cycle; the upper limit of this source is imposed by the de
current in the superconducting coil. Converter firing angles are determined by a PQI
controller (referring to the control of active power (P), reactive power (Q), and current (I)) so
as to control the output real and reactive power and the de current in the coil. The
modulation controller determines control strategy in such a way as to damp power swings in
the network.
A SMES can constitute a powerful tool for transient stability enhancement as well as support
primary frequency regulation.
2.6 Summary
Chapter 2 provided background information on system stability. The focus fell on small-
signal stability, as the investigation of this report considers this type of stability. In particular
the problem of local mode oscillations are considered, and for that purpose the SMIB system
is ideal in developing concepts.
The block diagram that describes the SMIB system is presented. The damping and
synchronizing torque expressions can be obtained using this diagram, and are functions of the
K-parameters in this diagram. An understanding of the behaviours of these parameters is
essential in understanding the torques of the system. Previous research investigated the K-
parameters, but in that research the infinite bus voltage was not constant for all conditions
and allowed to vary. For this reason this report (chapter 3) also investigates the behaviours of
the parameters, but for the case of a generator connected to a large and "stiff' external system
(infinite bus constant).
An extension of the block diagram to incorporate FACTS devices is also mentioned. In the
references that describe this block diagram, relations for the K-parameters are not given.
Also, only the parameter Kp is investigated and that also only for the system with no
external resistance. Chapter 5 derives expressions for the K-parameters in this block diagram
model, and these are investigated for conditions of loading, reactance and resistance.
Section 2.5 presented an overview of methods to use (or can be used) to enhance stability of a
power system. Of all the methods so far researched, the PSS and the CSC appear the most
effective at damping system oscillations. The PSS has cost in its favour, whereas the CSC is
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more effective per MVAr rating than other FACTS devices. Chapters 4 and 5 investigate the
performance of the PSS and the CSC for various different operating conditions, respectively.
Chapter 6 provides a comparison of the results. The discussion focuses on which controller is
more able to improve system stability, when more damping torque is needed.
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3 REQUIREMENT FOR STABILITY SUPPORT
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system
without oscillation stabilizer, and investigates and discusses scenarios of possible system
instabili ty.
The concept of system eigenvalues are of much importance. The classic model generator
versus infinite bus system is presented to illustrate the role eigenvalues play in evaluating the
stability of the system. Section 3.3 discusses the system model used in this and subsequent
chapters for stability analysis. This model comprises the state-space model, from which the
eigenvalues are obtained, and the block diagram model, useful to evaluate torque expressions
used in the investigation.
The concepts of damping and synchronizing torques are used to evaluate the stability
condition of the system. These torque expressions are functions of parameters known as the
system model K-parameters. The, stability of the system can be related to the signs of the K-
parameters. It is therefore deemed important to understand the behaviours or trends of these
K-parameters for various network structure and loading conditions. The characteristics and
conditions under investigation are: (a) generator load; (b) system reactance as seen by the
generator; (c) the amount of external (line) resistance relative to reactance; (d) load local to
the generator (sending-end) side of the SMIB system. The influence of machine saturation
on results is also examined.
Both the influence of armature reaction and the excitation system on system stability are
investigated for the characteristics and conditions mentioned above. In addition to these, the
influence of AVR gain on results is also considered. Emphasis is placed on identifying
scenarios of possible system instability, to determine when it is required to provide stability
enhancement.
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3.2 Classic Model Representation
The classic generator model is a simplified version of the machine model of section 3.3. A
simple voltage source of fixed magnitude behind an effective transient reactance describes
the classic generator model. In the SMIB configuration, a constant infinite bus voltage and
reactance represents the external system. The simplicity of this model helps to understand
the effects of synchronizing and damping torques on the stability and frequency of system
oscillations.
3.2. 1 Small perturbation equations
Fig.3.1 shows the SMIB configuration. Ef and EB are the machine and infinite bus
voltages, respectively; X~ is the generator transient reactance, and X E the equivalent
reactance of the external system.
The scenario considered in this report is that of a generator connected to a large system via a
power line. This has the following implications on the investigation performed in this
research:
,
• The external system is modelled by the infinite bus, and assumed to be relatively
strong or stiff. As a result the voltage EB is constant at a pre-determined value
regardless of generator loading or line impedance.
• The power line may be of low voltage (this option not excluded), so that neglecting
resistance in the line may influence results erroneously ([67] pp. 415). Throughout
this report, seperate sections present the influence of resistance on results.
r P" Q,
Fig. 3.1: SMIB system with generator represented by classic model
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The configuration of Fig. 3.1 does not include line resistance or local load, to simplify the
basic analysis presented in this present section. Section 3.4 discusses the modelling of line
resistance or local load in the SMIB system.
Section 2.2.1 describes the governing principle behind rotor dynamics, namely the swing
equation. Eq. (2.1) expresses the per unit swing equation, which is a second order differential
equation. For the purpose of investigating the dynamic performance of the SMIB system,
component models are expressed in state-space and block diagram form. This requires the
component models to be expressed as a set of first order differential equations. The swing
equation of (2.1) can be expressed as:
(3.l )
(3.2)
These are a set of two first-order differential equations. p is the differential operator dj dl,
with time t in seconds. b is evaluated with respect to a synchronously rotating reference, in
this case EB .
A note on symbology usage. The subscript 0 refers to the steady-state or predisturbance
condition. So is bo the nominal or steady state value of b. Also, the prefix 11 implies a
perturbation or small deviation of the variable from the pre-disturbance value. So does I1CDr
imply the deviation of the rotor speed CDr from its steady state value.
Inper unit, the air-gap torque is equal to the air-gap power Pe' and can be expressed as:
E'ET = P = __ B sin b
e e X
T
(3.3)
X T is the total system reactance depicted in Fig. 3.1. To obtain the state-space and block
diagram models, this expression for Te is substituted into Eq. (3.l) and linearised about the
initial condition represented by b = bo' The following expression results:
(3.4)
Ks is the synchronizing torque coefficient
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(3.5)
Eqs (3.4) and (3.2) describe the system in small perturbation form. These expressions
combined give the system state-space and block diagram models.
3.2.2 System state-space model and block diagram
Eqs (3.2) and (3.4) can be combined in matrix format to give
(3.6)
This is the state-space model of the SMID system, and is of the form x = Ax + Tp . A is the
state matrix of the system, x and p are the state and perturbation vectors respectively, and
r is the perturbation matrix.
The eigenvalues A = 0"± j(jJ of the state matrix are a useful indication of the stability of the
system. The damping ratio,
-0"
S=.J22'
0" + ill
(3.7)
determines the rate of decay of the amplitude of the oscillation ([60] pp. 711-712). To ensure
such oscillation is positively damped, the real part of the eigenvalue, 0", must be negative.
From the eigenvalues of Eq. (3.6), the damping ratio can also be written as
(3.8)
(J) represents the actual or damped frequency. The undamped natural frequency is
(3.9)
Observation: increasing K D increases the damping ratio (as might be expected), whereas
increasing Ks increases the natural frequency but decreases the damping ratio.
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Damping torque
component
Fig. 3.2: Block diagram of a SMIB system with classical generator model
Fig. 3.2 shows the block diagram model. This diagram is useful to visualize the damping and
synchronizing torque and the elements that contribute to this. This model is a simplified
version of the more complex block diagram model of the SMIB system with synchronous
machine flux linkage variations and field voltage control modelled. Fig. 3.6 shows such a
model.
3.2.3 Power oscillation dampi[1g - fundamental
With K D = 0 or very small, the system response is purely oscillatory or only slightly
damped. An additional component of electrical torque in phase with ~cor is required to
ensure the oscillations are sufficiently damped. Put differently, a supplementary power is
needed to modulate the generated power [4]. If a stabilizer adds an electrical torque [5]
then Eq. (3.4) is rewritten as
(3.10)
(3.11)
Thus, addition of an oscillation stabilizer modifies the system state-space model of Eq. (3.6)
to give
(3.12)
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Eq. (3.12) assumes constant mechanical torque input. In principle, Kw needs to be such that
K D + Kwis positive. This will ensure a positive damping torque and a system that is
oscillatory stable. The amount of synchronizing torque K/1Ó the stabilizer introduces
depends on the controller phase compensation ([60] pp. 769). Ko can be either positive or
negative.
This section presented the block diagram model of a SMIB system with generator represented
by a simplified model. The influence of damping and synchronizing torques on the
electromechanical oscillations is presented. The fundamental principle of stability
enhancement is described. Section 3.3 presents the state-space and block diagram models of
the SMIB system with the generator modelled in more detail. A discussion on the various
influences on the damping and synchronizing torques follow later in the chapter.
3.3 System Model
Refs [60] pp. 737-762 and [61] pp. 66-71 derive the small perturbation (linear) model of the
SMIB system with synchronous machine represented by the higher order model. This model
is an extension of the classical model of section 3'.2 to include the effect of field flux linkage
variations. This present section presents the main expressions describing the model (the
derivation is reproduced from theory and given in Appendix D), as well as the state-space and
block diagram models.
Amortisseur (damper winding) effects are neglected for two reasons: (a) to reduce
computational effort; (b) inclusion would only act to aid the system damping [22]. Thus a
worst-case scenario is created whereby the need of damping is amplified.
In the literature it is often found that armature resistance and saturation effects are neglected
to minimize data requirements and calculation times. These simplifications do not affect the
fundamental principles and the governing block diagram representation of the system, but
only the underlying detailed equations of parameters in the diagram and state-space
representation (to be discussed). In this research, for the sake of completeness, armature
resistance and saturation effects are included in the system model.
3.3.1 Small perturbation equations
The state variables on which the state-space model is based are L1ffir, Ó, which is the sum of
the internal machine angle ó; and the angle by which E[ leads EB (see Fig. 3.3), and field
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flux linkage \jl Jd' These and subsequent variables in this section are in per unit. Time is in
seconds, and angles in radians.
The expression
(1)
~8 = _0 ~(1)r (3.13)
s
relates the rotor angle to the per unit speed deviation. s is the Laplacian operator and
frequency equivalent to p.
The electrical torque in terms of perturbed values,
(3.14)
is used to write the speed deviation from (1)0 as
(3.15)
The coefficients K, and K2 (Eqs (D.60), (0.61)) are functions of the system characteristic
(impedances) and condition (power flow) and define the sensitivity of electrical torque to
variations in angle and field flux linkage, respectively. These and other K-parameters are
useful as they simplify the analysis of small-signal stability of the system.
The small perturbation field flux linkage is derived as
(3.16)
q-axis
d-axis
Fig. 3.3: Axis representation of system voltages and angles
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and is a function of the exciter output voltage E jd and rotor angle. This expression shows
that rotor angle affects the field flux linkage, but only after a delay. As with KI and K 2' the
parameters K 3' K 4 and T3fd (Eqs (D.62) to (D.64)) are system characteristic and condition
dependent and aid in the analysis of system stability. K 3 and T3fd describe the field circuit
transfer function, and K 4 the influence of ~o on field flux linkage variations when
With the field voltage (exciter output voltage) assumed constant, Eqs (3.13) through (3.16)
model the small-signal stability behaviour of the SMIB system without excitation control.
These equations form part of the block diagram model of Fig. 3.6. The expressions for the
state variables are rearranged in the state-space form:
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
These expressions form part of the system state-space model of Eq. (3.24).
3.3.2 Excitation system
Constant field voltage (exciter output voltage) implies Mfd = O. Analysis of the system
without excitation control gives valuable information regarding inherent machine stability
[13]. The influence of excitation control on the damping of system oscillations is mostly
negative [2][12]. It is this negative damping of system oscillations that needs to be
counterattacked by adding damping support in the system.
Fig. 3.4 shows a typical functional block diagram of the generator excitation control system.
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+ t,
Ve" Ve Terminal Voltage TransducerL & Load Compensator- E[
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Voltage Efd Generator &
r--
Exciter---. Regulator Power System r--
Excitation System
Stabilizer
Vs Power System .-
Stabilizer (PSS)
Fig. 3.4: Functional block diagram for generator excitation control system
Voltage regulator and exciter
A thyristor type excitation system is considered. The reason for this is two-fold: (a) it is a.
mathematically simple excitation system model - a gain KA models the voltage regulator,
and a single time constant TA the exciter [2][ 19]; (b) thyristor excitation systems are very
popular in the case of hydro units [21].
This report focuses on the need for damping, and the ability to provide such damping support
given a particular system circumstance. According to references [2] and [60] pp.765, a
higher gain exciter introduces more negative damping torque into the system, thus
aggravating system stability more. This creates a worse case scenario for needed damping
support. Ref. [60] pp.765 suggests an exciter gain of about 200. Ref. [2] suggests the gain
K A to be equal to or less than T;o /2TA ' with i: the machine d-axis (transient) open-circuit
time constant. Therefore, with TA = 0.02 seconds (suggested in Refs [20], [24] and [71]) and
T;o given in Appendix B, KA should be 200 or less. The value of 200 is used. The
influence of this assumption for KAon results will be discussed later in this report, in
sections 3.8.5, 4.6.5 and 5.8.5.
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Excitation system stabilizer
An excitation system stabilizer is generally employed to ensure stable off-line operation,
although for high initial response excitation systems such stabilization is normally not
required [19][26]. The exciter time constant is quite small (see discussion above); hence no
stabilization by feedback or TGR of the excitation system is modelled.
Neglecting TGR also creates a worse case scenario for the following reasons:
• TGR is used to reduce the voltage regulator gain at high frequencies to minimize the
negative contribution of the regulator to system damping [19].
• TGR on the excitation system without PSS improves local mode damping but
decreases inter-area mode damping [25].
This report focuses on the damping of local mode oscillations, and a worse case scenario is
desirable from the view of system damping enhancement. Also, when TGR is neglected an
increase in oscillation stabilizer gain improves damping as well as transient stability. In
contrast, for the scheme with TGR increasing stabilizer gain results in a deterioration of
transient stability.
Power system stabilizer
Chapter 4 considers stabilization of the system by a PSS.
Terminal voltage transducer and load compensator
For many systems, the voltage transducer time constant is very small [19]. It is therefore
neglected.
Refs [60] pp. 335-337 and [19] identify the following situations to use load compensation:
1. When generators are bussed together at their terminals, sharing a common step-up
transformer.
2. When a single unit is connected through significant impedance to the system.
The first scenario is beyond the scope of this research. Only the case of a single machine is
considered. The second scenario appears feasible as the influence of external system
impedance on system damping performance is investigated (sections 3.8, 4.6 and 5.8), and
the effect of considerable impedance (signifying a weak system) is also considered.
However, for the purpose of results comparison, all analyses are based on the same
assumptions. The excitation system control is assumed such as to regulate the machine
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terminal voltage at a constant predefined value (in this research, 1.0 p.u.). Therefore, load
compensation is not considered.
Fig. 3.5 shows the resultant generator excitation system, used throughout this report.
+
AVR&
Exciter
+
E, ---I~
Fig. 3.5: Generator excitation control system
This chapter focuses on the need for damping support, in a system without added power
oscillation stabilizers. Therefore, the PSS output voltage Vs is set to zero. Chapter 4
considers the SMID system with PSS.
The expression
(3.20)
expresses Fig. 3.5 mathematically. Appendix D derives the terminal voltage in linear form
as:
11£, = K 5L1b + K 6L1\jl id (3.21)
The direct effect of rotor angle on terminal voltage is described by the coefficient K 5. K 6
defines the sensitivity of E, to variations in field flux linkage. Eqs (D.65) and (D.67)
express K 5 and K 6 as functions of system impedance and loading condition.
The small perturbation form of the exciter output voltage (3.20) is
(3.22)
11£, is replaced by Eq. (3.21). Eq. (3.22) forms part of the block diagram model of Fig. 3.6,
and can be rearranged to give
(3.23)
This expression forms part of the state-space model of Eq. (3.24).
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3.3.3 System state-space model and block diagram
Eq. (3.24) gives the state-space model of the SMIB system. The embellishment 11"" on the
state variables signify differentiation to·time, dj dt. The eigenvalues of the state matrix are a
useful indication of the stability of the system (see section 3.2.2). The eigenvalue associated
with the rotor angle oscillation mode is used as the complex frequency to evaluate the system
damping torques (see section 3.7).
-K -K -K 1__ D __ I _,_2 0 02H 2H 2H 2H
~cOr
0 0 0
~ror
~()
roo ~8 0 0 [ 81~]= + (3.24)
~\j! id 0 -K3K4
-1 K3 ~\jI fd 0 0 ~Vref
Mid T_'id r.; i.; se,
0
-KAK5 -KAK6 -1 0 KA
TA TA TA TA
Fig.3.6 shows the block diagram model. This model was first derived by Heffron and
Phillips [1], and became known as the Phillips-Heffron model of the SMIB system. This
block diagram is a useful tool in understanding t~e performance of the system. Expressions
for torque contribution of the individual system elements are easily obtained using this block
diagram.
1
+ +
2Hs+KD
Mfd
+
Fig. 3.6: Block diagram model of SMIB system
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Sections 3.7 and 3.8 discuss the system synchronizing and damping torques and variation
thereof with respect to changes in system characteristic or condition. These torques are
functions of the system model K-parameters; hence the stability of the system depends on the
signs of the parameters KI ... K6 [12]. Section 3.6 investigates the effects of system
impedance and generator loading - and assumptions made in the modelling process - on the
parameters KI' . . K 6 •
3.4 Line Resistance and Local Load
This present section helps put the results of the analysis sections on the K-parameters and
system performance into perspective. The concepts of line resistance, local load and the
equivalent SMIB system are considered in more detail. The degree of series capacitive
compensation influences the effective resistance to reactance ratio, RE / XE' Also, the
amount of local load resistance alters both the system effective resistance and reactance, and
the infinite bus voltage in the equivalent system model. These issues are considered in more
detail.
3.4.1 SMIB system model
This investigation focuses on the presence of sufficient damping torque in the system, and
follows the following pattern: (a) with constant E( and EB' evaluate the parameter under
investigation for a certain system impedance and loading; (b) change the loading or
impedance; (c) re-evaluate the parameter. The end-result is a set of plots that illustrate the
variation of the parameter under consideration vs. variation in generator loading and external
or system impedance.
The response of point load to sinusoidal variations in voltage and frequency [27] is not
considered in this report. This investigation also does not consider reactive power load, to
allow the block diagram model of section 3.3 to be used [28]. Therefore, a constant
resistance models the local load, and load power varies directly with the square of the voltage
magnitude [27]. Since oscillations in the local mode are also insensitive to the load model
[32], this is appropriate. The local load voltage equals the generator terminal voltage (see
Fig. 3.7). With constant E(, the local load power ~oad'
E2r.: =[f-,
load
(3.25)
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P+jQ
...
e.:
P+jQ
...
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.7: Local load case and Thevenin equivalent
is constant for a constant local load resistance Rload •
Fig. 3.7 shows the case of the system with local load, and the equivalent series impedance
configuration obtained by Thevenin transformation [2][13]. In Fig. 3.7(a) E; is the infinite
bus voltage of the system with local load, and Xline denotes line reactance. Fig. 3.7(b) shows
the Thevenin equivalent representation, on which the state-space and block diagram models
are based. The resistance
(3.26)
and reactance
(3.27)
define the equivalent impedance. The equivalent infinite bus voltage is
E • Rload=E .--=--
B B R X
load + } line
(3.28)
EB serves as a reference phasor for the line and rotor angles (see Fig. 3.3); hence only its
magnitude (absolute value) is used in the calculations.
3.4.2 Line resistance scenario
Typically, the resistance to reactance ratio of a power line increases with power line
construction from transmission to sub-transmission and distribution voltage levels. For
example, in a 400 kV 50 Hz power line RE/XE is around 0.10- 0.15 ([67] pp. 415, [73]). In
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a 66 kV power line RE / XE varies between 0.35 and 0.70, depending on conductor type and
bundling, and tower configuration.
Consider the case of a series capacitor implemented in the line. This reduces the effective
series reactance, with a resultant increase in resistance to reactance ratio. As an example,
consider a power line with RE/XE =0.4 (characteristic of a 66 kV line). 50% reactance
compensation increases RE / XE to 0.8:
= RE = 0.4 =0.8
X E(nell') XE(old)xO.5 0.5
Similarly, 80% compensation effectively increases the resistance to reactance ratio to 2.0.
This is a five-fold increase in RE / XE' For a transmission line with RE / XE = 0.1 , 50%
series reactance compensation doubles RE / XE to 0.2, and 80% compensation increases the
effective RE / XE from 0.1 to 0.5. This illustrates the necessity to model external resistance:
an increase in the degree of series capacitive compensation causes an increase in RE / XE'
Separate sections throughout this report investigate how this influences system stability and
stabilizer (PSS or CSC) performance.
3.4.3 Local load scenario
Consider the case of a SMIB system with negligible line resistance, but with significant local
load at the generator end of the line such as Fig. 3.7(a) illustrates. Dividing Eg. (3.26) by
(3.27) gives the following relation:
(3.29)
Eg. (3.29) indicates RE / XE increases by (a) increase of the local load (reduced RIoad)' (b)
increase in transmission line length (larger X line)' or (C) a combination of the two. In this
case adding fixed series compensation reduces X line and hence also RE / XE' However, the
influence on system stability and stabilizer performance is a complex function of both this
and the variation in EB with changes in Rload or X line (Eq. (3.28)). Again, separate sections
throughout this report investigate how this influences system stability and stabilizer
performance.
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3.5 Reactive Power Requirement
Section 3.4 discusses external system resistance and the factors that influence the ratio
RE / XE· This present section continues on the discussion of section 3.4 by considering the
influence thereof on system reactive power flow. The focus is on the reactive power support
required of the synchronous generator, given a particular voltage gradient and active power
transmission across the external system impedance. Section 3.5.1 discusses the familiar case
of a SMIB system without external resistance. The principle of a symmetrical line and the
reactive power flow is presented. Section 3.5.2 extends on these concepts by including
resistance in the system.
3.5. 1 No external resistance
Ref. [60] pp. 250-254 presents a discussion on the scenario of a loss less line. Fig. 3.8 shows
a simplified view of a system with no external resistance. The power angle 8 is used here for
illustrative purposes, and is not to be confused with the rotor angle 8 of section 3.3. The
shunt capacitances of transmission lines do not explicitly appear in the model; their effects
are implicitly represented by the net reactive power transmitted. This simplified analysis
gives useful insight into the characteristics of ac transmission systems.
Fig. 3.8: SMIB system with no external resistance
By definition, a symmetrical line has equal sending- and receiving-end voltages ([62] pp. 70).
This implies that Et = EB in Fig. 3.8. Also, under load, (a) Et leads EB in phase, and (b) by
symmetry, the power factor angle at one end of the line is the negative of the angle at the
other end.
The levels of voltage and power transmission, as well as the line reactance, determine the
reactive power required of the sending- and receiving-end sources. Consider first the case of
a symmetrical line, with end-point voltages E. The relation
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E2
Q =-Q =-(l-coso)
I B X
E
(3.30)
relates the sending-end and receiving-end reactive powers (Fig. 3.8). This expression shows
that, (a) the synchronous machine delivers positive reactive power regardless of the machine
active power load (provided 0 < 90°), and (b) each end provides half the reactive power
consumed by the line reactance when the system is symmetrical.
Transfer of reactive power from one line end to another requires a voltage gradient across the
line. Flow is then from the side with higher voltage magnitude to the lower voltage side.
3.5.2 System with external resistance
This section extends the concepts of section 3.5.1 by including resistance in the equations.
Section 3.4 describes resistance in a SMIB system as being either (a) line resistance, or (b)
the resistance in a local load. A constant resistance models the local load, for reasons
discussed.
Fig. 3.9: SMIB system with external resistance
Fig. 3.9 shows a simplified view of a SMIB system with external resistance included. In the
local load case, Fig. 3.9 represents the Thevenin equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.7(b). As with the
case without external resistance (section 3.5.1), the power angle 0 is used here for illustrative
purposes, and is not to be confused with the 0 of section 3.3.
From Fig. 3.9, the apparent power at the receiving (infinite bus) end is
(3.31 )
PB is the active power towards the infinite bus, and /1 the line current. The embellishment
"-,, implies voltages and current in this expression are complex phasors. With EB the
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reference phasor, i{ = Elejf, = EI cos 8+ jEl sin 8, and the real and reactive powers at the
receiving end are
(3.32)
(3.33)
Similarly the sending-end real and reactive powers are
(3.34)
(3.35)
These equations describe the way active and reactive power is transferred between active
ends of a network characterized by an impedance ZE = RE + jX E. The following discussion
focuses on the influence of voltage magnitudes and the angle 8 on the sending- and
receiving-end active and reactive power flows.
Difference in voltage magnitudes
To consider the effect of voltage gradient on the power flows, assume 8 = o. Eqs (3.32) to
(3.35) then reduce to
(3.36)
The transmission of active power from the sending end to the receiving end is still possible
even with 8 = 0, provided a voltage rise or drop (voltage gradient) exists across the line. In
the case of a system with local load, a voltage drop will always exist across the line, as
Eq. (3.28) appears to indicate. Table 3.1 gives the values of EB evaluated for systems with
local load. Notice EB < 1.0 (and hence < EI) for all values of local load. Eq. (3.36) gives
the active power contribution by each end of the line to support the local load.
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A voltage gradient is also essential for the transfer of reactive power. With E, > EB' both Q,
and QB is positive and Q, > QB; in other words, reactive power is transmitted from the
sending end to the receiving end and partly absorbed by the line reactance. Fig.3.10(a)
shows the corresponding phasor diagram. The opposite is true when EB> E, (a voltage
rise): then both Q, and QB is negative, and reactive power is transmitted from the receiving
end to the sending end. Fig. 3.1O(b) shows the corresponding phasor diagram.
Fig. 3.10 illustrates the following:
1. Transmission of lagging current through an inductive impedance causes a voltage drop in
the receiving-end voltage.
2. Transmission of leading current through an inductive impedance causes a voltage rise in
the receiving-end voltage.
In each case, the line reactance consumes the reactive power difference between the line end-
points:
(3.37)
I,
(a) E, > EB (b)EB>E,
Fig. 3.10: Phasor diagrams with I) = 0
Difference in voltage angles
To consider the effect of 8 -:f. 0 on the power flows, assume E, = EB = E. In the system with
resistance neglected (section 3.5.1), this constitutes a symmetrical line case: no reactive
power is transferred from one end to another; instead, each end provides half the reactive
power consumption of the line.
For the system of Fig. 3.9 with external resistance, Eqs (3.32) to (3.35) reduce to
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E2 (RE sin 8 - XE cos 8+ XE)
R2 +X2E E
(3.38)
With 8 positive, active power flows from the sending end to the receiving end. If RE is high
compared to XE' PB may be negative. Active power then flows from both the sending and
receiving ends.
By definition, this scenario with EI = EB is a symmetrical case, though it is clear from
Eq. (3.38) that the reactive support from the line ends are no longer equally divided (compare
(3.30) for the no resistance scenario). Rewrite QB and QI in (3.38) as follows:
(3.39)
Observation: a larger 8 increases the influence of line resistance RE on the reactive powers
QI and QB· An increase in RE or decrease in XE (see section 3.4.2) reduces the reactive
power flow from the sending end (QI less positive). The reactive power "support" of the
synchronous machine can even become negative with significant RE. The machine then acts
as a sink of reactive power, rather than a source of it. For reasons discussed in [62] pp. 65-
67, the reactive power absorption capability of synchronous generators are normally limited
to 0.45 p.u. of the MVA rating. The use of shunt inductive compensation can help alleviate
this problem and allow the synchronous generator to be more effective to provide continuous
reactive power support to the system.
An increase in RE increases the reactive power flow - QB from the receiving end of the line.
A decrease in X E (see section 3.4.2) reduces - QB .
In conclusion:
1. The reactive power output of the synchronous machine can be positive or negative.
2. Line voltages, the amount of real power transmitted, as well as the effective resistance
and reactance influence the generator reactive power load. The impedance resistance to
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reactance ratio dictates how much each end of the line provides to the line reactive power
consumption. An increase in RE results in increased reactive power support from the
external system, while the synchronous generator reactive power support reduces to the
point the machine absorbs reactive power.
The external large system is assumed strong and able to provide the necessary reactive power
and keep EB constant.
The analysis in this and the previous section presented an analytical discussion on resistance
in the SMIB system. The following and other sections in this report discuss the influence of
line reactance, local load, etc. on the block diagram model as well as the stability
performance of the system. The discussion on resistance aimed to put the results obtained by
simulation in perspective.
3.6 K-constants Analysis
Fig. 3.6 portrays the SMIB system as a function of the system K-parameters. Sections 3.7
and 3.8 discuss the system synchronizing and damping torques and variation thereof with
respect to changes in generator loading or network structure (impedance). These torques are
functions of the system model K-parameters; the stability of the system depends on the signs
of the constants KI ... K6 [12], hence the significance of investigating the trends of the K-
parameters. This is the focus of this section: to know the effects of network structure and
loading - and assumptions made in the modelling process - on the parameters KI ... K 6 •
Ref. [12] gives results in this regard, albeit under different assumptions and method of
analysis.
Results from section 3.8 indicate the system damping and synchronizing torques are most
influenced by the parameters KI' K4 and Ks. The discussions focus more on these
parameters. The parameters K 2' K 3 and K 6 are mentioned only briefly in this section.
The following section discusses the analysis procedure of Ref. [12], and that used in this
research. Sections 3.6.2 to 3.6.4 investigate the influence of machine loading and system
reactance and resistance on the K-parameters by MATLAB simulation. Machine saturation is
modelled. Section 3.6.5 discusses the effect of neglecting saturation on results. In the
concluding summary, attention is drawn to where results differ from previous research on this
subject.
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3.6.1 Analysis procedure
Previous research [12] plotted graphs for KI' K 2' K 4 ••• K 6 vs. ~, for various values of
machine reactive power load QI and a constant external impedance. K 3 was excluded since
machine saturation was neglected. There is no definite mention of assumptions, especially
pertaining to the machine terminal and infinite bus voltages. The control of QI at a fixed
value suggests that either EI and EB was allowed to vary ([60] pp. 746). Reproduction of
the results of [12] shows with EI constant, EB may be as low as 0.7 p.u. for some of the
conditions considered in that paper.
The research presented in this report assumes both end-point voltages constant at unity.
Section 3.5 discusses the implications of this assumption. No control is placed on the
machine reactive load, and as a result QI can become negative (machine a sink of reactive
power - see Eg. (3.39», particularly as the external effective resistance increases.
With EI and EB constant at 1.0 p.u., plots of KI ... K 6 vs. generator load, for various XE'
line RE / XE' and RIoad' are generated by MATLAB simulation. Cases considered are as
follows (values in p.u.):
= 0.2, 0.4, 0.8
= 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, with XE as above
= 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, with XE as above
X E represents the total external series reactance, comprising both transformer reactance and
line reactance. According to Ref. [1] XE = 0.8 p.u. is an unusually high value for external
reactance. It is such high values of external reactance that pose a problem to stability.
The values of RE/XE were chosen in accordance with values in Refs [67] pp. 415 and [73].
0.1 is the ratio typical of transmission level voltages, while 0.4 and 0.7 represent sub-
transmission (132-220 kV) and distribution level (66 kV) voltages.
Appendix B describes the test system used to obtain results.
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This section neglects system external resistance. This simplifies analysis and results are
typical of the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
transmission liners), with no or negligible local load.
Fig. 3.11 shows plots of the trends of the K-parameters with respect to changes in machine
load and external reactance. The following discussion focuses on each K-parameter plot
individually. Where appropriate, the expression for the K-parameter (see Appendix D.6) is
investigated to verify or explain results.
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1,6 ---- XE = 0,4pu
- XE=0,8pu,1,4
0,4
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
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Fig. 3.11: Parameters Kl ... K6 vs. machine load and external reactance
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Fig.3.11(a): KJ increases as P, increases, reaches a maximum, and decreases with any
further increase in ~. KJ is also larger in a stronger system (smaller XE)' KJ is termed the
transient synchronizing torque (section 3.7.2) and has a dominant influence on the system
synchronizing torque (sections 3.7.5 and 3.8).
It is possible for KJ to be negative. Fig. 3.12(a) illustrates the scenario of very high XE
(very weak system) with relative high loading. This situation of negative KJ is of academic
rather than practical importance [2]. It is included here for thoroughness.
With external resistance neglected and noticing that the per unit armature resistance Ra is
significantly smaller than machine per unit reactances (Table B.I), the expression for KJ
(Eq. (D.60)) reduces to
(3.40)
The parameters in this expression are defined in Appendix D. When X E is very large and
generator load relatively high, 80 approaches and possibly exceeds 90°. Fig. 3.12(b) shows
this angle. Now, cos ó, ~ 0.0 at high 80, and is negative with 8> 90°. As a result the first
term of Eq. (3.40) is more negative than the second term is positive; consequently KJ is
negative.
Fig.3.11(b): K2 increases as P, increases and/or system strength increases.
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Fig. 3.12: K1 and rotor angle 80 vs. machine load and external reactance - influence of very long ties
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Fig.3.11(c): K 3 decreases with increase in machine load, particularly in a system with
higher XE. This can be attributed to machine saturation. Section 3.6.5 discusses the
influence of saturation on K 3 in more depth. K 3 decreases as system strength increases.
Fig.3.11(d): K 4 increases as PI increases and/or system strength increases. K 4 has a direct
influence on the field circuit damping and synchronizing torques. Sections 3.7.3 and 3.8
discuss this.
Fig.3.11(e): Ks is positive and increases as P, increases from zero, reaches a maximum, and
decreases becoming negative with any further increase in PI. Ks is also more positive in a
stronger system.
With external resistance and Ra neglected (see discussion on Kl)' the expression for Ks
(Eq. (D.65» reduces to
(3.41)
00 increases as P, increases. Consequently, cosê, decreases from 1.0 and sin S, increases
from zero as P, increases. Initially cosê, > sin °0, the first term in Eq. (3.41) dominates and
Ks is positive. With further increase in Pt' sin 00 increases and cos S, decreases, the second
term in (3.41) starts to dominate and Ks is negative for moderate to high ~.
Ks has a direct influence on the damping and synchronizing torques attributed to the
excitation system. Sections 3.7.4 and 3.8 discuss this in detail.
Fig.3.11(1): K 6 decreases as P, increases and/or system strength increases.
The parameters K 2 and K 6 (rather, 1/K 6 ) playa significant role in the ability of PSS to
provide damping (this in a system with negligible line resistance or local load). The
discussion in section 4.6.2 focuses on this in more detail.
3.6.3 Line resistance
Section 3.6.2 neglected system external resistance to simplify analysis and obtain results
typical to the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
transmission line(s), with no or negligible local load. This present section focuses on the
influence of line resistance on the system model K-parameters.
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Fig. 3.13 shows plots of the trends of the parameters KI' K 4 and K 5 with respect to changes
in machine load and line RE/XE' when XE =0.8p.u. The following discussion focuses on
each K-parameter plot individually (plots for other parameters and other XE In
Appendix E.l).
Fig.3.13(a): KI decreases as RE / XE increases when the machine is lightly loaded. At
moderate to high loading KI initially increases then decreases with increase in RE / XE'
The parameters K 2' K 3 and K 6 all increases with increase in RE / XE'
Fig.3.13(b): K 4 increases as RE / XE increases when the machine operates into a strong
system. This tendency reverses with reduction in system strength (larger XE) and/or
machine load.
0,8
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1,2
_0,65
.:.::
•
~'<10,6
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--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
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Fig. 3.13: Parameters K" ~ and K5 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE= 0.8 p.u.
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Fig.3.14(a) shows the parameter K4 in the very low Pt region, with XE =O.8p.u.
Observation: K 4 changes its sign from positive to negative when the generator operates at
light load into a weak system with large RE / XE' The expression for K 4 (Eq. (D.64» is
reproduced below:
K L Lads EB X SI'n~ L Lads EB R cos ~4 = adu ----=.:::;;,__- Tq Uo - adu L +L D T Uo
Lads + LJd D ads Jd
0.4
0.3
0.2
~'<tO.l
- RE/XE=O.l
--_. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0.7
-0.1
-0.2~ ~ ~
0.05 0.1 0.15
.Active Po,..er, Pt (p.u.)
(a)
(3.42)
25
o
c.o_ 15
<Il
"Ol
-fi1O - RE/XE=O.l
--_. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0.7
0.05 Ol 015
.ActivePo,..er, Pt(p.u.)
(b)
Fig. 3.14: Kt and rotor angle 00 at low Pt. with XE = 0.8 p.u,
At low P, Do is small (Fig. 3.14(b» and COSDo>sin Do' As a result, the second term in
Eq. (3.42) dominates over the first term when RE / XE is large; hence K 4 is negative. This
has significance for the armature reaction damping torque contribution. See discussion on
Fig.3.24(b).
Fig.3.13(c): K 5 increases as RE / X E increases. This has significance for the damping
stability of the excitation system and the system as a whole (section 3.8.3).
3.6.4 Loealload
This section discusses the influence of local load on the system model K-parameters. It is
observed that the influence of local load on the K-parameters in some cases affect the trends
described in section 3.6.2. Where appropriate reference to this fact will be made.
For reasons discussed in section 3.4.1, a resistance R10ad models the local load. Table 3.1
gives the X line and R10ad value combinations used in the investigation, and the resulting XE'
RE and EB values from which the system parameters are determined (see discussion on
Fig.3.7). A reduction in R10ad constitutes an increase in the local load active power
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consumption p/oad• The term "local load" is used to describe variations in ~oad; hence an
increase in local load signifies an increase in local load active power consumption.
Fig. 3.15 shows plots of the trends of the parameters KI' K4 and Ks with respect to changes
in machine load and local load resistance, when X line = 0.8 p.u. The following discussion
focuses on each K -parameter plot individually (plots for other parameters and other X line in
Appendix E.2).
Table 3.1: Equivalent system resistance, reactance and infinite bus voltage values
Xline [p.u.]
Rlnad [p.u.]
XE [p.u.] RE [p.U.] EB [p.U.]
(~nad [p.u.])
5.0 (0.2) 0.1997 0.0080 0.9992
0.2 2.0 (0.5) 0.1980 0.0198 0.9950
1.0 (1.0) 0.1923 0.0385 0.9806
5.0 (0.2) 0.3975 0.0318 0.9968
0.4 2.0 (0.5) 0.3846 0.0769 0.9806
1.0 (1.0) 0.3448. 0.1379 0.9285
5.0 (0.2) 0.7800 0.1248 0.9874
0.8 2.0 (0.5) 0.6897 0.2759 0.9285
1.0 (1.0) 0.4878 0.3902 0.7809
Results show that the presence of a local load has little or no influence on the values of
KI ... K 4 when the generator operates into a strong system, such as with X /ine = 0.2 p.u .
Ks and K 6 are exceptions.
Fig.3.15(a): KI increases as the local load is increased.
K2 and K6 increases with increase in local load, whereas K3 decreases. Local load affects
the trend of K3 with respect to PI - a large local load causes K3 to increase with an increase
in PI' reach a maximum and then decrease with any further increase in machine load.•
Fig.3.15(b): K 4 decreases as local load increases, to such an extent that it changes its
positive sign under low PI conditions - here K 4 is even more negative with increase in line
reactance.
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Fig. 3.15: Parameters K" ~ and Ks vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.8 p.u.
(d)
The expression for K4 (Eq. (D.64» is reproduced below:
(3.43)
Fig.3.15(d) shows the rotor angle 00 is very small at low ~, and even negative when
feeding a significant local load. As a result, cos 00 z 1.0 and sin 00 z 0.0 or even negative.
is negative.
The second term in Eq. (3.42) dominates the first term (which can even be negative), and K 4
Fig.3.15(c): K 5 increases as the local load is increased. Increase in local load has an
opposite effect to that of increased line reactance. Fig. 3.16 shows K5 as a function of
machine load and line reactance, with R10ad = 1.0 p.u . With significant local load K 5
decreases as XUne decreases. Compare Fig. 3.l1(e). Notice that, regardless of Pt or Xline'
K 5 remains positive when the machine feeds a large local load.
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Fig. 3.16: Parameter Ks vs. machine load and line Fig. 3.17: Machine reactive load Qt vs. machine
reactance, when R'oad = 1.0 p.u. load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.8 p.u.
Fig. 3.17 shows the generator reactive power loading vs. generator active power load and
local load resistance. With increased local load, the reactive loading on the generator
increases as the generator active power decreases. The generator approaches synchronous
condenser operation. Section 3.8.4 discusses the implication of this on system damping.
3.6.5 Influence of saturation
Synchronous machine saturation was modelled to obtain the results of the previous sections ..
Appendix C explains the modelling of saturation in the synchronous machine. This section
considers the influence of neglecting saturation, often the assumption in literature. Results
for the previous sections were regenerated for the system of Appendix B with machine
saturation neglected (constant machine inductances/reactances). Appendix E.3 contains the
results.
Neglecting machine saturation influences the results of machine load and external reactance
(section 3.6.2), line resistance (section 3.6.3) and local load (section 3.6.4) as follows:
1. KI values are lower when machine saturation is not modelled.
2. The parameters K 2 through K 6 are all larger in value.
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Fig. 3.18: K3 vs. Pt. with and without saturation; XE = 0.4 p.u.
Neglecting saturation effect does not influence the trends of Kl' K 2' K 4' K 5 and K 6 with
respect to machine load P, nor does it influence the trends of all the K-parameters with
respect to XE' RE / X E or RIoad' It is, however, necessary to model machine saturation to
obtain the correct values and trends of K3 with respect to p,: without machine saturation, K3
is constant regardless of p,. Fig. 3.18 illustrates this, with XE = O.4p.u. and no external
resistance.
Literature often disregards the influence of saturation [2][12][13]. When saturation is
modelled, the assumption of constant K 3 regardless of p, made in Ref. [12] is valid, as the
deviation in K3 with respect to P, is small. However, K3 is about 15% smaller in magnitude
when saturation is considered, compared to when saturation is not modelled. For this reason
it is considered necessary to model saturation.
Machine load influences K 3 indirectly through its influence on the saturation factor and
hence the machine reactances/inductances:
L +L ( X J-lK 3 = ads Jd 1+~ (X d - X ~)
i.: D
(3.44)
3.6.6 Summary of results
The trends of the system model K-parameters, with respect to machine load and external
reactance (section 3.6.2), line resistance (section 3.6.3) and local load (section 3.6.4) were
examined. The influence of saturation modelling on the results was also considered
(section 3.6.5).
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A summary of the results of section 3.6 follows. The trends are compared to results from
previous investigations on the K-parameters of the SMIB system model.
K, increases as P, increases, reaches a maximum, and decreases with any further increase in
~. This result is also obtained in [12], particularly with low Qt -output. KI is also larger in
a stronger system (smaller XE). This is true according to Ref. [2]. Results in [12] indicate
KI is negative when feeding a local load with high generator Qt -output. This report does not
consider this scenario, as Qt is not a controlled variable.
The variation of KI with respect to line resistance to reactance ratio depends on the machine
load Pt. KI increases with increase in local load.
The value of KI has significant bearing on the system synchronizing stability. Sections 3.7.2
and 3.8 discuss this in more detail.
K2 increases as P, increases. This result was also obtained in [12]. The parameter K2 also
increases with increase in system strength [16]. K 2 increases with increase in either RE / XE
or local load. When part of the local load is supplied by the external system, K 2 decreases as
Xline decreases. K2 remains positive for all conditions considered ([2], [12], [60] pp. 750).
The parameter K 2 influences the "plant" transfer function pertaining to the PSS controller of
chapter 4, and hence PSS performance in the system with no external resistance Sections
4.4.1 and 4.6.2 discuss this in more depth.
How K3 varies when machine load Pt is increased, depends on the line reactance XE (or
X line) and the presence or not of line resistance and local load. When machine saturation
effect is neglected, K3 is independent of P, as stated also in Ref. [12]. Hence it is necessary
to model saturation to get a correct indication of K 3 for a particular machine load ~. K 3
decreases as system strength increases. K 3 increases with increase in RE / XE' but decreases
with increase in local load. K 3 remains positive for all conditions considered ([60] pp. 750,
[2]).
The coefficient K3 is a field circuit parameter, and exerts only an indirect influence on the
-field flux linkage variations due to field voltage or rotor angle changes.
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K4 increases as P, increases. This result was also obtained in [12]. K 4 also increases with
increase in system strength. The variation of K 4 with respect to RE / X E depends on the Pt
and the line reactance. K 4 decreases with increase in local load.
In the case of large RE / X E or large local load, K 4 changes its sign from positive to negative
when the generator operates at light load. This result was also obtained in Refs [12] and [13].
Under such conditions K 4 is even more negative in a weaker system (larger X E or X /ille)
[13]. In practice, negative K 4 can be due to (a) a hydraulic generator without damper
windings operating at light load through a line with high RE / XE to a large system ([60] pp.
752), or (b) in the case of a machine connected to a large local load that is also partly
supplied by a remote large system [13]. Results show K 4 is negative when operating under
such conditions.
The value of K 4 has significant bearing on the influence of armature reaction effect on the
damping of oscillations. Sections 3.7.3 and 3.8 discuss this in more detail.
Ks is positive for low to medium ~, and increases as machine load P, increases from zero,
reaches a maximum, and decreases becoming negative when P, is high. K 5 also increases
with increase in system strength (smaller XE). Refs [2], [12] and [60] pp. 765-766 obtained
this result. K 5 increases with increase in either RE / X E or local load. Significant local load
has the ability to reverse the trend of K5 with respect to increase/decrease in external
reactance.
The value of K 5 has significant bearing on the influence of excitation control effect on the
damping of oscillations. Sections 3.7.4 and 3.8 discuss this in more detail.
K6 decreases as P, increases. This result was also obtained in Refs [2] and [12]. K6 also
decreases with increase in system strength (lower XE) [16], and increases with increase in
either RE / X E or local load. This is true according to [2]. The presence of line resistance or
local load influences the trend of K 6 with respect to machine load P, - with significant line
resistance or large local load, K 6 increases as P, increases, reaches a maximum, and
decreases with any further increase in ~. K 6 remains positive for all conditions considered
([60] pp. 762, [2], [12]).
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The parameter K 6 (or rather 1/K 6 ) influences the "plant" transfer function pertaining to the
PSS controller of chapter 4. Sections 4.4.1 and 4.6.2 discuss this in more depth.
Sections 3.7 and 3.8 discuss the system synchronizing and damping torques and variation
thereof with respect to changes in system characteristic or condition. These torques are
functions of the system model K-parameters. Results are interpreted in terms of the results of
the K-parameters of this present section.
3.7 SMIB System Stability - Theoretical Background
This section presents theoretical background on the system elements and the respective
torque components. Expressions for the damping and synchronizing torque components of
the machine elements are given. Section 2.3 discusses these torque concepts. These
expressions are derived from the model of Fig. 3.6 and based on the K-parameters discussed
in section 3.6.
Section 3.7.1 presents the respective machine elements that influence stability. The
remainder of section 3.7 focuses on these machine elements and the respective synchronizing
and damping torque coefficients.
3.7. 1 Synchronous machine elements and stability
The basic phenomenon in question is the stability of the torque-angle loop, i.e., the behaviour
of the rotor angle and speed following a small disturbance. The block diagram approach
graphically illustrates the influence of the machine elements on stability. Fig. 3.19 indicates
the torque-angle loops of the machine elements that influence system synchronizing and
damping stability:
1. "Direct feedback" torque-angle loop
2. Armature reaction (AR) torque-angle loop
3. AVR and exciter torque-angle loop
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Fig. 3.19: Synchronous machine power-angle loops
These elements combine to give the machine total synchronizing and damping stability. The
following sections discuss the contribution of each element. Where appropriate, mention is
made of a K-parameter's predominant influence on the torque contributed by a generator
element.
3.7.2 Transient synchronizing torque
This is loop 1 in Fig. 3.19. The transient synchronizing torque component (the direct
influence of rotor angle on air-gap torque) has no influence on the system damping torques
but is the predominant influence on the system synchronizing torque [12]. The change in
electrical torque through direct influence of rotor angle variation is
(3.45)
Fig. 3.20: Small perturbation torque-angle relationship - condition of constant d-axis flux linkages
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Fig. 3.20 shows the torque-angle relationship. This is similar to the classical model scenario,
discussed in section 3.2. The coefficient KI is also termed the transient synchronizing torque
coefficient.
Section 3.6 examines the influence of network structure and loading on KI' Inmost practical
cases KI is positive. The case of very long ties and relative high loading on these ties is
identified as one scenario when KI can be negative (Fig.3.12, [2]). In a system with
considerable external resistance, KI can also be negative as machine Qt increases and/or
power factor decreases [12]. In such instances the system would be unstable by aperiodic
drift in rotor angle. However, such cases are very rare and instability is generally a case of
insufficient damping of oscillations ([60] pp. 25).
3.7.3 Armature reaction
Fig.3.21 shows the armature reaction loop of Fig. 3.19. With constant field voltage, field
flux linkage variations are caused by feedback of ~8 through K 4 • This represents the
demagnetising effect of the armature reaction. The expression
(3.46)
relates the contribution of armature reaction to the machine net torque. The coefficients in
this expression are almost always positive. K 4 is negative when the machine under light
active power load and/or high reactive load, is connected through considerable external
resistance [12][13]. Fig. 3.l4(a) and Fig. 3.15(b) illustrate scenarios when K4 is negative.
Mld =0
Fig. 3.21: Torque-angle relationship by direct axis field effect
Steady state
At steady state or low oscillating frequencies (s = 0 in Eq. (3.46», ~Te due to field flux
linkage variations is
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~TeIAR(SS) = -K K K
~8 2 3 4
(3.47)
This is opposite in sign to the transient synchronizing torque component KI~8, and reduces
the net steady-state synchronizing torque coefficient K S(SS). The opposite happens whenever
K 4 < 0 - then ~Te due to field flux linkage variations increases K S(SS). The steady-state
stability limit (with constant field voltage) is reached when K 2K3K 4 equals KI.
Ref. [12] discusses the unusual circumstance that Qt »z- P, in a system with local load such
that RE > XE. It is observed that whenever KI is negative then K 4 is also negative. The
result is a positive steady-state synchronizing torque coefficient (KI - K 2K3K 4).
High oscillating frequencies
At frequencies eo» I/T3!d the phase angle of the torque component given by Eq. (3.46) is
+900 ([60] pp. 751), i.e. ~Te is in phase with ~eor. This results in a positive damping torque
whenever K 4 is positive. In the situations discussed above, when K 4 is negative, then also
will the damping torque due to armature reaction be negative.
Typical machine oscillating frequencies
At typical machine oscillating frequencies, Eq. (3.46) is written as
(3.48)
1+ (cr + jeo )r3!d '
where s is replaced by the system eigenvalue associated with the rotor angle oscillation
mode obtained from the system state matrix Eq. (3.24). Appendix A.2 discusses finding the
synchronizing and damping torque components from a complex ~Te in phase with ~8.
Eq. (A.6) applied to (3.48) gives
K =(~JIm[~TeIAR JD(AR) eo ~8
(3.49)
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This is the armature reaction damping torque coefficient. The expression shows K D(AR) to be
positive when K 4 is positive, and vice versa. Section 3.8 discusses the influence of network
structure and loading on K D(AR) in more detail.
Eq. (A.5) gives the synchronizing torque coefficient of a complex I1Te in phase with 118.
Applied to (3.48) gives
K 2K3K 46 + 2(JT_'jd )
= - 1+ 2(JT_,jd + T_'~d ((J2 + (02 )
(3.50)
This is the armature reaction synchronizing torque coefficient. K S(AR) does not constitute a
significant influence on the system synchronizing stability ([60] pp. 751).
Armature reaction with excitation control
Eqs (3.46) through (3.50) describe the torque components due to armature reaction in a
system without field voltage control (l1£jd = 0 in. Fig. 3.19). When excitation control is
included (see section 3.7.4), the expressions for annature reaction torque influence must
include the feedback of 11\j1jd through K6 also. Eq. (3.46) then changes to
I1TelAR K2K3K/l + sTJ
118 = - 6 + sT3jd Xl + sTA)+ K3K6K A (3.51)
It is important to distinguish between the armature reaction torques that contribute to the
stability of a machine without field voltage control (3.46), and those in a machine with field
voltage control (3.51). An excitation system for voltage control is included in the system
model (section 3.3.2); hence Eq. (3.51) is used in the investigation of section 3.8.
At steady-state or low oscillating frequencies, the synchronizing torque due to armature
reaction in a system with excitation control is
K2K3K4
1+K3K6KA'
(3.52)
obtained by setting s = 0 in Eq. (3.51). This synchronizing torque IS still negatively
proportional to K4 and the discussion on (3.47) applies.
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At typical machine oscillating frequencies, Eg. (3.51) is written as
(3.53)
where o + jm replaced s. The same expressions in Appendix A.2 used to obtain Eqs (3.49)
and (3.50) apply. The armature reaction damping torque coefficient is
i = (mo JIm(~TeIAR JD(AR) ro ~()
(3.54)
where
BI = 1+ cr(T3Jd + TA)+ T3JdTA (cr2 - (2)+ K AK3K6
B2 = m(T3fd + 2crT3fdTA + TA)
With no field voltage control (KAand TA set to zero), Eq. (3.54) reduces to (3.49). The
expression shows KD(AR)is proportional to K 4' which has the predominant influence on
K D(AR). Section 3.8 discusses the influence of system loading and network structure on
K D(AR)in more detail.
Similarly, the armature reaction synchronizing torque coefficient is
K = Re(~TeIAR J-(~JIm(~TeIAR JS(AR) ~() co ~()
(3.55)
with BI and B2 as above. Research results show K S(AR)to be much smaller in value than
KI' and hence does not constitute a significant influence on the system synchronizing
stability. This is in agreement with Ref. [60] pp. 751.
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3.7.4 Excitation control
Fig. 3.22 shows the AVR and exciter torque-angle loop of Fig. 3.19. With excitation control
action, variations in field flux linkage are caused by field voltage variations, in addition to the
armature reaction effect. The change in air-gap torque solely due to AVR action only is
(3.56)
_ -K2K3KSKA
- 6 + SI;jd Xl + sTA)+ K3K6K A
The constants K 2' K 3 and K 6 are always positive [2][ 12]. The expressions for these
parameters in Appendix D and research results in section 3.6 indicate this to be true. Ks can
be either positive or negative, and attain values in a considerable range, depending on the
external impedances and operating condition (generator loading), as discussed in section 3.6
and by refs [2], [12] and [60] pp. 765-766. The effect of the AVR on system stability is
therefore primarily determined by Ks and the exciter characteristic ([2], [60] pp.762).
Steady state
At steady state or low-oscillating frequencies (s = 0 in Eq. (3.56)), I1Te due to excitation
control is
(3.57)
In a SMIB system that utilizes a high gain AVR, this expression reduces to
(3.58)
K A !:illjd K 3 11'l' jd
l+sTA 1+sT3jd
L 1---+1
Fig. 3.22: Component of torque produced by AVR action
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The excitation control steady-state synchronizing torque component is proportional to Ks,
and is positive when Ks is negative - the more commonly encountered situation ([60] pp.
766). This is beneficial in those cases where the transient synchronizing torque coefficient
KI is low or negative, or when the steady-state synchronizing coefficient without regulator
(KI - K 2K 3K J is negative [2]. When Ks is positive, excitation control reduces the steady-
state synchronizing torque component.
Typical machine oscillating frequencies
At typical machine oscillating frequencies, Eq. (3.56) is rewritten as
ÓTelAVR -K2K3KSKA
ó8 = 6 + (cr+ jm )r3fd ~ + (~+ jm )rJ+ K3K6K A ' (3.59)
where o + jm replaced s in (3.56). Eq. (A.6) gives the damping torque coefficient of a
complex ÓTe in phase with ó8. Applied to (3.59) gives
(3.60)
with BI and B2 as before. Eq. (3.60) is the excitation control damping torque coefficient.
The expression shows KD(AVR) to be positive when Ks is positive, and vice versa. Eq. (A.5)
applied to (3.59) gives
(3.61)
This is the excitation control synchronizing torque coefficient. The expression shows
excitation control introduces positive synchronizing torque when Ks is negative. Section 3.8
discusses the influence of network loading and structure on K D(AVR) and K S(AVR) in more
detail.
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With armature reaction included, Eqs (3.51) and (3.56) combine to give the total change in
air-gap torque due to field flux linkage variations:
L\TeIAVR+AR - K2K, (K 4 (1 + sTA)+ K5K A)
L\ó = (1+ ST3~iJXl + sTJ+ K3K 6K A (3.62)
3.7.5 Total system torques
The discussion above considered the damping and synchronizing torque coefficients of the
various machine elements individually. This section presents expressions for the combined
(total) system torques.
The steady-state synchronizing torque of the SMIB system, consists of (a) the transient
synchronizing torque (3.45), (b) the contribution by armature reaction effect (3.52), and (c)
the excitation control steady-state synchronizing torque (3.57). Then
(3.63)
is the total (net) steady-state synchronizing torque coefficient. The discussion on Eq. (3.57)
focuses on the influences of the different components on K S(SS) •
The damping torque of the SMIB system with field voltage control, consists of (a) the
damping contribution of the armature reaction effect (3.54), and (b) the damping contribution
of excitation control (3.60). This investigation does not consider the influence of damper
windings (amortisseur) on system damping (section 3.3). The total (net) damping torque
coefficient is then
(3.64)
with BJ and B2 as before.
K D of Eq. (3.64) represents the total electrical damping torque on the generator air-gap. This
is not to be confused with K D of section 3.2. This latter coefficient represents damping
provided by amortisseurs, and is set to zero for reasons discussed in section 3.3.
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The synchronizing torque of the SMIB system with field voltage control, consists of (a) the
transient synchronizing torque (3.45), (b) the armature reaction synchronizing torque (3.55),
and (c) the excitation control synchronizing torque (3.61). Then
KS =KI +KS(AR) +KS(AVR)
(3.65)
is the total (net) synchronizing torque coefficient.
Section 3.7 discussed the respective machine elements that contribute to the SMIB system
overall stability. Expressions for the damping and synchronizing torques of the various
machine elements, as well as the combined (total) torque coefficients, are presented.
Discussion of the torque coefficients focused on the predominant influence of specific K-
parameters. Section 3.8 investigates the variations of the damping and synchronizing torque
coefficients with changes in generator loading or network structure (impedance).
3.8 SMIB System Stability Analysis
This section follows up on the discussion of section 3.7 with investigation similar to that in
section 3.6. The focus is on the contribution of each machine element to the stability of the
system and variation of such contribution with system characteristic and operating condition.
Synchronizing and damping torque coefficients are investigated.
The transient synchronizing torque component is not considered. This synchronizing torque
components equals KI' and the results and discussion on K, in section 3.6 apply.
The steady-state synchronizing torque coefficient K S(SS) is also not considered in this report.
Results obtained shows K S(SS) is positive for all conditions considered, and follows trends
similar to the system net synchronizing torque at typical oscillating frequencies, Ks. The
discussions on Ks therefore apply. Also, analysis of the steady-state torque coefficient has
no significance to identifying possible scenarios of system dynamic instability, the emphasis
of this chapter. PSS or CSC control action does not influence K S(SS) , as these control actions
respond to variations related to machine speed only and the expressions for PSS and CSC
torque will show in chapters 4 and 5.
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Since the system as a whole is considered, the armature reaction results reflect that in a
system with excitation system in service. For further reference, see the discussion on
Eq. (3.51). Investigation results show K S(AR) to be mostly negative and thus reduce the total
synchronizing torque coefficient. However, values for K S(AR) are very small compared to
KI and armature reaction has little influence on the system synchronizing torque. Therefore,
results for K S(AR) are not presented in this report and can be found in Appendix E.
The following section discusses the analysis procedures and parameter values used. Sections
3.8.2 to 3.8.4 investigate the influence of machine loading and system reactance and
resistance on the system torques by MATLAB simulation. Machine saturation is modelled
and the AVR gain KA = 200. Section 3.8.5 discusses the influence of KA on the machine
torques; section 3.8.6 the effect of neglecting saturation. In the concluding summary,
attention is drawn to where results differ from previous research on this subject.
3.8.1 Analysis procedure
Section 3.6.1 describes the procedure to obtain plots for the machine K-parameters. This
same procedure is used here to obtain results of the synchronous machine synchronizing and
damping torque coefficients. As in section 3.6, the end-point voltages Et and EB are
assumed constant at unity; no control is placed on the machine reactive power load. Plots of
the synchronizing and damping torque coefficients of armature reaction, excitation system
and the system as a whole, vs. P, are generated by MATLAB simulation. Section 3.6.1 gives
the values of XE' RE / XE' and R10ad considered.
3.8.2 Machine load and line reactance
This section neglects system external resistance. This simplifies analysis and results are
typical of the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
transmission line(s), with no or negligible local load.
Fig.3.23 shows plots of the trends of the torque coefficients with respect to changes in
machine load and external reactance. The following discussion focuses on each torque
coefficient plot individually.
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Fig. 3.23: Rotor angle and damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and
external reactance
Fig.3.23(b): The armature reaction damping torque coefficient increases as P, Increases
and/or system strength increases.
Eqs (3.49) and (3.54) show KD(AR) to be proportional to the parameters K2 and K4'
Fig. 3.11(b),(d) shows both K2 and K4 increase with increase in Pt and/or system strength;
hence K D(AR) also.
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Fig. 3.23(c): The excitation control damping torque coefficient is positive and increases as Pt
increases from zero, reaches a maximum, and decreases becoming negative with any further
increase in ~. K D(AVR) also increases with increase in system strength.
Eg. (3.60) shows that K D(AVR) is proportional to the parameters K 2' K 3 and Ks. Ks has the
predominant influence on KD(AVR) as it is the only parameter that changes sign; when Ks is
negative, then KD(AVR) is also negative, and vice versa. Compare Fig. 3.23(c) to Fig. 3.11(e).
Fig.3.23(d): The excitation control synchronizing torque coefficient is negative and
decreases as P, increases from zero, reaches a minimum, and increases becoming positive
with any further increase in ~. K S(AVR) also decreases with increase in system strength.
Eg. (3.61) shows KS(AVR) is negatively proportional to Ks (and hence KD(AVR); whenever
Ks is negative, KS(AVR) is positive and vice versa. Compare Fig. 3.23(d) to Fig. 3.11(e).
Fig.3.23(e): This plot shows the total damping torque coefficient. K D is positive and
mcreases as generator loading increases from zero, reaches a maximum, and decreases.
becoming negative with any further increase in ~. K D also increases with increase in
system strength.
K D(AVR) is mostly larger in magnitude than K D(AR) ; hence K D is influenced most by K D(AVR)
and follows the trends thereof. However, armature reaction damping torque is positive for all
system conditions considered and therefore negative K D(AVR) does not necessarily imply
negative K D.
Fig. 3.23(0: The total synchronizing torque coefficient increases with increase in Pt' Ks is
also larger in a stronger system (smaller XE)' and remains positive over the range of
conditions considered.
Eq. (3.65) shows KI has the predominant influence on Ks. One or more filters attenuate the
torque components due to armature reaction effect and excitation control; hence the influence
of these components is reduced compared to KI. Fig. 3.11(a) shows the trends of KI with
respect to P, and XE. Results show the influence of K S(AR) is negligible. K S(AVR) is more
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positive in a system with larger X E with high machine load; hence in a weaker system Ks
does not reduce with further increase in P, as much as does KI.
3.8.3 Line resistance
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Fig. 3.24: Rotor angle and damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and line
resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
Section 3.8.2 neglected system external resistance to simplify analysis and obtain results
typical to the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
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transmission liners), with no or negligible local load. This section focuses on the influence of
line resistance on the system model torque coefficients. Appendix E.4 contains the results.
Fig.3.24 shows plots of the trends of the torque coefficients with respect to changes In
machine load and local load resistance, when XE = 0.8p.u . The following discussion
focuses on each torque coefficient plot individually.
Fig.3.24(b): The armature reaction damping torque coefficient increases with increase in
RE / XE when the machine operates into a strong system. A slight decrease with increase in
RE / XE occurs when the system is weaker and/or P, is very low.
K D(AR) is proportional to the parameter K 4 (Eqs (3.49), (3.54». K 4 decreases with increase
in RE / X E when the generator operates at low ~, and can even tum negative as illustrated in
Fig.3.25(a). Under such conditions K D(AR) is also negative (Fig.3.25(b». Observation:
even though K D(AR) is negative when P, is low, this is very small compared to the positive
excitation control damping torque coefficient in Fig. 3.24(c); hence the net damping torque
coefficient in Fig. 3.24(e) remains positive.
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Fig. 3.25: Parameter ~ and armature reaction damping torque coefficient vs. machine load and line
resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
Fig.3.24(c): The excitation control damping torque coefficient increases as RE / XE
increases.
Eq. (3.60) shows that K D(AVR) is proportional to the parameter K 5' K 5 has the predominant
influence on KD(AVR) - compare Fig. 3.24(c) to Fig. 3.l3(c).
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Fig. 3.24(d): The excitation control synchronizing torque coefficient decreases with increase
in RE/XE'
Eq. (3.61) shows KS(AVR) is negatively proportional to the parameter Ks' Whenever Ks IS
positive, KS(AVR) is negative and vice versa. Compare Fig. 3.24(d) to Fig. 3.13(c).
Fig. 3.24(e): The total (net) damping torque coefficient is shown. Both KD(AR) and KD(AVR)
increase as RE / X E increases; hence K Dalso.
Fig. 3.24(f): The total synchronizing torque coefficient decreases with increase in RE / XE'
The behaviour of Ks deviates somewhat from that of the mostly dominant K, shown in
Fig. 3.l3(a). The reason for this is the additional reduction increased RE / X E causes to
KS(AVR) (Fig.3.24(d». The influence of synchronizing torque from excitation control on the
total synchronizing torque becomes more significant when external resistance is included in
the model.
3.8.4 Localload
This section focuses on the influence of local load on the system model torque coefficients.
Appendix E.5 contains the results.
For reasons discussed in section 3.4.1, a resistance R10ad models the local load. Table 3.1
gives the X line and R10ad value combinations used in the investigation, and the resulting XE,
RE and EB values from which the system parameters are determined (see discussion on
Fig.3.7).
Fig.3.26 shows plots of the trends of the torque coefficients with respect to changes in
machine load and local load resistance, when X line = 0.8 p.u. The following discussion
individually considers each torque coefficient plot.
Fig.3.26(b): The armature reaction damping torque coefficient decreases as the local load
increases over most of the machine load range. The exception is when the generator operates
at high load values; then K D(AR) increases with increase in local load.
K D(AR) is proportional to the parameter K 4 (Eqs (3.49), (3.54». K 4 decreases with increase
in local load (Fig. 3.15(b », and when PI is low can even tum negative. So does K D(AR) •
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Fig. 3.26: Rotor angle and damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and local
load resistance, with Xline = 0.8 p.u.
Observation: K D(AR) is more negative when the excitation control damping torque coefficient
K D(AVR) is more positive (Fig. 3.26(c»; this negative influence is very small compared to the
positive K D(AVR)' and thus the net damping torque coefficient in Fig. 3.26(e) remains
positive.
Fig.3.26(c): The excitation control damping torque coefficient increases with increase in
local load. The modelling of local load affects the trend of K D(AVR) with respect to changes
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in line reactance illustrated in Fig. 3.23(c), especially when the generator operates at a high
loading. As with the case of RE/XE (section 3.8.3), the behaviour of KD(AVR) with respect
to local load can be explained in terms of the dominant influence of the parameter K 5 •
Fig. 3.26(d): The excitation control synchronizing torque coefficient decreases with increase
in local load. The presence of local load does affect the trend of K S(AVR) with respect to
changes in line reactance illustrated in Fig.3.23(d). As with the case of RE / XE' the
behaviour of K S(AVR) with respect to local load can be explained in terms of the dominant
influence of the parameter K5' Compare Fig. 3.26(d) to Fig. 3.l5(c).
Fig. 3.26(e): The total (net) damping torque coefficient increases as the local load increases.
Armature reaction damping torque decreases with increase in local load (Fig.3.26(b».
However, Fig. 3.26(c) shows K D(AVR) is an order magnitude larger than K D(AR)' SO also the
variation with increased local load, and K D follows K D(AVR) closely.
Fig. 3.26(f): The total synchronizing torque coefficient decreases with increase in local load,
except with the machine lightly loaded - then Ks increases as the local load is increased ..
The behaviour of Ks deviates somewhat from that of the mostly dominant KJ shown in
Fig. 3.13(a). The reason for this is the additional reduction an increase in local load causes
KS(AVR) (Fig.3.26(d». Then, even though KJ increases, Ks decreases with increase in local
load. The influence of synchronizing torque from excitation control on the total system
synchronizing torque becomes more significant when the local load is included in the model.
3.8.5 A VR gain
Results for sections 3.8.2 to 3.8.4 are obtained for a system with high initial-response
excitation system; in other words, with an AVR gain of 200. Section 3.3.2 discusses the
motivation behind assuming such a high gain.
This section considers the influence of assuming a lower KA on the system model torque
coefficients. Results for the previous sections were regenerated for the system of
Appendix B but with KA = 20. Appendix E.6 contains the results. The following discussion
focuses on the main effects of assuming a smaller K A on the system synchronizing and
damping torques. Each torque coefficient is considered individually.
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A reduction in KA causes the armature reaction damping torque coefficient to increase
(more positive or more negative), especially in a weaker system (larger external reactance).
Eq. (3.54) gives the expression for K D(AR) in a system with field voltage control. This
expression is directly influenced by changes in KA' and also indirectly through a change in
the rotor angle oscillation mode eigenvalue obtained from Eq. (3.24). Both the smaller KA
and change in A interact to bring about the increase in K D(AR) observed.
The excitation control damping torque coefficient is smaller (less positive or less negative)
when utilizing a lower gain KA. This reduction is more prominent in a stronger system.
Eq. (3.60) gives the expression for K D(AVR). KA affects K D(AVR) directly, and also indirectly
through a change in A obtained from Eq. (3.24). Both the smaller KA and change in A
interact to bring about the decrease in K D(AVR) observed.
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Fig. 3.27: Damping torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u. and
KA = 20
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The influence of reduced KA is most prominent when line resistance or local load is included
in the model, especially in a strong system that operates at a high load. Then the more
positive influence of armature reaction exceeds the less negative influence of excitation
control on the overall system stability; the overall system stability is positive where it would
otherwise be negative when KA = 200. Fig. 3.27 shows the damping torque coefficients of
the system with external resistance, when XE = 0.8 p.u. and the AVR gain 20. Compare to
the results of Fig.3.24, obtained under the assumption KA = 200. Notice that when
KA = 200, when RE/XE is low KD can be negative (Fig. 3.24(e», but over the range of
values considered this is not the case when the AVR gain is 20 (Fig. 3.27(e».
The total (net) damping torque coefficient decreases (less positive or less negative) with
decrease in KA. The separate influences of armature reaction and excitation control damping
torques are discussed above. K D is less susceptible to be negative when KA = 20, than
when a high response excitation system is employed.
Results show a reduction of the AVR gain from 200 to 20 does not affect the trends of the
damping torque coefficients K D(AR)' f<- D(AVR) and K D with respect to changes in machine
load or external impedance, discussed in sections 3.8.2 to 3.8.4.
Values for the armature reaction and excitation control synchronizing torque coefficients,
K S(AR) and K S(AVR) , are much smaller than K, when KA = 20. As a result, the total (net)
synchronizing torque coefficient follows the trends of KI when KA = 20. Section 3.6
discusses the trends of K, with respect to changes in system characteristic and condition.
3.8.6 Influence of saturation
Synchronous machine saturation was modelled to obtain the results of the previous sections.
Appendix C describes the modelling of saturation in the synchronous machine. This section
considers the influence of neglecting saturation, often the assumption in literature.
Results for the previous sections were regenerated for the system of Appendix B with
machine saturation neglected (constant machine inductances/reactances). Appendix E.7
contains the results.
Neglecting machine saturation influences the results of machine load and line reactance
(section 3.8.2), line resistance (section 3.8.3) and LocaLLoad (section 3.8.4) as follows:
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1. Neglecting saturation increases both the armature reaction and excitation control
damping torque coefficient values
2. Both the armature reaction and excitation control synchronizing torque coefficients
decrease as a result of neglecting saturation
Since both K D(AR) and K D(AVR) are more positive when saturation is neglected, so also K D •
Section 3.6.5 states that KI values are lower when machine saturation is not modelled. Both
K S(AR) and K S(AVR) decrease as a result of neglecting saturation; hence also Ks·
Neglecting saturation effect does not influence the trends of the system damping or
synchronizing torque coefficients discussed in sections 3.8.2 to 3.8.4.
3.8.7 Summary of results
The trends of the system damping and synchronizing torques, with respect to machine load
and line reactance (section 3.8.2), line resistance (section 3.8.3) and local load
(section 3.8.4) were examined. The influences of the AVR gain (section 3.8.5) and saturation
modelling (section 3.8.6) on results were also considered.
A summary of the results of section 3.8 follows. The trends are compared to results from
previous investigations on the damping and synchronizing torques of the SMIB system.
The armature reaction damping torque coefficient measures the amount of damping
torque the field circuit introduces into the system. K D(AR) increases as machine load PI
increases and/or system strength increases. This result was also obtained in Refs [12] and
[13]. The variation of K D(AR) with respect to changes in RE/ XE or local load, depends on
the generator loading. Reducing the AVR gain, or neglecting to model saturation, gives
larger K D(AR) values than is otherwise the case.
It is possible for armature reaction to introduce negative damping into the system. This may
happen when P, is very low and RE/ XE or the local load is high. Results in Refs [12] and
[13] also show this to be true, although obtained under different modelling assumptions.
Under such conditions the generator reactive power output is high (Fig. 3.17, [13]). In
practice, the negative damping introduced by armature reaction can be due to (a) a hydraulic
generator without damper windings operating at light load through a line with high RE/ XE
to a large system ([60] pp. 752), or (b) in the case of a machine connected to a large local
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load that is also partly supplied by a remote large system [13]. However, under such
conditions of negative K D(AR) the total damping torque remains positive; i.e. the system as a
whole remains oscillatory stable.
Ref. [13] discusses this negative inherent damping produced by losses in the field, and
explains why such instances are rare while there are numerous cases of local and remote
generation in existence. The answer lies in the relative inertia of the sources. In the SMIB
configuration, the infinite bus has infinite inertia and damping on this source is of no
importance. In practice, the larger external system has a finite inertia. The system damping
is primarily determined by the damping on the lighter source.
The armature reaction synchronizing torque coefficient measures the amount of
synchronizing torque the field circuit introduces into the system. This synchronizing torque
is very small compared to the contribution of both K, and excitation control to the total
synchronizing torque ([60] pp. 751); hence the influence of K S(AR) is negligible.
The excitation control damping torque coefficient measures the amount of damping torque
the excitation controller introduces into the system. K D(AVR) is positive when the generator.
operates at low to medium P, and negative when P, is high and the generator operates into a
system with high transfer impedances. Excitation control introduces more positive damping
in a stronger system than a weaker one of similar loading. This result was also obtained in
Refs [2], [12] and [60] pp. 765-766.
Increase in the effective external resistance of the system, whether due to line resistance or an
increase in local load, increases the damping torque excitation control inputs into the system
(more positive K D(AVR». When saturation effect is neglected, values of K D(AVR) are larger
compared to when saturation is modelled. An excitation system with lower KA introduces
less negative torque into the system (when K D(AVR) < 0), but also less positive torque [2].
The damping torque excitation control introduces into the system plays a significant role in
the overall stability of the system. Although armature reaction introduces positive damping
torque when K D(AVR) is negative, under most circumstances this is not enough to prevent the
overall system from being negatively damped (oscillatory unstable).
The excitation control synchronizing torque coefficient measures the amount of
synchronizing torque the excitation controller introduces into the system. The trends of
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K S(AVR) with respect to changes of generator load or external system impedance is the
negative inverse to that of the excitation control damping torque coefficient.
When the excitation controller gain is low (e.g. KA = 20), the synchronizing torque
introduced into the system is negligible. When saturation effect is neglected, values of
K S(AVR) are smaller compared to when saturation is modelled.
Typically the voltage regulator gain is assumed high to increase the synchronizing torque and
transient stability performance of the system when such performance is required in the
system ([60] pp. 766, [2]). However, in doing so excitation control introduces a negative
damping into the system that may well exceed the net inherent damping of the machine
(armature reaction and damper windings). To offset the negative damping introduced by the
excitation system, a special stabilizing component is required. Examples are a power system
stabilizer, or the dynamic control of a series capacitor. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss these options
in more depth.
The total (net) damping torque coefficient is the sum of the damping torque contributions
by armature reaction effect and excitation control action and measures the total damping
stability of the system (damper windings effect neglected). K D is influenced most by the
excitation control, and follows the trends of K D(AVR)' When armature reaction introduces
negative damping at low P, the total system damping torque remains positive due to the
positive damping by the excitation control at such values of generator load.
The net system damping torque is positive when the generator operates at low to medium P,
and can be negative when P, is moderate to high depending on the external system
impedance. K D is more positive in a stronger system than a weaker system with similar
loading. The system damping torque also increases with increase in RE / XE' although this is
not sufficient to ensure positive system damping at high values of generator loading. K D
also increases with increase in local load; sufficient local load may cause K D to be positive
when otherwise the system would have been unstable (at the expense of synchronizing
torque). K D is reduced (less positive or less negative) when a lower AVR gain is employed.
When saturation is neglected, values for K D are larger (more positive) compared to when
saturation is modelled.
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The total (net) synchronizing torque coefficient measures the total synchronizing stability
of the system. Ks is influenced most by the transient synchronizing torque coefficient KI
discussed in section 3.6. The synchronizing torque due to armature reaction effect is much
smaller than KI and its effect negligible. The influence of excitation control on Ks varies,
depending on the machine load, system impedance and gain of the excitation system.
For all conditions the system net synchronizing torque is positive. There is thus no need for
synchronizing torque support. However, as mentioned above, situations of high PI and
moderate to high external reactance requires additional damping torque to operate stably.
Local load may alleviate the problem, but not always. Sources of such additional damping
torque may be a power system stabilizer (investigated in chapter 4) or a controlled series
capacitor (chapter 5). Section 2.5 discusses these and other methods of enhancing stability
briefly.
3.9 Summary
This chapter presented the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system without
oscillation stabilizer, and determined scenarios of possible system instability. Both the small-
signal synchronizing and damping stability of the system was considered.
The system models used are presented in section 3.3, and are based on the parameters
KI ... K6 defined in Appendix D. Expressions for the damping and synchronizing torque
coefficients for the different machine elements show the stability of the system can be related
to the signs of the K-parameters. The parameters KI' K 4 and K 5 can change sign from
positive to negative under certain conditions. The parameter KI has direct influence on the
transient synchronizing torque, K 4 on the armature reaction damping torque, and K 5 on the
excitation control damping and synchronizing torques.
The system total synchronizing torque is positive for all conditions considered. Hence the
system is transiently stable. The system total damping torque can be negative under the
following conditions: in a system with generator highly loaded and operating into a moderate
to high external reactance, with no or little local load. Line resistance does not add positively
to system damping much. Excitation control has the biggest influence on the system
damping stability. The gain of the AVR plays a significant role. When oscillations are
negatively damped, an increase in AVR gain aggravates the situation.
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Under conditions of negative oscillation damping additional damping torque is needed to
ensure operation is oscillatory stable. Chapter 4 discusses the use of a power system
stabilizer to provide the necessary damping torque. Chapter 5 discusses the use of a
controlled series capacitor. Emphasis is placed on the variation of the controller performance
under conditions of required additional damping torque.
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4 POWER SYSTEM STABILIZER
4.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system with
power system stabilizer, and investigates the ability of a PSS to enhance system stability in
situations when such stability support is required. Results in chapter 3 indicate that a system
with generator highly loaded that operates into a moderate to high external impedance, with
no or little local load, experiences negative damping.
Section 2.5.1 discusses the power system stabilizer. The basic function of a PSS is to extend
the stability limits of the system. It accomplishes this by modulating generator excitation to
produce a component of electrical torque on the rotor that is in phase with rotor speed
variations. By inducing such a torque, the PSS provides damping to the oscillations of
synchronous machine rotors relative to one another.
Section 3.3.2 discusses the generator excitation control system, and the elements that
collectively define such a system. Fig. 4.1 shows the generator excitation control system of
Fig.3.5, but with PSS implemented. The stabilizer consists of a gain Kc and transfer
function Gpss (s). Section 4.2 discusses the conventional PSS control scheme.
This chapter is sectioned as follows: Section 4.3 presents the system model of the SMIB
system with PSS. This model comprises the state-space model, from which the eigenvalues
are obtained, and the block diagram model, useful to evaluate torque expressions for use in
the investigation. Section 4.4 develops expressions for the PSS damping and synchronizing
torque coefficients. These are indicators of the variation of PSS performance with respect to
changes in system load and network structure. For every condition considered, the PSS
parameters are optimised for that particular condition by the method of section 4.5, an
integral of the square error based technique.
Section 4.6 investigates the ability of a PSS to enhance system stability. The characteristics
and conditions under investigation are: (a) generator load; (b) system reactance as seen by the
generator; (c) the amount of external (line) resistance relative to reactance; (d) load local to
the generator (sending-end) side of the SMIB system. Also examined are the influences of
AVR gain and machine saturation on results.
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Gain Washout & phasecompensation
v~
Power system stabilizer
Fig. 4.1: Thyristor excitation system with AVR and PSS
4.2 The Conventional Power System Stabilizer Control Scheme
Fig.4.2 shows the conventional PSS controller scheme. ómr is used as the input signal.
Eq. (4.1) gives the transfer function. The PSS controller consists of three blocks: a gain
block, a signal washout block, and a phase compensation block. The following discussion
focuses on each of these blocks and some other considerations in more detail. This is based
,
on discussions in Refs [60] pp. 1128-1134, [16]-[18] and [25].
r l a; PsJ l+s7; Ps2 l+sT3 Vs
Kc I l+sTw I+sT2 l+sT4
Fig. 4.2: Conventional PSS controller
~- K ( sTw Il+sI; Il+sT_1 J
óm
r
- c 1+ sTw 1+ sT2 1+ sT4 •
(4.1 )
4.2. 1 Input signal
The purpose of a PSS is to introduce a damping torque component. Hence a logical signal to
use for controlling generator excitation is the speed deviation ómr• ómr is a state variable
(section 3.3); hence it is simpler to integrate the controller of Fig. 4.2 with the block diagram
model of Fig. 3.6 and develop expressions in state-space form. The possibility of torsional
modes instability has caused utilities to use other signals as input to the PSS controller, such
as accelerating power or ac bus frequency. Such instabilities are deemed beyond the scope of
this research, as the main focus is the stability of the local-mode oscillations.
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4.2.2 Stabilizer gain
Ideally, the stabilizer gain should be set at a value that corresponds to maximum damping.
Kc is however often limited by other considerations, such as the influence of the controller
on the stability of other modes, and the amplification of the stabilizer input signal noise.
Such effects are considered beyond the scope of this research, and the gain used is one that
gives optimal controller performance for a given system condition of load and external
impedance (section 4.5).
4.2.3 Stabilizing signal washout
A washout stage is included to prevent steady-state voltage offsets as system frequency
changes. The value of Tw is not critical and may be anywhere in the range 1 to 20 seconds.
The main consideration is that it should be long enough to pass stabilizing signals at the
frequencies of interest relatively unchanged, but not so long that it leads to undesirable
generator voltage excursions as a result of stabilizer action in the event of system islanding.
Results from [25] indicate that local mode oscillations are largely unaffected by changes in
Tw. However, a higher value of Tw is desirable from the viewpoint of small signal and
transient stability, particularly without TGR in the excitation system.
4.2.4 Phase-lead compensation
To damp rotor-angle mode oscillations, the PSS must produce a component of electrical
torque in phase with ~(J)r' Therefore, the PSS transfer function should have an appropriate
phase-lead characteristic to compensate for the phase lag between the exciter input and the
electrical torque. Slight undercompensation is preferable to overcompensation so that both
damping and synchronizing torque components are increased. Ref. [22] shows improved PSS
performance when slight undercompensation is employed, compared to full compensation.
Section 4.5.4 discusses the phase compensation, as well as the values for the controller
parameters used in the investigation, in more detail.
4.2.5 Stabilizer output limits
This research focuses on small-signal behaviour of a SMIB system. Stabilizer output limits
does not influence results, and hence are not considered in the investigation.
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4.3 System Model
Section 3.3 gives the state-space and block diagram models of the synchronous machine in a
SMIB configuration without oscillation stabilizers. Not included in the models are the
transformer voltage terms and the effect of speed variations on the stator voltages.
Amortisseur (damper winding) effects are also neglected for reasons discussed in section 3.3.
Synchronous machine saturation effects are included in the model. The transfer function
(4.2)
defines the excitation system.
This section derives the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system with
power system stabilizer. These models are extensions of those defined by Eq. (3.24) and
Fig. 3.6, to include a PSS.
4.3. 1 Small perturbation form of machine and network equations
Section 3.3.1 discusses the small perturbation (linear) form of the machine and network
equations. The expressions presented describe the system without excitation system. A PSS
introduces damping torque into the system by adjusting the excitation system input voltage;
hence addition of a PSS to the system model does not modify any of the expressions of
section 3.3.1.
4.3.2 Excitation system
A PSS adjusts the excitation system input voltage. Fig. 4.1 shows that addition of a PSS to
the system model modifies the expression for E Jd (Eq. (3.20» to give
(4.3)
The small perturbation form of this equation is
(4.4)
Eq. (3.21) replaces M/, the generator terminal voltage in linear form. Eq. (4.4) forms part of
the block diagram model of Fig. 4.3, and can be rearranged to give
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(4.5)
This expression forms part of the state-space model of Eq. (4.13). Expressions for the other
state variables (p!:l8 (3.17), pts», (3.18), and p!:l\jl Jd (3.19)) are unaffected by the addition
of a PSS to the system.
4.3.3 Power system stabilizer
Fig. 4.2 shows the generic PSS controller employed. It is desired to express the PSS
controller transfer function (Eq. (4.1)) in state-space form.
Using perturbed values, M,,! is
(4.6)
which is rearranged to give
(4.7)
With ptss», from Eq. (3.18) substituted in (4.7), the expression for pMs! in terms of the
state variables are
(4.8)
Similarly, Ms2 is
!:lP,2 =(1+ pT; \PS!'
1+ pT2 r' (4.9)
which is rearranged to give
(4.10)
Substituting for pMs! from Eq. (4.8), pMs2 in terms of the state variables is
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(4.11 )
Following the same procedure to obtain pMs2' pé» s in terms of the state variables is
(4.12)
Eqs (4.8), (4.11) and (4.12) form part of the state-space model of the system with PSS,
Eg. (4.13).
4.3.4 System state-space model and block diagram
The system state-space model is of the form
(4.13)
where x and p are the state and perturbation vectors respectively, defined as
x = [1::..(1)r 1::..8 1::..",fd !::..E fd Msl Ms2 I::..vsr
p = [I::..Tm I::..Vrefr
The system state matrix A is
-K -«, -K2__ D_ O 0 0 0
2H 2H 2H
(1)0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -K3
K4 -1 K3 0 0 0
T_Vd t.. r.;
0 -KAKS
-KAK6 -1 0 0 KAA=
TA TA TA TA
-KCKD -KCKI -KCK2 0
-1
0 0
2H 2H 2H Tw
-KcKD~ -KcKl~ -KcK2~ 0 Tw -t;
-1
0
2HT2 2HT2 2HT2 T2Tw T2
- KCKDTlT_, -KcKl~T3 -KcK2~T3 0 (Tw -Tl"'3 T2 -t; -1
2HT2T4 2HT2T4 2HT2T4 T2TwT4 T2T4 T4
A is a function of the system parameters as well as the operating condition. The eigenvalues
of the state matrix are a useful indication of the stability of the system, as discussed in
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section 3.2.2. The eigenvalue associated with the rotor angle oscillation mode is used as the
complex frequency to evaluate the PSS damping torque contribution. Section 4.4 derives an
expression for the PSS damping torque coefficient.
The perturbation matrix r ,
1
0 0 0 Ke KeT; KeT;T3
r= 2H 2H 2HT2 2HT2T4
0 0 0 KA 0 0 0
TA
is a function of the system parameters only, and used to obtain the PSS controller parameters
for optimum PSS performance given a certain condition of system load and external
impedance. Section 4.5 discusses the performance index and optimisation process.
Fig. 3.6, Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 combine to give the block diagram model of the SMIB system
with PSS, Fig. 4.3. The block diagram model is a useful tool in understanding the
performance of a PSS in the system. An expression for the torque contribution by a PSS is
easily obtained using this block diagram.
4.4 PSS Torque Coefficients
Section 2.3 discusses the concepts of synchronizing and damping torques. Based on these
concepts, the air-gap torque as a result of PSS action can be decomposed into the following
components:
(4.14)
K D(PSS)~ror is the damping torque component of the air-gap torque due to PSS action, with
K D(PSS) the PSS damping torque coefficient. K S(PSS)~& is the synchronizing torque the PSS
controller introduces into the system, with PSS synchronizing torque coefficient K S(PSS)' This
section derives expressions for K D(PSS) and K S(PSS) for use in the investigation.
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2H s + K D Ó(J) r
+
Mfd
Fig. 4.3: Block diagram model of SMIB system with conventional PSS
•
4.4. 1 "Plant" transfer function
Let GEP(s)lpss denote the transfer function from the stabilizer output ÓVs to the component
of electrical air-gap torque ÓTe that can be modulated via excitation control [16]. Fig.4.4
illustrates the transfer function when the stabilizer is a PSS controller. Variation of
GEP(s)lpss with voltage regulator gain, generator power level and ac system strength plays a
dominant role in PSS performance [16].
According to Fig. 4.4! the variation in field flux linkage due to variation in ÓVs is
t.v, + K3 t.'I'fi/!pss
1+ sT3fil
Fig. 4.4: PSS forward path
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Ó\jf I = K3 KA (óv -K Ó I )jd rss 1+ sT 1+ sT ~ s 6 \jfjd rss .3id A
(4.15)
The field flux linkage variation is fed back through the parameter K 6 to the exciter block
input; hence Ó\jfJd I appears also on the right hand side of Eq. (4.15). This expression ispss
rearranged to give
Ó\jfidlpss K,KA
óVs = (I+SI':,jd XI+~TJ+K3K6KA '
(4.16)
which is used to express the transfer function GEP(s)lpss as
ÓTIGEP(s)1 = e pss
rss óv
s
_ K Ó\jf jdlpss _ K2K3K A
- 2 Óvs - (I+sT3idXI+sTJ+K3K6KA
(4.17)
GEP(s)lpss exhibits a phase lag at the oscillation frequencies under concern. As a result the.
PSS controller contains a phase lead block (section 4.2.4) to partially compensate this phase
lag. Slight undercompensation ensures the PSS improves the system damping stability
without adversely affecting the synchronizing (transient) stability of the system.
4.4.2 Torque expressions
Fig. 4.2 and Eq. (4.1) describe the conventional PSS controller configuration used in the
investigation. Combining (4.1) with the expression for GEP(s )Ipss gives the torque
contribution due to the PSS controller:
= K 2K)K AKC (sTw Xl + sT, Xl + sT)) Óm
[(1+ sT3id Xl + sTA)+ K)K6K A Il +a; Xl + sT2 Xl + sT4) r
(4.18)
This is the air-gap torque exerted by PSS action. To evaluate ÓTelpss' the eigenvalue
A = o + jm corresponding to the rotor angle mode is substituted for s. A is obtained from
the state matrix A ofEq. (4.13).
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Since L1Telpss IS proportional to L1wr, the expressions for KD and Ks derived in
Appendix A.3 are used to evaluate the PSS damping and synchronizing torque coefficients:
(4.19)
(4.20)
These expressions for K D(PSS) and K S(PSS) are used in the investigation of section 4.6 to
evaluate the variation of PSS performance for various system conditions. To evaluate the
PSS controller parameters used to determine L1Telpss' an integral of the square error
performance index is employed. The following section deals with this as well as other
aspects of controller design.
4.5 Controller Optimisation Using ISE Technique
References [22] and [29] suggest the Integral of Square Error (ISE) performance index for
obtaining optimum PSS settings. Ref. [68] pp. 437-44S elaborates on the implementation of
the ISE performance index for matrix functions. This section discusses the ISE technique, its
mathematical implementation, and assumptions made regarding its implementation.
4.5.1 Preliminary model simplification
Eg. (4.13) gives the state-space model of the system, x = Ax +Tp . It is desired to eliminate
the perturbation term Fp .
Define
iet) = x(t) - x(oo), (4.21)
where x(00) is the steady-state value of the state vector x(t), implying x(00) = 0 . iet)
represents the difference (error) between x at time t, and the steady-state value at time
t = 00. Substituting the expression for iet) into Eq. (4.13) reduces the state-space model to
the form
!!_ iet) = AX(t); iCO) = -xe00)
dt
(4.22)
To evaluate iCO) is to evaluate x(00) :
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d _
-x(oo) = 0 = Ax(oo) + Tp =::>:. x(oo) = -A Irp
dt
(4.23)
Hence x(O) = A -Irp. These expressions are used in the controller optimisation calculations
discussed below.
4.5.2 Performance index
A system is considered an optimum control system when the system parameters are adjusted
so that an index specified, known as the performance index, reaches an extremum value,
commonly a minimum value ([68] pp. 139). Then the best system is defined as that system
for which the performance index is a minimum.
The integral of the square of the error performance index is defined as
ISE ~ J:' (I )dt. (4.24)
The upper limit T is usually chosen as the settling time T, of the error function e(t); eet) is
the difference between the control output at time t, and the steady-state value at time Ts'.
The ISE technique discriminates between excessively overdamped systems and excessively
underdamped systems ([68] pp. 139). The minimum value of the integral occurs for a
compromise value of the damping.
It is desired to obtain parameters for the PSS controller for optimum damping of the rotor
angle (electromechanical) oscillation mode. The variables ~() and Aco, pertain to this
oscillation mode. Refs [22] and [29] suggest the following quadratic performance index:
(4.25)
Since ~&r and ~& are error functions of the respective state variables (Eq, (4.21)), this index
J is an ISE index. a. is a relative weighting factor. Define Q as the diagonal matrix with
main diagonal [a. 1 0 0 0 0 0]; then Eq. (4.25) can be written as
(4.26)
In order to obtain a minimum value for J , the existence of an exact differential, so that
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d (ATpA) ATQA- X X =-x x
dt '
(4.27)
is postulated ([68] pp. 440). P remains yet to be determined. To simplify the algebra
without any loss of generality, a symmetric P matrix is used; then Pij = P ji. From
Eq. (4.27),
d (ATpA) ;"TpA ATp;"- \x x = x x +x x .
dt
(4.28)
With x from Eq. (4.22),
(4.29)
Let AT P +PA = -Q . Then Eq. (4.29) becomes (4.27), the exact differential sought.
Substitution of Eq. (4.27) in (4.26) gives
J = f!;TQX~t
= f 00 _~(XTPX)tt
o dt
(4.30)
where it is assumed that the system is stable and hence x( 00) = O. x(O) is evaluated using the
relation x(O) = A -lrp obtained from Eqs (4.22) and (4.23). Solving the Lyapunov equation
ATp +PA = -Q gives the symmetric matrix P used in (4.30) to give the performance index
J.
According to Ref. [29], system dynamic performance with PSS IS best when a = 0 IS
assumed. The result is a simple ISE-type performance index,
(4.31)
The state variable L\8 is penalized in order to obtain optimum performance.
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4.5.3 Optimisationprocess
From the discussion above, the steps to design an optimum controller are as follows:
1. Given a set of particular controller parameters, solve for P from the Lyapunov equation
ATp +PA = -Q. A is the system state matrix, and Q the diagonal matrix with main
diagonal [0 1 0 0 0 0 0] (note that a = 0).
2. Evaluate x(O) using the relation x(O)= A-lrp, where both A and r are known. p is
the perturbation vector p = [~Tm ~ Vre!l, assumed to be a step perturbation vector
remaining constant during the dynamics of the process. Since the investigation focuses
on rotor angle mode oscillations, ~Tm = 1 and ~Vre! = 0 is assumed [29]. The value of
~Tm used does not influence the results.
3. Evaluate the performance index J using the relation J = X(O)TpX(O).
4. Repeat the process until a minimum J is obtained.
The procedure above is implemented as follows: plot J versus Kc for several values of Tl
(1; =T3 and T2 =T4; T2 is constant - see section 4.5.4). For any 1;, J decreases with
increase in Kc, reaches a minimum J min' and increases with further increase in KC. The
values for Kc and 1; that correspond to the minimum of J min are the optimum PSS
parameters.
4.5.4 PSS Controller Design
Section 4.5.3 describes a procedure for obtaining the parameters of any oscillation stabilizer
controller to give optimum performance. In the case of a PSS, the parameters to be optimised
are the time constants Tw ' 1; ... T4 and the gain Kc.
The washout time constant ought to be high enough to pass stabilizing signals at the
frequencies of interest (normally 0.7 - 3.0 Hz) relatively unchanged. A value of Tw = lOs is
chosen [17][25][29][11]. At this value the washout block has virtually no impact upon the
local mode oscillations, the focus of this investigation.
With reference to the universally applicable stabilizing function of [2], and to simplify the
problem ([22], [29]), two identical cascade lead-lag networks are considered for the PSS.
This may not be necessary for all system scenarios considered, but is done so to generalise
the investigation and enable comparison of results on the same basis. Hence 1; = T3 and
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T2 = T4 in Fig. 4.2. In all ensuing discussions, reference to T) implies both the time constants
T, and T.,; similarly T2 implies both T2 and T4• This is done to facilitate ease of reading.
Ref. [2] suggests a minimum of 0.05 s for the lag time constants, reasons it being physically
realizable and a more conservative approach. Such a minimum ensures the PSS has only
minimal influence on oscillations at frequencies beyond the rotor angle mode range (0.1 - 3.0
Hz or 0.628 - 18.85 rad/s ([60] pp. 1133); T2 = 0.05 s corresponds to 20 rad/s), such as
torsional oscillating frequencies. Refs [22], [30] and [11] assume T2 = 0.05 s in the
investigations.
- T2=0,Q5s
--_. T2 = 0,06 s
- T2 =O.07s
2,4
2,2
'8' 2
~.._ 1,8
70
- T2=0,05s
--_. T
2
= 0,06 s
- T2=0,07s
40~~ ~ ~ ~ ~
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active Pov.er, Pt (P,U,)
(a)
0,2 0,4 06 0,8
,ActivePov.er, Pt(P,u,)
(b)
Fig. 4.5: System torques vs. machine load and PSS controller time constant T2, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
A comparison of PSS controller optimum damping and corresponding system total damping
results for various T2, for the system without external resistance, suggest 0.05 s to be an
appropriate value. Fig. 4.5(a) illustrates K D for various T2, when XE = 0.08 p.u .
Appendix F.1 contains results for K D and Ks for other XE' In obtaining these results, a
lower limit of 0.05 s was imposed on T) (see discussion on Fig 4.6(b)). Added damping
torque is required more in a weaker system and/or a system that is more highly loaded
(chapter 3). Results show a PSS controller with T2 = 0.05 s gives more effective damping
performance when such damping performance is required, compared to damping controllers
with higher T2 values. Fig.4.5(b) shows the choice of T2 does sacrifice the system
synchronizing torque for some system conditions. There is no need for added synchronizing
torque in the system (chapter 3); hence this is of no particular concern.
With T2 = 0.05 s, the PSS parameters Kc and T, are optimised according to the method
described in section 4.5.3. Fig 4.6 shows the PSS optimised parameters Kc and T, for the
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system without resistance. The following observations also hold for the system with external
line or local load resistance (results in Appendix F).
Values for Kc are high at low P, and reduces with increase in machine load (Fig 4.6(a)). T,
values are generally higher when Kc values are lower (Fig 4.6(b)). The very high Kc values
at low Pt may prove problematic in transient stability studies of practical systems. PSS
output hard limits are ±O.05 p.u. in practical implementations [31] - PSS performance is
impeded if these are reached during a transient. However, limiting the values of Kc only
serves to reduce the PSS small-signal performance at low p,. This investigation focuses on
small-signal behaviour; transient stability is beyond the scope of this research. Consequently,
Kc values are not limited to a maximum in the modelling process.
-- XE = 0.2pu.
--_. XE = 0.4pu.
-- XE = 0.8pU.
140 0.1 -- XE=0.2pu.
--_. XE = 0.4 pu.
0.09 -- XE=0.8pu.
~0.08
""':-0.07
0L_~0~.2-----0~.4-----0~.6-----0~.8----~
ActivePov.er, Pt(p.u.)
(a)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Active Pov.er, Pt(p.u.)
(b)
Fig 4.6: Optimised PSS parameters Kc and Tl vs. machine load and external reactance
It is possible to obtain TI values smaller than 0.05 s that give optimum PSS performance by
the ISE technique discussed. In such instances the PSS controller would introduce a phase
lag that, combined with the phase lag of the "plant" transfer function (section 4.4.1), results
in a still greater net phase lag. However, to ensure the controller does not influence
oscillations beyond the rotor angle mode scope (see discussion on T2 above), values of T, are
limited to a minimum of 0.05 s. Whenever T, equals 0.05 s (such as XE = 0.8 p.u. in
Fig 4.6(b)), the PSS controller exhibits no phase compensation and consists only of a gain
and signal washout function (Fig. 4.2).
Relatively low values are obtained for the time constant ~. This can be attributed to the
reduced phase lag contributed to GEP(s)lpss by the static excitation system, compared to a
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de-type excitation system. A PSS controller in a system with de-type excitation system
optimised by the ISE technique has higher I; -values [22].
Ref. [18] suggests the net phase lag of the PSS controller torque function (Eq. (4.18)) at the
undamped natural frequencies (1)/1 to be between 0° and 45° to minimize the effect of system
changes on stabilizer performance. Investigation of the system with PSS optimised by the
ISE technique shows the net phase lags at (l)n to be between 23° and 52°, depending on
generator load an system impedance. The net phase lag has a greater influence on the PSS
synchronizing torque; hence this is considered suitable for comparative investigation.
4.6 PSS Performance Analysis
This section investigates the ability of a pss controller to provide damping torque to the
system when such damping torque is needed, as determined in chapter 3. Eq. (4.19) gives the
expression for the PSS damping torque coefficient used in the investigation. The procedure
used is similar to the procedure of sections 3.6 and 3.8.
The investigation wishes to compare PSS and CSC capability given a certain condition of
system impedance and load. For each condition, the controller is optimised for that particular
condition and the torque coefficients reflect such optimum control. This method differs from
that normally found in literature, where the controller is optimised for a particular system
condition (usually the strong system condition [16]) and the robustness of this controller
evaluated for a range of system conditions.
The optimisation process described in section 4.5.3 requires a significant amount of
computations and iterations. To minimize simulation time, solutions are evaluated and
plotted for only selected values of system load.
The PSS synchronizing torque coefficient, Eq. (4.20), is also analysed to assess the influence
of the PSS controller on the system synchronizing stability whilst improving the damping
stability.
The following section discusses the analysis procedure used in this research. Sections 4.6.2
to 4.6.4 investigate the influence of machine loading and system reactance and resistance on
the PSS torque coefficients by MATLAB simulation. Machine saturation is modelled and
KA = 200 . Section 4.6.5 discusses the influence of assuming a lower KA on PSS
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performance; section 4.6.6 the effect of neglecting saturation. Section 4.6 ends with a
concluding summary.
4.6.1 Analysis procedure
Section 3.8.1 discusses the procedure and parameter values used to obtain plots for the
system damping and synchronizing torque coefficients. This same procedure and
assumptions are used in the investigation of PSS controller performance. This research
assumes both end-point voltages in Fig. 3.1 constant at unity. Section 3.5 discusses the
implications of this. No control is placed on the machine reactive load Qt; hence Qt can
become negative (machine a sink of reactive power - see Eq. (3.39)), particularly as the
external resistance increases.
With Et and EB constant at 1.0 p.u., plots of the PSS damping and synchronizing torques,
and other parameters, vs. machine load, for various external reactance, external resistance to
reactance ratio, and local load resistance, are generated by MATLAB simulation.
Section 3.6.1 gives the values of XE' RE / XE' and R10ad considered in the investigation.
Appendix B describes the test system used ..
4.6.2 Machine load and line reactance
This section neglects system external resistance. This simplifies analysis and results are
typical of the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
transmission line(s), with no or negligible local load.
Fig. 4.7 shows plots of the PSS and system total torque coefficients. The damping and
synchronizing torques are evaluated by use of the system eigenvalue corresponding to the
local mode oscillation substituted for s in Eq. (4.18). Whenever 1; is forced to the minimum
value of 0.05 s, Fig. 4.8(b) shows the damping ratio increases significantly. This results in a
deviation of K D(PSS) from the characteristic it attains when 1; exceeds the threshold of 0.05 s.
Whenever 1; equals the lower limit of 0.05 s (section 4.5.4), the PSS damping torque is
higher and the synchronizing torque lower than would have been if no lower limit were
assumed. This explains why in a weaker more lightly loaded system the optimum PSS
controller provides more damping torque than one in a stronger system with similar loading.
At higher loading, when 1; exceeds the lower limit of 0.05 s, the PSS optimum damping
capability increases with increase in system strength and load.
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Fig. 4.7: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and external reactance
To gam insight into the behaviour of optimal PSS stabilization versus system load and
strength (when T; exceeds 0.05 s), GEP(s)lpss and the stabilizer transfer function gains were
analysed at the oscillating frequency (l)n' Fig. 4.8(a) shows (l)n for the system conditions
considered. Fig. 4.8(b) shows there is little variation in the damping ratio of the stabilized
system when T; does not equal 0.05 s (compare Fig 4.6(b»; hence considering the transfer
PSS performance.
function gains at (l)n can give valuable information on the influence certain factors have on
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Fig. 4.9: "Plant" and PSS controller transfer function gains vs. machine load and external reactance
Fig. 4.9 shows the "plant" and controller transfer function gains for the system. Consider the
case of XE = 0.2 p.u., where T, is larger than 0.05 s (Fig 4.6(b)). As the system load
increases, IGEP(s)1pssI increases and the controller gain at (On decreases in value. Although
the controller gains are significantly larger in value than IGEP(s)1pssI ' the increase in
IGEP(s)1pssI exceeds the decrease in the controller gain. The result is a net increase in PSS
torque transfer function gain.
This discussion illustrates that, although Kereduces with increased P, and system strength
(Fig 4.6(a)), the characteristics of GEP(s)lpss playa significant role in the behaviour of
~Telpss' According to Ref. [16], this behaviour can be described in terms of the parameters
K2 and K6 of Fig. 3.11, and the exciter gain. With constant KA' ~Telpss (and hence KD(PSS)
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also - Eq. (4.19» is proportional to K2 and IjK6 (Eq. (4.18». Since both K2 and IjK6
increase with increase in system load and strength, so does the PSS performance.
Fig.4.7(b) shows the PSS synchronizing torque. The PSS controller optimised by the ISE
technique is such that the PSS torque transfer function of Eq. (4.18) exhibits a slight phase
lag [22]. As a result, the PSS controller introduces positive synchronizing torque into the
system that increases with increase in PI and system strength. The PSS controller adds to the
net synchronizing torque shown in Fig.4.7(d) and enhances the synchronous machine
transient stability. Whenever TI is forced to the minimum value of 0.05 s the PSS controller
introduces less synchronizing torque, and values for (I)" and Ks are lower than would have
been the case if no lower limit were imposed on TI'
Fig. 4.7(c) shows the total system damping torque. K D(PSS) of Fig. 4.7(a), as well as the AVR
and AR damping torques of Fig. 3.23, increase with increase in system strength; hence K D
also. Values for K D(PSS) are much higher than the damping torque coefficient of the system
without oscillation stabilizer (Fig. 3.23(e». Consequently, KD follows the trends of KD(PSS)
•with respect to changes in external reactance and system load. The slight reduction of K D
see Fig. 3.23(c).
with increase in P, at high generator load conditions is caused by the AVR damping torque -
4.6.3 Line resistance
Section 4.6.2 neglected system external resistance. This section focuses on the influence of
line resistance on the PSS torque coefficients. Appendix F.2 contains results for this section.
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Fig. 4.10: Damping torques for system with XE = 0.8 p.u.
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Damping torque is particularly needed in a system with high external reactance, regardless of
RE/XE' Fig. 4.10(a) shows KD for the system with no stabilizer when XE =0.8p.u. At
high Pt line resistance does not sufficiently improve the system stability. However, the PSS
controller optimised by the ISE technique (which incidentally has Tl = 0.05 s for all
conditions when XE = 0.8 p.u.) is able to provide the needed damping (Fig. 4.10(b». Since
Tl is constant, there is no definite trend in K D(PSS) with respect to RE / XE' Results obtained
for lower values of X E show K D(PSS) decreases with increase in RE / X E whenever
Tl > 0.05 s. This is desirable, since the stability problems for which the stabilizer is needed
increases with decrease in RE / XE (section 3.8.3, Fig. 4.1O(a».
The synchronizing torque of the system without an oscillation stabilizer decreases with
increase in RE / X E (section 3.8.3), particularly in a weaker system. To ensure greater
transient stability if the need be, more Ks is needed. However, results show K S(PSS)
decreases with increase in RE / XE; hence the PSS controller optimised by the ISE technique
is not able to introduce more synchronizing torque when more is needed. K S(PSS) may be
increased by changing the controller time constants, but this increase will most probably be at
the expense of damping torque.
4.6.4 Localload
This section focuses on the influence of local load on K D(PSS) • Appendix F.3 contains the
results for this section.
For reasons discussed in section 3.4.1, a resistance R10ad models the local load. Table 3.1
gives the Xlille and R10ad value combinations used in the investigation, and the resulting XE'
RE and EB values from which the system parameters are determined (see discussion on
Fig.3.7).
The system damping, as well as the damping by the optimal PSS controller for a given
system condition, behaves in a manner similar to the scenario with external line resistance
(section 4.6.3). Local load inherently provides damping torque to the system (section 3.8.4),
and if sufficient ensures damping stability when otherwise would not be the case (at the
expense of synchronizing torque). On the other hand, if the local load is not sufficient to
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provide the needed damping (particularly when X line is large), an oscillation stabilizer is
required for stability support.
Fig. 4.11 (a) shows K D for the system with no stabilizer when Xlille = 0.8 p.u. At high Pr' if
significant local load is not available the system is oscillatory unstable. However, the PSS
controller optimised by the ISE technique (which incidentally has Tl = 0.05 s for all
conditions when XIiIle = 0.8 p.u.) is able to provide the needed damping (Fig. 4.11(b)). Since
Tl is constant, there is no definite trend in K D(PSS) with respect to local load. Results
obtained for lower values of X line show K D(PSS) increases with decrease in local load
whenever TI > 0.05 s. This is desirable, since the stability problems for which the stabilizer
is needed increases with decrease in local load (section 3.8.4, Fig. 4.11 (a)).
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Fig. 4.11: Damping torques for system with Xline = 0.8 p.u.
The synchronizing torque of the system without an oscillation stabilizer decreases with
increase in local load (section 3.8.4), particularly in a weaker system. Although Ks of
Fig. 3.26(f) is positive for the range of conditions, should there be a desire to ensure greater
transient stability more Ks is needed. However, results show K S(PSS) decreases with
increase in local load; hence the PSS controller optimised by the ISE technique is not able to
introduce more synchronizing torque when more is needed. K S(PSS) may be increased by
changing the controller time constants, possibly at the expense of damping torque.
4.6.5 Excitation system gain
Results for sections 4.6.2 to 4.6.4 reflect a system with high initial-response excitation
system; i.e. with an AVR gain of 200. Section 3.3.2 discusses the motivation behind
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assuming such a high gain. This section considers the influence of assuming a lower KA on
the PSS performance. Results for the previous sections were regenerated for the system of
Appendix B, but with KA = 20. Appendix FA contains the results.
Less damping support is needed in a system with lower KA (section 3.8.5). Yet, under
conditions of large external reactance and generator loading K D is still negative, and there is
a need for stability support.
In a system with lower AVR gain, values for Kc and T, are higher compared to a system
with higher KA' As a result, T, for the controller optimised by the ISE technique exceeds the
minimum threshold of 0.05 s for all conditions considered, and the trends of K D(PSS) and
K S(PSS) reflect that.
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Fig. 4.12: PSS damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and external
reactance, when KA = 20
Fig. 4.12(a) shows the PSS damping torque coefficient for the system with KA = 20 .
Comparison to Fig. 4.7(a) shows values for K D(PSS) are lower in a system with lower KA'
despite the increase in Kc' K D(PSS) for moderate to high X E increase with ~, which is
desirable (section 3.8.5). However, the PSS controller performance is lower in a weaker
system of similar loading (for systems of moderate to high XE)' so that the influence of the
stabilizer decreases when the power system requires it most.
Fig.4.12(b) shows the synchronizing torque of the PSS controller optimised by the ISE
technique, for the system with KA = 20. Comparison to Fig.4.7(b) shows KS(PSS) to be
much lower in value and reduces with increase in system strength, even so that K S(PSS) is
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negative in a strong system when KA = 20. Negative K S(PSS) is a result of overcompensation
of the "plant" phase lag - the transfer function of Eq. (4.18) has a phase lead at the oscillation
frequencies of concern, causing a reduction in the net system synchronizing torque and (0"
([60] pp. 769, [16]). Regardless of this negative KS(PSS)' Ks for the system with PSS
remains positive and the system transiently stable.
This is not of particular concern; a PSS would seldom be installed in a strong system (such as
XE = 0.2 p.u. for the system considered) where there is no need of additional damping
torque.
If it is required that the PSS controller enhance the system transient stability as well as the
damping stability, T, can be altered to achieve the desired effect. An increase of K S(PSS)
would however be at the expense of damping torque.
For the systems with line resistance or local load accounted for, values for K D(PSS) are lower
when the AVR gain is lower, whereas Kc and T, values are higher (see results in
Appendix FA). This is similar to results for the system without external resistance. Results
show the PSS controller damping torque increases with' reduction in RE / X E or local load.
This is desirable, since the stability problems for which the stabilizer is applied also increase
with reduced external line resistance or local load (section 3.8.5).
The trends of K S(PSS) with respect to changes in RE / X E or local load does not change when
a lower KA is assumed, and reduces with increase in RE / X E or local load. As a result
K S(PSS) can be negative, particularly in a strong system but also in weaker systems with high
RE / XE or local load - conditions when damping support by a PSS may be needed. The
system net synchronizing torque (and (0,,) is then reduced, although the higher transient
synchronizing torque (K, - section 3.6) ensures Ks remains positive for all system
conditions considered.
4.6.6 Influence of saturation
Synchronous machine saturation was modelled to obtain the results of the previous sections.
Appendix C explains the modelling of saturation in the synchronous machine. This section
considers the influence of neglecting saturation, often the assumption in literature.
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The results of section 4.6.2 (system without external resistance, and KA = 200) were
regenerated for the system of Appendix B with machine saturation neglected (constant
machine inductances/reactances). Appendix F.5 contains the results.
Results show values of Kc and Tl of the ISE-optimised PSS controller are lower when
saturation effect is neglected compared to when saturation is modelled. With some
exceptions, values of the PSS damping and synchronizing torques are also lower in
magnitude, sometimes significant - this depends on whether T, attains the minimum
threshold value; since values of Tl are lower when saturation is neglected this is more often
the case when otherwise it would not have been.
These results indicate the need to model saturation: (a) to ensure more reliable PSS controller
design by the ISE technique, and (b) to more correctly assess the influence of such controller
on system stability, whether damping or synchronizing.
4.6.7 Summary of results
The trends of the PSS damping torque coefficient, with respect to machine load and external
reactance (section 4.6.2), line resistance (section 4.6.3) and local load (section 4.6.4) were
examined. The influences of the AVR gain (section 4.6.5) and saturation modelling
(section 4.6.6) on results were also considered.
A summary of the results of section 4.6 follows.
The PSS controller gain, as obtained by the ISE optimisation method, is high at low P, and
decreases with increase in machine load. Kc values are also lower in a stronger system. In a
system with lower AVR gain but similar in all other respects, the optimisation process
obtains a higher Kc value necessary for optimum performance. When saturation is
neglected, values for Kc are lower compared to when saturation is modelled.
Values for T, by the ISE optimisation method increase with increase in system load or
strength. However, to ensure the controller does not influence oscillations beyond the rotor
angle mode scope, values of T, are limited to a minimum of 0.05 s. In a system with lower
AVR gain but similar in all other respects, the optimisation process obtains a higher Tl value
necessary for optimum performance. When saturation is neglected, values for Tl are lower
compared to when saturation is modelled.
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Whenever the value of T, is at the minimum of 0.05 s, the PSS damping torque is higher than
would have been if no lower limit were assumed. Under such conditions there is no definite
trend in the variation of K D(PSS) with PI' XE' RE / X E or local load. For system conditions
such that T, corresponding to optimum performance exceeds the lower limit of 0.05 s, the
PSS optimum damping capability increases with increase in system strength and load and
decreases with increase in RE / X E or local load. The latter characteristic is desirable, since
the stability problems for which the stabilizer is needed increases with decrease in RE / X E or
local load. Values for K D(PSS) are lower in a system with lower KA' This is also favourable
- less damping torque is needed in a system with lower KA' When saturation is neglected,
with some exceptions values of the PSS damping torque are lower compared to when
saturation is modelled.
The PSS synchronizing torque is lower when the TI is at the minimum of 0.05 s, than would
have been if no lower limit were assumed. The PSS controller optimised by the ISE
technique introduces positive synchronizing torque into the system that increases with
increase in PI' but decreases with increase in RE / X E or .local load. The variation of K S(PSS)
with respect to external reactance depends on the gain of the generator AVR. Values for
K S(PSS) are lower in a system with lower KA - then K S(PSS) is even negative under certain
conditions of system reactance, RE / X E and local load. The total system synchronizing
torque however remains positive for all system conditions investigated. When saturation is
neglected, with some exceptions values of the PSS synchronizing torque are lower compared
to when saturation is modelled.
4.7 Summary
This chapter presented the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system with
PSS, and determined the ability of a PSS to enhance system stability in situations when such
stability support is required, according to results from chapter 3. For purpose of investigation
the conventional (classic) PSS controller configuration was assumed.
Expressions for the PSS damping and synchronizing torque coefficients show the
performance of the stabilizer for a certain system condition can be related to the constants K 2
and K 6 discussed in chapter 3, the gain of the generator AVR as well as the PSS controller
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parameters. The parameters of the PSS are evaluated for every system condition to give
optimum performance at the particular system condition. An optimisation technique based
on the integral of the square error performance index is presented and used for that purpose.
Some assumptions are made to simplify the optimisation process.
The investigation shows the PSS controller is able to provide both damping and
synchronizing torque to the system. For conditions such that Tl of the optimised PSS
controller exceeds a minimum threshold value, the damping support behaves favourably with
respect to variation in generator load, RE / XE or local load, or gain of the generator AVR.
This is not the case with respect to changes in external system reactance.
The influence of the optimised PSS controller on the system synchronizing stability is also
investigated. When a low gain AVR is employed the controller introduces negative
synchronizing torque into the system for some conditions of external impedance. The system
synchronizing torque however remains positive and the system transiently stable for all
conditions.
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5 CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITOR
5.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the state-space and block diagram models of the SMID system with
controlled series capacitor, and investigates the ability of a CSC to enhance system stability
in situations when such stability support is required. Results in chapter 3 indicate that a
system with generator highly loaded that operates into a moderate to high external
impedance, with no or little local load, experiences negative damping.
Section 2.5.2 discusses the controlled series capacitor. The CSC has several functions, such
as power flow control and extending stability limits. The latter is the focus of this research.
It accomplishes this by modulating transmission line reactance to produce a component of
electrical torque on the rotor that is in phase with rotor speed variations. By inducing such a
torque, the CSC provides damping to the oscillations of synchronous machine rotors relative
to one another.
Section 5.2 discusses the classic model SMID system with CSC to illustrate the basic stability.
concepts by which the CSC operates. The model of section 5.4 builds on the concepts of
section 5.2 by incorporating a higher-order generator definition and a conventional control
scheme for the CSC controller.
The concepts of damping and synchronizing torques are used to evaluate the performance of
the CSC controller. These torque expressions are functions of the system model K-
parameters and the CSC controller parameters. Chapter 3 discusses the parameters
s, ... K6. Section 5.5 considers the parameters Kp' Kq and K". For every condition
considered, the CSC parameters are optimised for that particular condition by the method of
section 5.7, an integral of the square error based technique.
The characteristics and conditions under investigation are: (a) generator load; (b) system
reactance as seen by the generator; (c) the amount of external (line) resistance relative to
reactance, and (d) load local to the generator (sending-end) side of the SMID system. The
influences of AVR gain and machine saturation on results are also examined. The
investigation places emphasis on the ability to provide stability support when such support is
needed.
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5.2 Classic Generator Model
Section 3.2 describes the SMIB system model with generator represented by a voltage source
behind an effective transient reactance. A constant infinite bus voltage and reactance
represents the external system.
This section builds on the concepts of section 3.2 by inclusion of a variable reactance as
representative of a controlled series capacitor in the transmission line connecting the
generator to the external system. The effect of synchronizing and damping torques on the
system oscillations is already discussed (section 3.2.2). Here, rather, the focus is on the
influence of a controlled series capacitor on the system synchronizing and damping torques
that affect the system oscillations. To help understand the influence of a CSC on system
behaviour, the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system with CSC is
derived.
5.2. 1 Small perturbation equations
Fig.5.1 shows the SMIB system with CSC of reactance Xc. The capacitor reactance is a
controlled element and needs to be treated as such in developing the system equations.
In section 3.2.1 the swing equation, Eq. (2.1), is expressed as a set of two first-order
differential equations:
1
pës», = 2H (T", - Te - K Dówr ), (5.1 )
(5.2)
These equations form the basis of developing state-space and block diagram models used to
investigate the system steady-state stability performance. Eq. (3.3) describes the air-gap
electrical torque (in per unit), reproduced below:
E,
I,
Fig. 5.1: SMIB system with esc, classical generator model
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E'ET = P =__ 8 sin 8 .
e e X
T
(5.3)
In this expression, Fig. 5.1 shows the total external reactance is
(5.4)
To obtain the state-space and block diagram models, substitute the expression for Te into
Eq. (5.1) and linearise about the initial condition represented by 8 = 80 and Xc = X co. The
following expression results:
(5.5)
Ks is the synchronizing torque coefficient defined in section 3.2.1. In a SMIB system with
esc, the coefficients Ks and K x are
(5.6)
Eqs (5.5) and (5.2) describe the system In small perturbation form.
combined give the system state-space and block diagram models.
These expressions
Eq. (5.6) indicates that the insertion of a fixed series capacitor increases the synchronizing
torque coefficient (by decreasing the line reactance). This is a bonus, as small-signal stability
is largely a problem of insufficient damping of oscillations [60].
5.2.2 System state-space model and block diagram
Eqs (5.2) and (5.5) can be combined in matrix format to give
(5.7)
This is the state-space model of the SMIB system with esc, and is of the form x = Ax +bu .
A is the state matrix of the system.
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+
/)J(c
Fig. 5.2: Block diagram of SMIB system with controlled series reactance
In order to correctly evaluate the system eigenvalues, a specific control structure for the CSC
ought to be implemented. Section 3.2.2 discusses the eigenvalues and their relation to system
synchronizing and damping stability.
Fig. 5.2 shows the block diagram model. Observe that this is an extension of Fig. 3.2 with
the CSC influence through K x included. This diagram is useful to visualize the damping
and synchronizing torque contributions, and how CSC action affects these torque
components.
5.2.3 CSC and oscillation damping
Assume no damper windings are modelled, and K D =o. The system will oscillate by itself
without damping, and only the CSC can contribute to the damping torque required for stable
operation. To provide positive damping to the oscillations, a component of torque in phase
with the rotor speed deviation is required (section 2.3). For purpose of illustration, consider
the following control scenario [4]:
f:0( c = KCb.ffir (5.8)
Kc is a positive gain. Fig. 5.2 shows the CSC control operates through the coefficient K x
and introduces only damping torque into the system:
b.Telcsc = K xf:0( c
(5.9)
With control as per Eq. (5.8) and K D = 0, the state-space model, Eq. (5.7), is modified to
give
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(5.10)
where
(5.11)
Eq. (5.10) assumes constant mechanical torque input. In this expression, K ox IS Kil) in
section 3.2.3. Ko is zero as a result of the control strategy of Eq. (5.8).
To ensure positively damped oscillations in the system, K ox must be positive. Examination
of the expression for K ox (5.11) reveals important aspects regarding the damping
capabilities of a CSC [4]:
• A CSC can enhance the damping of electromechanical oscillations.
• The CSC damping effect increases with increase in controller gam and/or fixed
capaci tor reactance - larger Kc and/ or X co implies larger K ox .
• The damping effect increases with transmission line loading (increased &0)' This is
very important, since the damping of the system is generally lower at heavily loaded
lines.
The scenario depicted above is quite simple, yet gives useful insight into the advantages of
controlled series compensation. More advanced control strategies would introduce damping
as well as synchronizing torque components into the system. It is important that the regulator
design take into account not only that which is desired (the damping of oscillations), but other
effects/influences as well.
5.3 The Conventional Controlled Series Capacitor Control Scheme
Fig. 5.3 shows the conventional CSC controller scheme ([34], [35]) used in the investigation.
~(J)r is used as the input signal. Eq. (5.12) gives the transfer function. The CSC controller
consists of three blocks: a gain block, a signal washout block, and a phase compensation
block. Some researchers ([4], [39], [40]) prefer to assume a double lead-lag stage such that
T.. =T3 and T2 = T4• This is the view taken in this investigation (section 5.7.2). The
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following discussion focuses on each of these blocks and some other considerations in more
detail.
Fig. 5.3: Conventional CSC controller
Me -K ( sTw Il+sT1ll+sT_'J
~(J)r - e 1+ sTw 1+ sT2 1+ sT4
(5.12)
5.3.1 Input signal
The purpose of a esc damping controller is to introduce a damping torque component.
Hence a logical signal to use for controlling the transmission line impedance is the speed
deviation ~(J)r ([37], [9]). For the SMIB system, ~(J)r would be the speed difference
between the speeds of the synchronous generator and infinite bus.
In practice such a signal (dubbed a global signal) is not always realisable, and other signals
(local signals) may be employed. These include the line active power ([4], [35], [36], [37]),
local bus / capacitor node voltage ([4], [35], [37]), generator frequency deviation [37] or
magnitude of current in the transmission line [38]. Which signal is more appropriate and
gives the best performance depends on the system under consideration.
~(J) r is chosen as the input to the esc damping controller. Although this signal is a global
signal and additional expense associated with communication is involved [37], to simplify the
analysis and integration of the controller with the block diagram model of Fig. 5.5, this signal
is appropriate. Also, all kinds of delay and the influence of any filter is excluded to have a
basis for analytical comparison with the PSS results of chapter 4 [9].
5.3.2 Stabilizer gain
In practice the stabilizer gain would be limited by physical considerations such as the
controllable reactance range and saturation of the esc, which can significantly deteriorate
the expected performance during transient oscillations [33]. This research, however, focuses
on small-signal behaviour and the damping of local modes of oscillation in a SMIB system
configuration. For this reason no maximum limit is placed on the controller gain, as obtained
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for optimum performance by the integral of the square of the error technique employed
(section 5.7).
5.3.3 Stabilizing signal washout
The value of Tw is not critical and may be anywhere in the range 1 to 20 seconds. The main
consideration is that it be long enough to pass stabilizing signals relatively unaffected at the
frequencies of interest [39].
5.3.4 Phase-lead compensation
To damp rotor-angle mode oscillations, the CSC damping controller must produce a
component of electrical torque in phase with ~(!)r. Therefore, the CSC transfer function
should have an appropriate phase-lead characteristic to compensate for the phase lag/lead
between the controller output and the electrical torque (phase of the "plant" transfer function
described in section 5.6.1). Results under various conditions of generator loading and system
impedance show the "plant" transfer function to exhibit a phase lead at the frequencies of
oscillation, so that the controller transfer function is a phase lag function.
Section 5.7.2 discusses the phase compensation, as well as the values for the controller
parameters used in the investigation, in more detail.
5.3.5 Stabilizer output limits
This research focuses on small-signal behaviour of a SMIB system. Stabilizer output limits
does not influence results, and hence are not considered in the investigation.
5.4 System Model
This section derives the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system with
CSC. Fig.5.1 illustrates this configuration for the system with generator defined by the
classical model. This section extends on the concepts of section 5.2, by representing the
generator by a higher order synchronous machine model ([60] chapter 3, [61] pp. 41-44) and
the CSC controller by the configuration of section 5.3.
Section 3.3 describes the state-space model of the SMIB configuration without CSC (derived
in Appendix D). The following are neglected (also assumed for the system with CSC):
1. Amortisseur (damper windings) effects
2. The transformer voltage terms (armature P\jf terms) from the stator voltage equations
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3. The effect of speed variations on stator voltages
The methodology followed to derive the state-space model of the SMIB system with CSC is
similar to that in Appendix D. The details differ in that the added series capacitor in the
external reactance is a controlled variable and needs to be treated as such. With Xc the
series capacitor reactance, the total reactance in the d- and q-axis are
(5.13)
X Tq = X qs + XE - Xc
where X ~s and X qs are saturated d- and q-axis machine reactances, and X E IS the line
inductive reactance.
5.4. 1 Synchronous machine equations
Appendix D.1 (Eqs (D.1) to (D.18)) describes the synchronous machine d-and q-axis stator
voltages and flux linkages, field flux linkage, air-gap torque and swing equation. Inclusion of
CSC in the system model does not alter any of these expressions, since these represent the
machine only and are not altered by changes in the external system.
5.4.2 Network equations
Fig. 5.4 shows the d- and q-axis components of the machine terminal and system infinite bus
voltages, Er and EB' defined in Fig. 5.1. It is desired to relate these voltages and evaluate
the currents flowing in the stator windings of the machine.
q-axis
d-axis
Fig. 5.4: Axis representation of system voltages and angles
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A series capacitor of reactance X c modifies the network by altering the external impedance
to RE + j(X E - Xc). The expression
(5.14)
relates the machine terminal and infinite bus voltages. In terms of d-and q-axis components,
Eq. (5.14) is written as
(ed + jeq)= (EB sin 8+ EB cos Sj+ (RE + j(X £ - Xc )'f..!d+ lie) (5.15)
By equating the real and imaginary terms, ed and eq is
ed =REid -(XE -Xc}q +EB sin ê
< =R£iq+(X£-Xc}d+EBcos8
(5.16)
These expressions are similar to (D.22), with X £ replaced by (X £ - x.) to account for the
CSC reactance.
It is desired to express the stator currents id and iq in terms of the machine and system
reactances and resistances, infinite bus voltage EB' and the rotor angle 8. The rotor angle is
the sum of the internal machine angle 8; and the angle by which E, leads EB (Fig.5.4).
Appendix D.2 explains the procedure followed to derive id and iq:
i = XTq [\" [ Lads J-E COS8]- RTEB sin êd D 't' Jd L +L B Dads Jd (5.17)
(5.18)
These equations are exactly (D.23) and (D.24). However, Eq. (5.13) shows XTd and XTq
now also contain the series capacitor reactance Xc. Eqs (5.17) and (5.18) are nonlinear.
The motivation behind obtaining these expressions will become apparent in the following
section.
5.4.3 Small perturbation form of machine and network equations
The state-space model of the SMIB system with CSC is desired. This is a small perturbation
(linear) model, and hence the small perturbation form of id and t, are required. Eqs (5.17)
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and (5.18) in small perturbation form, linearized about the initial condition defined by b = bo '
'li Jd = 'li JdO and Xc = X co ' are
(5.19)
(5.20)
where
(5.21)
with
Eqs (0.28) and (0.29) define the coefficients ml' nl' m2 and n2• m3 and n3 define the
sensitivity of the respective stator winding currents to variation in CSC reactance.
Eqs (0.30) and (0.31) give the flux linkages 'liad and 'liaq in small perturbation form for the
system of section 3.3 and Appendix D. By the same procedure used to obtain (0.30) and
(0.31), ~\j1 ad and ~\j1 aq for the SMIB system with CSC are
(5.22)
(5.23)
Eq (0.32) gives the linear form of air-gap torque Te:
(5.24)
By substitution of the linear forms of id' iq, 'liad and 'liaq derived above,
(5.25)
with
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Kp measures the degree of direct influence CSC damping control has on the deviation of air-
gap torque from the nominal (steady-state) value. In per unit, air-gap torque equals machine
loading Pr, hence the subscript P. The notation is chosen to coincide with that used in Refs
[14] and [15].
Eqs (D.34) and (D.35) define the parameters KI and K 2. Section 3.6 discusses the influence
of system load and network structure on the values of KI and K 2. Section 5.5 considers the
effect on Kp.
Eq. (D.9) gives the swing equation for the system:
(5.27)
(5.28)
The small perturbation form of p!:l.(J)r is
(5.29)
where Eq. (5.25) was substituted for !:l.Te.
This equation solves for !:l.(J)r to give
(5.30)
Eq. (5.28) in small perturbation form is
(5.31)
or
(J)
!:l.8= _0 !:l.(J)r .
S
(5.32)
The expressions for p!:l.(J)r and p!:l.8 form part of the state-space model of Eq (5.50), while
the expressions for Am, and !:l.8are used to obtain the block diagram model of Fig. 5.5 for
the SMIB system with CSC.
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5.4.4 Field circuit equations
Eq. (D.39) gives the field current. Substituting for ~'l' ad from Eg. (5.22) into the small
perturbation form of i [d gives
L' 1 (LI ~ L'~i =m~~5+- l-~+m L' \1,. +m ~/)J( .
fd ILL L 2 ads 'f' jd 3 L C
fil fd jd ) fd
(5.33)
~ijd is substituted in the expression for p~'l' fd (Eg. (DAl» to give
(5.34)
This expression forms part of the system state-space model of Eg (5.50). The coefficient Kq'
K Ladu L'q =--m3 ads'
i;
(5.35)
defines the influence of the CSC damping control on the field circuit input voltage. The
notation is chosen to coincide with that used in Refs [14] and [15]. Eqs (DA4) through
(D.46) define the parameters K 3' K 4 and' T3fd• Section 3.6 discusses the influence of system
load and network structure on the values of K3 and K4. Section 5.5 considers the effects on
The expression for p~'l' fd is often written in the following form used to obtain the block
diagram model of Fig. 5.5:
(5.36)
K3----..::.- is the field circuit transfer function.
1+ sT3fd
5.4.5 Excitation system
Section 3.3.2 describes the excitation system model, and explains the assumptions and
simplifications made. Fig. 3.5 shows the excitation control system considered. The exciter is
modelled by a single time constant and gain:
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K
G (s) = A
ex 1+ sTA
:. E fil = KA 6-treJ - EJ
1+ sTA
(5.37)
The small perturbation form of the exciter output voltage is
(5.38)
InAppendix D.5, the expression for Mr (Eq. (D.50)) is derived from (D.19). Following this
same procedure, but with Eqs (5.19), (5.20), (5.22) and (5.23), gives
(5.39)
The coefficient Kv,
(5.40)
defines the influence of the CSC damping control on the machine terminal voltage Er' This
notation is used in Refs [14] and [15]. Eqs (D.51) and (D.52) define the parameters Ks and
K 6' Section 3.6 discusses the influence of system load and network structure on the values
of Ks and K6' Section 5.5 investigates Kv'
Substituting Mr in Eq. (5.38) gives
(5.41)
This expression forms part of the block diagram model of Fig. 5.5, and can rearranged to give
(5.42)
The expression for pM Jd forms part of the state-space model of Eq. (5.50).
5.4.6 Controlled series capacitor
Fig.5.3 shows the generic CSC controller employed. It is desired to express the CSC
controller transfer function (Eq. (5.12)) in state-space form.
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Using perturbed values, ~CSI is
(5.43)
which is rearranged to give
(5.44)
With p~(J)r from Eg. (5.29) substituted in (5.44), the expression for P~Csl in terms of the
state variables are
(5.45)
Similarly, ~Cs2 is
(5.46)
which is rearranged to give
(5.47)
Substituting for P~Csl from Eg. (5.45), P~Cs2 in terms of the state variables are
(5.48)
Following the same procedure to obtain (5.48), pM c is
(5.49)
Eqs (5.45), (5.48) and (5.49) form part of the state-space model of the system with eSc.
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5.4.7 System state-space model and block diagram
The system state-space model is given by
(5.50)
where x and p are the state and perturbation vectors respectively, defined as
x = [~(J)r ~8 ~\!f Jd v; ~Csi ~Cs2 Mej
p= [~Tm ~Vref J
The system state matrix A is
-KD -Kl -K2 -K0 0 0 p
2H 2H 2H 2H
WO 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -K3K4
-1 K3 0 0
-K3Kq
T3fd r.. T3f(1 T)f(1
A= 0
-KAKj -KAKó -1 0 0
-KAKV
TA TA TA TA
-KeKD -KeKI -KeK2 0 -~ 0 -«;«,
2H 2H 2H Tw 2H
- KeKDTI -KeKlTI -KeK2Tl 0 Tw -Tl
-1 -KeKpTI
2HT2 2HT2 2HT2 T2Tw T2 2HT2
-KeKDT.,T) - KeKlT.,T) - KeK2T.,T3 0 (Tw -Tl'3 T2 - T_, -(1+ KcK,T,T, )_1
2HT2T4 2HT2T4 2HT2T4 T2TwT4 T2T4 2HT2 T4
A is a function of the system parameters as well as the operating condition. The eigenvalues
of the state matrix are a useful indication of the stability of the system, as discussed in
section 3.2.2. The eigenvalue associated with the rotor angle oscillation mode is used as the
complex frequency to evaluate the CSC torque contribution. Section 5.6 derives expressions
for the CSC damping and synchronizing torque coefficient.
The perturbation matrix r,
0 0 0 Kc Ke~ Ke~T3
r= 2H 2H 2HT2 2HT2T4
0 0 0 KA 0 0 0
TA
is a function of the system parameters only, and used to obtain the CSC controller parameters
Kc and T2 for optimum control. Section 5.7 discusses the optimisation process.
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Fig. 5.5 shows the block diagram model of the SMIB system with CSc. The block diagram
model is a useful tool in understanding the performance of a CSC in the system. An
expression for the torque contribution by a CSC is easily obtained using this block diagram.
~\jI Id K3
1+ ST_~/d
!lEId
r st; ~CsJ Kc(}+sI;) ~C,2 1+sT3
l+sTw l+sT2 1+sT4
Fig. 5.5: Block diagram model of SMIB system with conventional CSC
5.4.8 System model summary
The state-space and block diagram models for the SMIB system with CSC is derived
(Eq. (5.50) and Fig. 5.5). The eigenvalues of the state matrix are a useful indication of the
stability of the system, and used as the complex frequency to determine the system damping
torques. The block diagram is useful to analyse the performance of the CSC for various
system conditions and modelling assumptions. This is considered in section 5.8.
Section 3.6 discusses the influence of system conditions and modelling assumptions on the
parameters KJ ... K6' An understanding of the behaviour of these parameters is essential in
evaluating the need for damping in a SMIB system. Similarly, an understanding of the
effects of system condi tions and modelling assumptions on Kp, K q and Kv defined in this
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section is necessary to comprehend the damping behaviour of a CSC. Section 5.5 analyses
the behaviours of Kp, K q and Kv for various system conditions and modelling assumptions.
5.5 K-constants Analysis
Fig.5.5 describes the SMIB system with CSC as a function of the system K-parameters.
Sections 5.6 and 5.8 discuss the CSC synchronizing and damping torques and variation
thereof with respect to changes in system characteristic and condition. These torques are
functions of the system model K-parameters and will be interpreted as such in section 5.8. As
a result the trends of the K-parameters are investigated. Section 3.6 considered the
parameters KI ... K6' The focus of section 5.5 is to understand the effects of system load
and network structure - and assumptions made in the modelling process - on the parameters
Kp, K q and Kv. Kp has the more dominant influence (see section 5.6.1), therefore the
discussions focus more on Kp.
The following section discusses the analysis procedure used in this research. Sections 5.5.2
to 5.5.4 investigate the influence of machine loading and system reactance and resistance on
the K-parameters by MATLAB simulation. Machine saturation is modelled. Section 5.5.5
discusses the influence of neglecting saturation on results. In the concluding summary,
attention is drawn to where results differ from previous research on this subject.
5.5.1 Analysis procedure
Previous research [5] generated plots for Kp vs. ~, for various values of system external
reactance (quantified as number of connecting transmission lines). The influence of line
resistance and local load was not considered and no definite mention of assumptions was
made. Also, plots for the parameters K q and Kv were not presented as it was assumed the
influence of the indirect component of the "plant" transfer function is negligible.
Section 5.6.1 discusses the "plant" transfer function and its direct and indirect components.
The investigation of the trends of the parameters Kp, K q and Kv follows the same
procedure and assumptions used to obtain plots for the parameters KI .. , K6 in section 3.6.
The end-point voltages Er and EB in Fig. 5.1 are assumed constant at unity, and no control is
placed on the machine reactive load Qr' Plots of Kp, K q and Kv vs. machine load ~, for
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various XE' external impedance RE / XE' and R1oad, are generated by MATLAB simulation.
Cases considered are as follows (values in p.u.):
= 0.2, 0.4, 0.8
= 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, with XE as above
R10ad = 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, with XE as above
For the remainder of this chapter XE represents the total of transformer, transmission line
and fixed series capacitor reactances; i.e. XE is XT in Fig. 5.1. Appendix B describes the
test system used in the investigation.
5.5.2 Machine load and line reactance
This section neglects system external resistance. This simplifies analysis and results are
typical of the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
transmission line(s), with no or negligible local load.
Fig.5.6 shows plots of the trends of the K-parameters with respect to changes in machine
load and external reactance. The following discussion focuses on each K-parameter plot.
. individually. Where appropriate, the expression for the K-parameter (derived in section 5.4)
is investigated to verify or explain results.
Fig.5.6(a): Kp increases as machine load increases and/or system strength Increases
(smaller XE). Kp also remains positive over the range of conditions considered.
Kp has significant influence on the effectiveness of the CSC controller. Section 5.8.2
discusses this in more detail.
Fig. 5.6(b): Klj is negative for low ~, and increases as P, increases form zero becoming
positive. When the generator operates at low load K q decreases with increase in system
strength; the opposite is true at moderate to high ~.
With external resistance neglected, the expression for Kq (Eq. (5.35)) can be written as
(5.51)
where
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A is always negative, which is the result of the total d- and q-axis reactance being larger than
the machine internal reactances. Investigative plots confirm this. When P, is low, Fig. 5.6(d)
shows Do is smaller, and hence COSDo larger. The first term in Eg. (5.51) dominates over the
second term when P, is low, and K" is negative. For larger Do COSDo is smaller and Kq
more positive.
- XE=0.2pu.
--_. XE = 0.4 pu.
- XE=0.8pu.
2
1.5
0.5
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active PO'M9r, Pt(p.u.)
(a)
- XE=0.2pu.
--_. XE = 0.4pu
- XE=0.8pu.
0.25
0.2
:,[l.15
:::.:::
0.1
0.2 U4 U6 U8
.Active PO'M9r, Pt (p.u.)
(c)
- XE=0.2pu.
2 . XE = 0.4 pu.
- XE=0.8pu.1.5 L___:__ _ ______J
0.5
0.2 U4 U6 U8
.Active PO'M9r, Pt(p.u.)
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100 - XE=0.2pu.
--_. XE = 0.4 pu.
- XE=0.8pu.~ 80
~ 60
00°
a5 40
"OJ
~
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active Pov.er, Pt(p.u.)
(d)
Fig. 5.6: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine load and external reactance
Fig.5.6(c): Kv increases as P, increases, reaches a maximum, and decreases with any
further increase in ~. Kv is also larger in a stronger system. It is possible for Kv to be
negative: Fig.5.7(a) illustrates the scenario of very large XE (very weak system) with
relative high loading.
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Fig. 5.7: Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine load and external reactance - influence of very long ties
With external resistance neglected and noticing that the per unit armature resistance Ra is
significantly smaller than machine per unit reactances (Table B.l), the expression for Kv
(Eq. (5.40)) reduces to
K =EBsin()o X edO(_I+X (XTd+XTq)]
v D 'Is E Td D
10
_ M X' eqO l-I+X (xTd +Xrq)\
D ds E Tq D I
10 )
(5.52)
where
M - Lad,. E s:- 'l'jdO- BCOSuO'
Lads + Lfd
When X E is very large and machine load relatively high, the steady-state rotor angle
approaches and possibly exceeds 90°. Fig.5.7(b) shows this angle. Now, COS()O "'" 0.0 at
high ()o' and is negative with ()o> 90°. As a result, M increases with increase in ()o and
even exceeds unity when ()o is high. The second term in Eg. (5.52) then dominates the first
term, and Kv is negative.
This situation of negative K v is of academic rather than practical importance; it is
impractical to operate the system at such high values of ()o. Another example of this
occurrence is the parameter K, discussed in section 3.6.2.
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This section presented the parameters Kp, K q and Kv for the system without external
resistance. Section 5.6 discusses the "plant" transfer function and its role in the CSC torque
expressions. For the system without external resistance, section 5.8.2 shows Kp
approximates the "plant" transfer function; the indirect component (see section 5.6.1 for
definition) is negligible.
For the system with external resistance, however, the indirect component of the "plant"
transfer function cannot be ignored. Sections 5.8.3 and 5.8.4 shows why. The damping and
synchronizing torques by the CSC controller is then a complex function of the parameters
Kp, K q and Kv, other K-parameters, as well as the system eigenvalue. There is no direct
relation between the CSC torques and any of Kp, K q and Kv' The following sections thus
only discuss the trends of these parameters briefly. The focus is more on comparison of
results to previous research on this subject.
5.5.3 Line resistance
Section 5.5.2 neglected system external resistance to simplify analysis and obtain results
typical of the case where a power source is connected to a. large system through high voltage
transmission line(s), with no or negligible local load. This section focuses on the influence of
line resistance on Kp, K q and Kv' Appendix G.1 contains the results. It is observed that
the influence of external resistance on the K-parameters in some cases affect the trends
described in section 5.5.2. Where appropriate reference to this fact will be made.
Kp decreases as RE / X E increases when the generator operates at light load andlor into a
weak system. This tendency reverses at moderate to high loading in the case of a strong
system.
Fig. 5.8(a) shows the parameter Kp in the very low PI region, with XE = 0.4 p.u. Results
for other X E indicate that, regardless of system strength, Kp is negative when the generator
operates at light load into a system with large RE / XE'
In the expression for Kp, Eq. (5.26), terms containing RT are separated from the rest of the
expression to give
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Kp = ~~ (M (X Td + X Tq )sqO - EB sin 80 (X Td +X Tq Xx q - X ~ )qO)
(5.53)
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Fig. 5.8: Kp and rotor angle 80 at law Pt. with XE = 0.4 p.u.
When Pt is low, the rotor angle 80 is small and cosê., ::::::l.O. Then
and a negative M result. As a result, the first and third terms in Eg. (5.53) are negative. An
increase in RT causes the first term to dominate the remaining terms, and Kp is negative
when the generator operates at low ~.
Theoretically this has significance for the CSC damping torque contribution. However,
results of section 5.8.3 show that despite negative Kp a CSC controller is still able to
introduce positive damping torque to the system. This can be attributed to the indirect
component to the "plant" transfer function (section 5.6.1).
Previous research ([5], [15]) showed mathematically that Kp is always positive. The
discussion above proves this is not always the case for a system with significant external
resistance.
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Kq behaves similar to Kp discussed above. With significant RE/XE Kq slightly decreases
as P, increases from zero, reach a minimum, and increase with any further increase in ~.
Compare Fig. 5.6(b).
K v increases with increase in RE / XE.
5.5.4 Localload
This section discusses on the influence of local load on Kp, K" and Kv. Appendix G.2
contains the results for this section.
A resistance R10ad models the local load (section 3.4.1). Table 3.1 gives the X line and R10ad
value combinations used in the investigation, and the resulting XE, RE and EB values from
which the system parameters are determined.
Kp increases with increase in local load.
Kq increases with increase in local load when the machine operates at low ~. This trend
reverses with increase in ~, so that Kq decreases with i~crease in local load for a constant
line reactance. As is the case with significant RE / XE (section 5.5.3), in a system with large
local load Kq decreases as P, increases from zero, reaches a minimum, and increases with
any further increase in ~.
Observation: the increase III Kq with increase in local load under low P, conditions is
significant, even so that K; is positive when that is not the case for a system without local
load (Fig. 5.6(b».
K v decreases with increase in local load when the machine operates at low to medium Pt.
With significant local load Kv changes sign from positive to negative. When the generator
operates at high ~, Kv increases with increase in local load for a constant line reactance.
5.5.5 Influence of saturation
Synchronous machine saturation was modelled to obtain the results for the previous sections.
This section considers the influence of neglecting saturation, often the assumption in
literature. Results for the previous sections were regenerated for the system of Appendix B
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with machine saturation neglected (constant machine inductances/reactances). Appendix G.3
contains the results.
Neglecting machine saturation influences the results of machine load and line reactance
(section 5.5.2), line resistance (section 5.5.3) and local load (section 5.5.4) as follows:
1. Kp and Kv values are lower when machine saturation is not modelled.
2. The parameter KlJ is larger in value.
Neglecting to model saturation of the machine inductances does, in some cases, influence the
trends of Kp, K" and Kv described in the previous sections. An elaborate discussion on
this topic is beyond the scope of this research. It will suffice to mention that in some cases
(K q at low P, is an example) a parameter is positive when it would not be if saturation were
modelled, or vice versa. Consequently it is necessary to model machine saturation to obtain
the correct trends of Kp, K q and Kv, and a correct impression of the signs of the constants.
Section 5.8.6 considers whether the effect of saturation is as significant on the CSC torques.
5.5.6 Summary of results
The trends of the system model K-parameters, with respect to machine load and line
reactance (section 5.5.2), line resistance (section 5.5.3) and local load (section 5.5.4) were
examined. The influence of saturation modelling on the results was also considered
(section 5.5.5).
A summary of the results follows. The trends are compared to results from previous
investigations on the K-parameters of the SMIB system model.
Kp increases as P, increases and/or system strength increases. This result is also obtained in
Refs [5] and [15]. The variation of Kp with respect to RE / X E depends on both Pt and XE'
Kp increases with increase in local load.
In the case of large RE / XE' Kp can be negative when the generator operates at light load.
This disproves the statement in [5] that Kp is always positive. Ref. [5] does not consider
external resistance in the SMIB system.
The parameter Kp has significant influence on the "plant" transfer function in a system
without any external resistance. Sections 5.6.1 and 5.8.2 discuss the concept of the "plant"
transfer function and its influence on CSC performance in more depth.
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Kq is negative for low-medium generator loading, and increases as P, increases form zero,
becoming positive for moderate to high ~. How K q varies with respect to both line
reactance and local load depends on ~. With significant local load it is possible to have K q
positive at low-medium ~. Also, the variation of Kq with respect to RE IX E varies with
machine load and system strength. Both line resistance to reactance ratio and local load
affects the trend of Kq with respect to P, when the generator operates at low load.
K v increases as 'P, increases, reaches a maximum, and decreases with any further increase in
P, . Kv is also larger in a stronger system. Kv can become negative in the unusual case of
very long ties and relative high loading. This scenario is of academic rather than practical
interest (see discussion on Kl' section 3.6.6).
K v increases as REI X E increases for a constant XE' The variation of Kv with respect to
changes in local load depends on the machine load ~. With significant local load Kv
changes its sign from positive to negative when the generator operates at light load into a
weak system.
Both K q and Kv influence the indirect component of the "plant" transfer function, discussed
in section 5.6.1. Combined with the trends of K2' K3 and K6' and the system eigenvalue,
K q and Kv cause the "plant" transfer function to deviate from the mostly dominant Kp.
This is most prominent in a system with significant RE I XE or local load. Sections 5.8.3 and
5.8.4 describe this in more detail.
Sections 5.6 and 5.8 discuss the CSC damping and synchronizing torques. These torques are
complex functions of the system K-parameters, eigenvalue, and CSC controller parameters.
Results are interpreted in terms of the results of the K-parameters of sections 3.6 and 5.5.
5.6 CSC Torque Coefficients
In section 5.2.3 the influence of a CSC on the stability of a classical model SMIB system is
discussed. It is seen that a CSC can enhance the damping of electromechanical oscillations.
The damping effect increases with increase in transmission line loading and the amount of
fixed capacitive compensation implemented.
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In this and subsequent sections, the analysis is extended to the system represented by Fig. 5.5
and Eq. (5.50). Refs [5] and [15] presents similar work, but for a simple gain controller.
This work extends on the concepts and methodology introduced in [5], by considering the
conventional CSC controller of section 5.3.
Section 2.3 discusses the concepts of synchronizing and damping torques. Based on these
concepts, the air-gap torque as a result of CSC action can be decomposed into the following
components:
(5.54)
K D(CSC)!1(j) r is the damping torque component of the air-gap torque due to CSC action, with
K D(CSC) the CSC damping torque coefficient. K S(CSC)!1& is the synchronising torque the CSC
controller introduces into the system, with CSC synchronizing torque coefficient K S(CSC) •
This section derives expressions for K D(CSC) and K S(CSC) for use in the investigation.
5.6.1 "Plant" transfer function
Let GEP(s)lcsc denote the transfer function from the stabilizer output /:0{c to the component
of electrical air-gap torque !1Te that can be modulated via reactance control. Fig.5.9
illustrates the transfer function. Variation of GEP(s)lcsc with voltage regulator gain,
generator power level and ac system strength plays an important role in CSC performance, as
will be seen.
GEP(s)lcsc has a direct component in the coefficient Kp, and an indirect component through
variation of the field flux linkage by changes in /:0{c [5][15]. Fig.5.9 shows this latter
component to be
lllj!f'lese= I+~~'fd [ - K,11Xc + I ::T, (- Kvl1X c - K,lllj! fd leJ} (5.55)
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1+---; ILl\jlft/lese K 3
1+ sT3fd
Fig. 5.9: CSC forward path
The field flux linkage variation is fed back through the parameter K 6 to the exciter block
input; hence ~\jIfi'd I appears also on the right hand side of Eg. (5.55). This expression is
esc
rearranged to give
~\jI Jd lese - K 3 (K CJ (1+ sTA )+KvK ~ )
Me = ~ + S~Jd Xl + sTA)+ K3K6K A
(5.56)
This, together with the direct component KpM e' is used to express the transfer function
GEP(s)lese as
~TIGEP(s)1 = e esc
esc M e
(5.57)
Section 5.7.2 discusses the phase characteristic of GEP(s)lese and the compensation thereof
by the CSC controller.
Eg. (5.57) shows the transfer function through which the CSC controller operates can be
considered as a sum of two components:
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• One component applies directly into the electromechanical oscillation loop of the
generator, and is termed the direct component. Its sensitivity is determined by the
coefficient Kp,
• The other component, dubbed the indirect component, is the component that adds
torque through variations in the field flux linkage.
Typically, the direct component dominates over the indirect component, so that the influence
of the indirect component in analysis may be assumed negligible [5][15]. As will be seen in
the investigation of section 5.8 this is not always the case, particularly in the system with
external resistance. The generalization GEP(s>lcsc "" Kp is therefore not made in this
investigation.
5.6.2 Torque expressions
Fig.5.3 and Eq. (5.12) describe the conventional CSC controller configuration used in the
investigation. Combining (5.12) with the expression for GEP(s)lcsc gives the torque
contribution due to the CSC controller as
sr I = /:iT, Icsc I:!.X C /:ico
e CSC AV A r
UA C £.lCO,
(5.58)
This is the air-gap torque exerted by CSC action. To evaluate/:iTelcsc ' the eigenvalue
A = (J + jco corresponding to the rotor angle mode is substituted for s. A is obtained from
the state matrix A of Eq. (5.50).
Since /:iTelcsc is proportional to /:ico" the expressions for K D and Ks derived in
Appendix A.3 are used to evaluate the CSC damping and synchronizing torque coefficients:
K = Re(/:iTelcsc l+(~Jlm(/:iTelcsc 1
D(CSC) A I /:i I£.lCO, co co,
J J
(
(J2 co J (/:iTelcsc 1K S(CSC) = - -- +- Im ----'="'- I
cooco COo /:ico,
)
(5.60)
These expressions for K D(CSC) and K S(CSC) are used in the investigation of section 5.8.
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5.7 Controller Optimisation Using ISE Technique
Eq. (5.58) shows the CSC damping and synchronizing torques are a complex function of the
system K-parameters, eigenvalue, and CSC controller parameters. Sections 3.6 and 5.5
discuss the K-parameters. To obtain the eigenvalue from the state matrix of Eq. (5.50), and
evaluate the CSC torques, values for the CSC controller parameters are needed.
Section 4.5 discusses the integral of the square of the error technique used to evaluate the
parameters of a PSS conventional controller for optimum performance. This same technique
is used to optimise the CSC controller parameters. This section discusses the ISE technique
as applied to the CSC damping controller.
5.7. 1 Performance index and optimisation process
Section 4.5.2 derives an expression for the ISE performance index J in terms of the system
state-space model x = Ax +Tp . Eq. (5.50) gives the state-space model for the SMIB system
with CSC. To evaluate J is to evaluate the expression
J = i(O)T Pi(O) , (5.61)
where iCO)= A -Irp and P is a symmetric matrix obtained by solving the Lyapunov
equation ATp+PA=-Q. A diagonal matrix with main diagonal [0 1 0 0 0 0 0]
defines Q. In other words the error in ~o, ~8, is penalized to obtain controller parameters
for optimum performance.
Section 4.5.3 describes the procedure to obtain optimal parameters for the PSS case. A
similar procedure is used to optimise the CSC controller for a given condition of system load
and impedance. The design of an optimal CSC controller differs from that for the PSS in that
the time constant T2 = T4 and gain Kc are optimised. Section 5.7.2 discusses the motivation
behind assuming T, = T3 constant in the CSC controller design process.
5.7.2 CSC Controller Design
As is the case with the PSS (section 4.5.4), the parameters of the CSC controller to be
optimised are the time constants Tw , T, ... T4 and the gain Kc.
A washout time constant of lOs is chosen. This is high enough to pass stabilizing signals at
the frequencies of interest unchanged, so that the washout block has little impact on the rotor
angle mode oscillations.
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Also, similar to the PSS controller case of chapter 4, two identical cascade lead-lag networks
are considered for the CSC to simplify the problem [4][39][40]. Hence TI =T3 and T2 = T4
in Fig. 5.3. In all ensuing discussions, reference to Tl implies both the time constants TI and
T_, ; similarly T2 implies both T2 and T4• This is done to facilitate ease of reading.
Eq. (5.57) gives the transfer function of the "plant" through which the CSC controller
operates. GEP(s)lcsc has a phase lead over the frequency range of concern. To ensure the
CSC controller does not influence the system synchronizing torque negatively, the torque
contribution transfer function of Eq. (5.58) ought to exhibit a slight phase lag. Refs [60] pp.
769, [2] and [18] explains this principle for a PSS. The phase compensation of Fig. 5.3 is
therefore lag compensation. T, is then assumed constant at a predefined value, and T2
optimised according to the procedure of section 4.5.3.
In the design process of a PSS controller lead compensation, a minimum value of 0.05 s is
normally assumed for the lag constant T2 [2]. This limit can be related to the frequency
range under consideration for rotor angle oscillations. The lower limit of 0.05 s corresponds
to an oscillation frequency of 20 rad/s, an? ensures the PSS controller does not influence
torsional oscillation modes outside the desired frequency range.
This same principle can be applied to the CSC controller lag compensation. As T, < T2, a
minimum value for T, of 0.05 s is assumed. Fig. 5.10 illustrates K D for various TI (Kcand
T2 accordingly optimised) for two values of XE' The minimum value of 0.05 s appears the
most appropriate choice, given the fact that damping torque is required more in a weaker
system and/or system that is more highly loaded (chapter 3). Appendix G.4 contains results
for K D and Ks for more XE' The choice of 0.05 s for TI also ensures the most
synchronizing torque by the CSC controller.
With T. = 0.05 s, the CSC parameters Kc and T2 are optimised. Fig 5.11 shows the CSC
optimised parameters Kc and T2 for the system without external resistance. The following
observations also hold for the system with external line or local load resistance (see results in
Appendix G).
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Fig 5.11: Optimised CSC parameters Kc and T2 vs. machine load and external reactance
Values for Kc are high at low Pr and reduce with increase in machine load and external
reactance. Also, Kc values for the esc controller optimised by the ISE technique are much
higher than the PSS controller gains of Fig 4.6(a). Whether the esc controller will reach
saturation point during system transient oscillation damping depends on the controllable
range of the eSc. Prolonged saturation of eses can significantly deteriorate their expected
performance [33][7]. On the other hand, limiting the values of Kc only serves to reduce the
esc small-signal performance at low p,. This investigation focuses on small-signal
behaviour; transient stability is beyond the scope of this research. As a result, Kc values are
not limited to a predefined maximum in the modelling process.
T2 values increase with increase in generator load, reach a maximum and decrease with
further increase in p,. T2 is also larger in a stronger system. This is for a system with high
AVR gain; an exception to these trends is the system with low KA - see section 5.8.5.
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Investigation shows that under no condition does T2 obtain values smaller than the minimum
threshold of 0.05 s. Hence for all conditions the CSC controller introduces a phase lag to
compensate for the phase lead of the "plant" through which it operates.
For the PSS controller it was suggested in [18] that the net phase lag obtain values in the
range 0° and 45° to minimize the effect of system changes on stabilizer performance. Results
show the CSC controller optimised by the ISE technique exhibits phase lags such that the net
phase lag of the CSC controller and "plant" transfer functions, Eq. (5.58), are in the 30° to
45° range for the system without external resistance. Besides damping torque, the CSC
controller also enhances the system synchronizing torque, and oscillation frequencies are
slightly increased as a result.
5.8 CSC Performance Analysis
This section investigates the ability of a CSC controller to provide damping torque to the
system when such damping torque is needed, as determined in chapter 3. Eq. (5.59) gives the
expression for the CSC damping torque coefficient used in the investigation. The procedure
used is similar to the procedure of section 5.5.
The investigation wishes to compare PSS and CSC capability given a certain condition of
system impedance and load. For each condition of system loading and impedance, the
controller is optimised for that condition and the torque coefficients reflect such optimum
control. The optimisation process requires a significant amount of computations and
iterations. To minimize simulation time, solutions are evaluated and plotted for only selected
values of system load.
The CSC synchronizing torque coefficient, Eq. (5.60), is also analysed to assess the influence
of the CSC controller on the system synchronizing stability whilst improving the damping
stability.
The following section discusses the analysis procedure used in this research. Sections 5.8.2
to 5.8.4 investigate the influence of machine loading and system reactance and resistance on
the CSC torque coefficients by MATLAB simulation. Machine saturation is modelled and
the AVR gain KA = 200. Section 5.8.5 discusses the influence of assuming a lower KA on
CSC performance; section 5.8.6 the effect of neglecting saturation. Section 5.8 ends with a
concluding summary.
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5.8. 1 Analysis procedure
Section 5.5.1 discusses the procedure and parameter values used to obtain plots for the
parameters Kp, K q and Kv' This same procedure and assumptions are used in the
investigation of CSC controller performance. Performance is measured in its ability to
provide the damping torque needed without negatively affecting the system synchronizing
torque. This research assumes both end-point voltages E[ and EB in Fig. 5.1 constant at
unity. Section 3.5 discusses the implications of this. No control is placed on the machine
reactive load Q[; hence Q[ can become negative (machine a sink of reactive power - see
Eq. (3.39)), particularly as the external resistance increases.
With E[ and EB constant at 1.0 p.u., plots of the CSC damping and synchronizing torques,
and other parameters, vs. machine load, for various external reactance, external resistance to
reactance ratio, and local load resistance, are generated by MATLAB simulation.
Section 5.5.1 gives the values of XE' RE / XE' and R10ad considered in the investigation.
Appendix B describes the test system used.
5.8.2 Machine load and line reeetenee-
This section neglects system external resistance. This simplifies analysis and results are
typical of the case where a power source is connected to a large system through high voltage
transmission line(s), with no or negligible local load.
Fig. 5.12(a) shows the damping torque coefficient for the ISE-optimised CSC controller. For
the system with moderate to high external reactance (including the fixed capacitor reactance),
the damping ability of the controller increases with increase in system load and strength. In a
very strong system the ability of the controller to provide added damping is reduced,
compared to the weaker systems.
It is desirable that K D(CSC) increases with generator load; the stability problems for which the
CSC is applied also increases with generator load (Fig. 3.23(e)). However, since K D(CSC) at
moderate to high XE decreases as the system becomes weaker, the influence of the CSC
controller decreases when the power system requires it most. Fig. 5.l2(a) also shows that
increasing the amount of fixed compensation (for a system with XE = 0.8 p.u., 50%
compensation gives XE = 0.4 p.u.) increases the ability of the CSC to damp oscillations.
This is in agreement with results obtained in Ref. [lO].
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The CSC damping performance is reduced at XE = 0.2 p.u., compared to the weaker
systems. This appears to indicate there is a limit to the amount of fixed compensation that
ensures improved controller performance.
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To gain insight into the behaviour of optimal CSC stabilization versus system load and
strength, the gains of GEP(s)lcsc and stabilizer transfer function were analysed at the
oscillating frequency co"' Fig. 5.13(a) shows co" for the system conditions considered.
Fig. 5.13(b) shows there is little variation in the damping ratio of the stabilized system when
X E is moderate to high; hence considering the transfer function gains at con can give
valuable information on the influence certain factors have on CSC performance.
Fig. 5.14 shows the gains of the "plant" and controller transfer functions. Consider the case
of XE = 0.4 p.u . IGEP(s)lcsc I increases and the controller gain at con decreases with
increases in system load. Although the controller gains are significantly larger in value than
IGEP(s)lcscl, the increase in IGEP(s)lcscl exceeds the decrease in IKcGcsc(s)l. The result is
a net increase in the gain of the CSC torque transfer function.
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- XE=0.8pu..131.5 L__"-- _ __j
'l::
~1
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Fig. 5.14: "Plant" and CSC controller transfer function gains vs. machine load and external reactance
This discussion illustrates that the characteristics of GEP(s)lcsc playa significant role in the
behaviour of ~Telcsc' Comparison of Fig. 5.l4(a) to Fig.5.6(a) shows GEP(s)lcsc = Kp.
The influence of the indirect component described in section 5.6.1 is negligible. This agrees
with results in Refs [5] and [15].
It is not always appropriate to assume GEP(s )Icsc = Kp. This is particularly true for the
system with significant external resistance. Sections 5.8.3 and 5.8.4 discuss this in more
detail.
Fig. 5.l2(b) shows the CSC synchronizing torque. The CSC controller optimised by the ISE
technique is such that the CSC torque transfer function of Eq. (5.58) exhibits a net phase lag.
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As a result, the CSC controller introduces positive synchronizing torque into the system for
all conditions [16]. This enhances the synchronous machine transient stability as well as
increases the frequencies of oscillation [16].
Fig. 5.12(c) shows the total system damping torque. Values for K D(CSC) are much higher than
the damping torque coefficient of the system without oscillation stabilizer (Fig.3.23(e».
Consequently, K D follows the trends of K D(CSC) with respect to changes in external
reactance and generator loading. At conditions of high loading the slight reduction in K D
with increase in P, is a result of the AVR damping torque shown in Fig. 3.23(c).
5.8.3 Line resistance
Section 5.8.2 neglected system external resistance. This section focuses on the influence of
line resistance on the system model torque coefficients. Appendix G.5 contains results for
this section.
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active P0W3r, Pt (p,U,)
(a)
o~----------------------
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active POW3r, Pt(P,u,)
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Fig. 5.15: CSC damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance,
with XE = 0.8 p.u.
Fig. 5.15(a) shows K D(CSC) for the system with XE = 0.8 p.u. K D(CSC) is higher in a system
with lower RE / XE. This is a desirable trend; the stability problems for which the stabilizer
is applied also increase with reduced RE / X E of the external impedance for a constant XE
and P, (section 3.8.3).
Fig. 5.l5(b) shows KS(CSC) for the ISE-optimised CSC controller is negative for high RE / XE
at low p,. This is a result of undercompensation of the "plant" phase lead so that ~Telcsc has
a phase lead at ron. Both Ks and roll slightly reduce in value [16]. This is of no particular
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concern; the system net synchronizing torque is still positive and significantly greater than
the negative influence of the CSC controller (see results in Appendix G.5). Transient
stability is assured.
For a system with higher RE / XE' GEP(s>lcse deviates some from the generalization
GEP(s)lese "'"Kp applicable to the scenario of no external resistance (section 5.8.2).
Fig. 5.16 shows Kp and GEP(s)lese for the system with XE = 0.8 p.u. Comparison between
these graphs show the indirect component in Eg. (5.57) becomes more significant with
increase in resistance in the external system.
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Fig. 5.16: Parameter Kp and "plant" transfer function vs. machine load and line resistance, with
XE= 0.8 p.u.
5.8.4 Loealload
This section focuses on the influence of local load on K D(eSe)' Appendix G.6 contains results
for this section.
A resistance models the local load. Table 3.1 gives the X line and R10ad value combinations
used in the investigation, and the resulting XE' RE and EB values from which the system
parameters are determined (see discussion on Fig. 3.7).
The system damping, as well as the damping by the optimal CSC controller for a given
system condition, behaves in a manner similar to the scenario with external line resistance
(section 5.8.3). Local load inherently provides damping torque to the system (section 3.8.4),
and if sufficient ensures damping stability when otherwise would not be the case (at the
expense of synchronizing torque). On the other hand, local load may not be enough to
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provide the needed damping (particularly with high external reactance), and added damping
is needed.
Fig. 5.17(a) shows K D(CSC) for the system with X line = 0.8 p.u. K D(CSC) is higher in a system
with lower local load. This is desirable; the stability problem for which the stabilizer is
applied also increases with reduced local load (section 3.8.3).
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Fig. 5.17: CSC damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load
resistance, with Xline = 0.8 p.u.
Fig. 5.17(b) shows KS(CSC) for the ISE-optimised CSC controller is positive for all conditions
considered. The trend of K S(CSC) with respect to loading of the generator is altered by the
addition of local load - now K S(CSC) decreases with increase in Pt' reaches a minimum, then
increases with further increase in Pt.
Section 5.8.3 explains how and why GEP(s)lcsc deviates from the generalization
GEP(s)lcsc ""Kp. The indirect component becomes significant. This same discussion also
applies to the system with local load, particularly in a system with larger external reactance.
Appendix G.6 contains graphs of GEP(s)lcsc.
5.8.5 Excitation system gain
Results for sections 5.8.2 to 5.8.4 reflect a system with high initial-response excitation
system; i.e. with an AVR gain of 200. Section 3.3.2 discusses the motivation behind
assuming such a high gain. This section considers the influence of assuming a lower K A on
the CSC. performance. Results for the previous sections were regenerated for the system of
Appendix B, but with KA = 20. Appendix G.7 contains the results.
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Fig 5.18: Optimised CSC parameters Kc and T2 vs. machine load and external reactance, with
KA =20
Results from section 3.8.5 indicate less damping support is needed in a system with lower
KA' compared to a system with a high initial-response excitation system. Yet, under
conditions of large external reactance and load K D is still negative, and there remains a need
for stability support.
In a system with lower AVR gain, values for Kc and T2 are generally lower compared to a
system with higher KA (compare PSS case, section 4.6.5). Fig 5.18 shows the trends of Kc
high KA shown in Fig 5.11.
and T2 are different in the system with lower KA' compared to the trends in a system with
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Fig. 5.19: CSC damping and synchronizing torque coefficients vs. machine load and external
reactance, when KA = 20
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Fig. 5.19(a) shows the CSC damping torque coefficient for the system with KA = 20.
Comparison to Fig. 5.l2(a) shows values for K D(CSC) are lower in a system with moderate to
high XE and lower KA. K D(CSC) also reduces with increased generator load at high values of
P, and X E (not the case when KA = 200). When XE = 0.2 p.u. K D(CSC) values are higher
with lower KA.
More damping is needed as system load increases. However, when KA = 20 the stabilizer
performance decreases as the system load increases, particularly in a weaker system. This is
not favourable, even though the stabilizer is able to provide the needed damping torque.
Fig.5.l9(b) shows the synchronizing torque of the cse controller optimised by the ISE
technique, for the system with KA = 20. Comparison to Fig.5.12(b) shows there is no
definite pattern in the variation of K S(CSC) with KA. Also, the trends of K S(CSC) with respect
to P, and X E are altered. The synchronizing torque of the esc remains positive even when
K A is reduced. This is not the case for the PSS, discussed in section 4.6.5.
5.8.6 Influence of saturation
Synchronous machine saturation was modelled to obtain the results of the previous sections.
Appendix C describes the modelling of saturation in the synchronous machine. This section
considers the influence of neglecting saturation, often the assumption in literature.
The results of section 5.8.2 (system without external resistance, and KA = 200) were
regenerated for the system of Appendix B with machine saturation neglected (constant
machine inductances/reactances). Appendix G.8 contains the results.
Results show, under most cases, values of Kc and T2 of the ISE-optimised cse controller
are lower when saturation effect is neglected in a stronger system (T2 much lower); in a very
weak system, values of Kc and T2 are generally higher. With some exceptions, values of the
CSC damping and synchronizing torques are higher in magnitude when XE = 0.2 p.u. (the
stronger system), but lower in systems with higher XE' compared to the model with
saturation effect considered.
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These results indicate the need to model saturation: (a) to ensure more reliable CSC controller
design by the ISE technique, and (b) to more correctly access the influence of such controller
on system stability, whether damping or synchronizing.
5.8.7 Summary of results
The trends of the CSC damping torque coefficient, with respect to machine load and external
reactance (section 5.8.2), line resistance (section 5.8.3) and local load (section 5.8.4) were
examined. The influences of the AVR gain (section 5.8.5) and saturation modelling
(section 5.8.6) on results were also considered.
A summary of the results of section 5.8 follows.
The CSC controller gain, as obtained by the ISE optimisation method, is high at low Pt and
decreases with increase in machine load. Kc values are also higher in a stronger system. In
a system with lower AVR gain but similar in all other respects, the optimisation process
obtains a lower Kc value necessary for optimum performance. Also, when KA is low Kc is
smaller in a stronger system.
Values for T2 by the ISE optimisation method increase with increase in generator load, reach
a maximum, and decrease with further increase in Pt. T2 is also larger in a stronger system.
In a system with lower AVR gain but similar in all other respects, the optimisation process
obtains a lower T2 value necessary for optimum performance. Then the trends with respect
to P, and X E are also different from those in a system with high KA.
The CSC optimum damping capability increases with increase in system strength and load,
for a system of moderate to high external reactance. In a very strong system the ability of the
controller to provide added damping is reduced, compared to the weaker systems. K zxcsc:
also increases with decrease in RE / X E or local load. The latter characteristic is desirable,
since the stability problems for which the stabilizer is needed increases with decrease in
RE / XE or local load. Values for K oresci are higher in a strong system with lower KA; the
opposite is the case in a weaker system - K oresci is lower if the AVR gain is lower. The
latter is favourable -less damping torque is needed in a system with lower KA.
The CSC controller optimised by the ISE technique introduces positive synchronizing torque
into the system that increases with increase in P, when the generator does not operate into a
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local load, and the AVR gain is high. The variation of K stesci with respect to external
reactance depends on the gain of the generator AVR. K stesci decreases with increase in
RE / XE or local load, even to such an extend that K stesci may be negative when RE / X E is
high. The total system synchronizing torque however remains positive for all system
conditions investigated. There is no definite variation of K Seese) with respect to changes in
KA·
For Kc and T2, as well as the esc synchronizing and damping torque coefficients, the
influence of saturation on results varies with system loading and strength.
5.9 Summary
This chapter presented the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system with
esc, and determined the ability of a esc to enhance system stability in situations when such
stability support is required, according to results from chapter 3. For purpose of investigation
the conventional (classic) esc controller configuration was assumed.
Both the "plant" transfer function and the esc controller parameters influence the
performance of the stabilizer. In systems without external resistance the constant Kp can
approximate the "plant" transfer function. The parameters of the esc are evaluated for every
system condition to give optimum performance at the particular system condition. An
optimisation technique based on the integral of the square error performance index is
presented and used for that purpose. Some assumptions are made to simplify the
optimisation process.
The investigation shows the esc controller is able to provide both damping and
synchronizing torque to the system. The damping support behaves favourably with respect to
variation in generator load, RE / XE or local load. This is not the case with respect to
changes in external system reactance, in the moderate to high reactance range. The variation
of esc damping support with respect to AVR gain varies with system strength.
The influence of the optimised esc controller on the system synchronizing stability is also
investigated. In the case of significant RE / XE the controller introduces negative
synchronizing torque into the system. The system synchronizing torque however remains
positive and the system transiently stable for all conditions.
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6 COMPARATIVE SUMMARY
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a summary of the results of the previous chapters on system stability
and stability enhancement by PSS and CSC. This summary is in the form of a comparison
between the damping torque requirements of the SMIB system and the ability of each
controller to supply the needed damping torque. The results are compared in two ways:
1. The trends of the damping support. The focus is on the ability of the controller to
introduce more damping torque when more is required.
2. The damping torques 'introduced. Here the discussion focuses on which of an optimised
PSS or CSC introduces more damping torque for a given condition of generator loading
and network structure (impedance). In other words which controller option is more
effective at enhancing the system stability.
6.2 Damping Torque Trends .
According to results from chapter 3 and previous research on this subject, damping torque is
needed more in a system that is weaker and/or more heavily loaded. In a weak system, added
external (line series) resistance does not sufficiently improve the damping stability, so that
damping support is still needed. With added local load the air-gap damping torque may be
positive (depending on amount of local load), even in a system with high generator load and
large external reactance. The system is then oscillatory stable.
Consider now the scenario when a low gain AVR is employed. Then damping support is
needed only in the case of a highly loaded generator with large external system reactance.
Again increased external system resistance does not sufficiently improve the system stability;
damping torque is still needed. However, less local load is needed to ensure stability than in
a system with high-response excitation system.
Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the performance of PSS and CSC, and how this performance varies
with generator loading and network impedance. The following sections compare the results
obtained, in an attempt to determine which controller is more suited to introduce damping
when more damping torque is needed.
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6.2. 1 Generator loading
Consider first the case of a SMIB system with high-response exciter on the generator. Both
the PSS and CSC, with parameters evaluated for optimal performance, are able to introduce
more damping torque when the generator is more heavily loaded. Hence both PSS and CSC
behave favourably with respect to generator loading.
An exception is CSC performance in a system with (a) large system reactance and (b) low
AVR gain. In such a system the synchronizing torque coefficient (before adding controller)
is positive but low. Two possible options to increase Ksalso alters the unfavourable CSC
trend:
1. Employ a high-response excitation system. This increases the synchronizing torque
(although only marginally) but at the expense of damping torque. A CSC controller
then introduces the damping torque needed, with the trend with respect to generator
loading favourable (see above).
2. A more effective (and more costly) alternative is to add fixed senes capacitive
compensation. 50% fixed compensation is more effective in increasing Ks than a
ten-fold increase in AVR gain. The system is stronger and more stable, and with low
K A adding controllable segments to the fixed capacitive compensation may not be
necessary. If it is decided to add a controlled segment to the series compensation, in a
stronger system the CSC controller introduces more damping torque in a more heavily
loaded system. This again is favourable.
6.2.2 External Reactance
Damping torque is needed more in a weaker system. In a strong system stability is generally
assured without the need for damping support, except at high values of generator loading and
AVR gain.
Neither the PSS nor CSC is able to introduce more damping torque in a weaker system.
Exceptions to this rule exist, however, and are considered below.
For the PSS case this is particularly the situation when the generator operates at high load. At
lower loading the controller time constant may be fixed to the minimum of 0.05 s. In such a
case the PSS introduces more damping torque in a weaker system, which is a favourable
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situation. However, damping torque is generally not needed at low values of PI. This
favourable trend is therefore of no concern.
Two more exceptions exist pertaining to the reactance range 0.2 p.U. to 0.4 p.u. These are (a)
a CSC controller in a system with high-response excitation system and (b) a PSS controller in
a system with low gain AVR. In both cases in the reactance range 0.2 p.u. to 0.4 p.u. the
performance increases with increase in external reactance. This is favourable. This indicates
there exists a certain value of external reactance at which the performance of the CSC or PSS
controller (in a system with high and low gain exciters, respectively) is a maximum.
This also appears to indicate there exists a limit to the amount of fixed compensation that
ensures improved CSC controller performance. In the case of a PSS, damping torque is not
needed in the range 0.2 p.u. to 0.4 p.u. X E in a system with low KA. This favourable trend
is, again, therefore of no concern.
6.2.3 External system resistance and local load
This section considers both line resistance and local load. Both the PSS and CSC controllers
behave similarly for these two cases.
Whenever the PSS controller time constant T; is not fixed at the lower limit of 0.05 s, the
ability of the PSS controller to introduce damping torque increases with reduced series
resistance or local load. The CSC controller is also more able to introduce damping torque in
a system with lower line resistance or local load. These are favourable trends.
The PSS controller time constant T; is set to the minimum more often in cases of large
external reactance and AVR gain, regardless of RE / X E or local load. In such cases damping
torque is particularly needed at high values of generator load. However, at high values of PI
the controller introduces less damping torque into a system with lower external resistance or
local load. This is not favourable, and is the result solely of the minimum of 0.05 s set to the
time constant T; .
6.2.4 Excitation system gain
Both the PSS and CSC, with parameters corresponding to optimal performance, are able to
provide more damping support in a system with large AVR gain than in a system with low
AVR gain. This is a favourable trend.
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An exception is the CSC controller operating in a strong system (such as XE = 0.2 p.u.).
Then the CSC controller in a system with lower KA is able to introduce more damping torque
than a CSC controller in a system with larger KA (yet similar in all other respects). This
trend is unfavourable. This is a disadvantage to implementing too much fixed series
compensation to strengthen the system.
6.3 Damping Torque Contribution
This section compares the performance of the PSS and CSC controllers, based on the actual
damping torque coefficients of the controllers. The more damping torque the damping
controller contributes to the power system, the more effective is the controller [42]. The
focus here is on which controller is able to provide more damping torque to the system for a
given system condition. This section distinguishes between a system with high-response
excitation system (such as KA = 200), and a system with low AVR gain (KA = 20 ).
Consider first the system with KA = 200. Fig. 6.1 shows the PSS and CSC damping torque
coefficients for the system without series line resistance or local load. Comparison shows the
PSS is able to introduce more damping torque into the system than the CSC. This result
holds true even when line resistance or local load is considered. Also, neglecting to model
the saturation effect of machine inductances does not influence this result.
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Fig. 6.1: PSS and CSC damping torque coefficients vs. machine load and external reactance
Consider now the system with low exciter gain. Results show in a stronger system (such as
XE = 0.2 p.u.), the CSC generally introduces more damping torque than does the PSS. The
opposite is true in a weaker system, when the PSS is more effective. In a system with low
K A damping is needed only in the case of a system with large reactance. Although the CSC
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is more effective at enhancing stability in a strong system with low KA' this is of no practical
interest.
The PSS controller is more effective to enhance the small-signal stability of the system,
compared to the CSC controller. Previous research on this topic ([4], [7]) found the CSC
controller is more superior to the PSS in damping the power oscillations. The circumstances
of those investigations need, however, to be considered. Ref. [4] considered the damping of
inter-area mode oscillations when making the claim. This investigation considers only local
mode problems. Also, Ref. [7] states practical reasons to support that claim that was not
considered in this research, such as controller saturation during transient behaviour.
Transient stability was considered beyond the scope of this research.
This investigation does not negate results from previous research. Instead, results from this
investigation simply states the following:
A PSS, with input signal ~(()r and parameters optimised by the ISE-method, introduces more
damping torque than a CSC of similar control topology, also with input signal ~(()r and
parameters optimised using the same methodology.
6.4 Synchronizing Torque
The system has positive synchronizing electrical air-gap torque for all conditions considered.
Hence the system is transiently stable. Results show the PSS, optimised by the integral of
square error method discussed, introduces negative synchronizing torque into the system only
in the case of a strong system with low generator AVR gain. Then the synchronizing torque
is more negative with increase in local load or external resistance. In such cases the inherent
damping torque of the system (AVR and armature reaction) is positive, and there is no need
for added stability support. Hence this is of no particular concern.
The CSC controller introduces negative synchronizing torque into the system only in the case
of a system with large line resistance and high-response generator excitation system.
However, this is the case only for low values of ~. A CSC will not be needed in a system
with this configuration and loading, and thus this is of no particular concern.
A summary of results of this present chapter is found in the conclusion section of this report.
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7 CONCLUSION
7.1 Project Overview
This thesis conducted a study of the small-signal stability of a SMIB system. The need for
stability support was presented. Methods considered to enhance the stability of the SMIB
system are the power system stabilizer and controlled series capacitor. A technique to
optimise the parameters of the PSS or CSC controller was presented. Based on such
optimum performance, results for the damping and synchronizing torques by the PSS and
CSC controllers were obtained for various combinations of generator loading and system
impedance. A comparison of the performance of the PSS and CSC controllers, based on the
damping torque contributions by the controllers, was presented.
Chapter 2 performed a background study on the broad issue of system stability, as well as
previous research with regards the use of the block diagram approach in small-signal stability
analysis. The concepts of generator air-gap damping and synchronizing torques are defined.
Several methods of stability enhancement and their performance characteristics were
presented. Of these, the PSS and CSC were considered approptiate for investigation.
Chapter 3 presented the Phillips-Heffron block diagram model of the SMIB system. The
generator excitation system consists of a thyristor exciter and voltage regulator. From the
block diagram expressions for the air-gap torques due to the AVR and field windings were
obtained. These expressions are functions of the K -parameters of the block diagram model.
It was shown the parameters Kl' K 4 and K 5 have the most dominant influence on the
overall small-signal stability of the SMIB system. The stability of the system was determined
for various conditions of generator loading and line reactance. The influence of system
resistance and local load on system stability was also investigated.
Chapter 4 presented the block diagram model of the SMIB system with PSS, and investigated
the ability of a conventional (classic) PSS controller to enhance the system stability. The
generator loading and network impedance conditions used in chapter 3 were considered.
Performance of the PSS was measured in its ability to provide damping torque to the
generator. From the block diagram model expressions for the PSS damping and
synchronizing torques were obtained. The PSS performance is a function of the controller
parameters, as well as the transfer function of the "plant" through which the controller
introduces torque to the generator. The latter is shown to have a significant influence on PSS
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performance. Values for the controller parameters were obtained using an ISE-based
optimisation method.
Chapter 5 presented the block diagram model of the SMIB system with CSC, and
investigated the ability of a conventional (classic) CSC controller to enhance the system
stability. The block diagram model to accommodate a CSC differs somewhat from the
Phillips-Heffron model as it incorporates additional K-parameters. Expressions for these
parameters were developed and their trends investigated. The generator loading and network
impedance conditions of chapter 3 were considered. The ability to introduce damping torque
was used as a measure of stabilizer performance. From the block diagram model expressions
for the CSC damping and synchronizing torques were obtained. The CSC performance is a
function of the controller parameters, as well as the transfer function of the "plant" through
which the controller introduces torque to the generator. As is the case of the PSS, this "plant"
is shown to have a significant influence on CSC performance. Values for the controller
parameters were obtained using an ISE-based optimisation method.
Chapter 6 presented a summary of the results of chapters 3 through 5. This summary was in
the form of a comparison between the need for damping support and the ability of each.
controller to supply the needed damping torque. Also, values of the damping torque
coefficients of the optimised PSS and CSC controllers were compared. The PSS is able to
introduce more damping torque than the CSC.
7.2 Thesis Contribution
The work presented in this report was based on the Phillips-Heffron and the modified
Phillips-Heffron models of the SMID system to describe the small-signal stability of such a
system.
In particular, the scenario of remote generation connected to a large system through radial
line(s) was considered. This differs from previous research on the parameters and damping
torque coefficients of the block diagram model [12][ 13], as these did not consider the
external (remote) system "stiff' and the infinite bus voltage was not a controlled variable set
at a pre-determined value.
The following contributions to the field of small-signal stability pertaining to the use of the
block diagram approach are made:
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• Trends of the parameters KI ... K6 and the damping and synchronizing torque
coefficients of the Phillips-Heffron block diagram are presented, where it is assumed
the infinite bus voltage is constant regardless of system loading or impedance.
• Expressions are derived for the parameters Kp, K q and Kv of the modified Phillips-
Heffron model presented in [15].
• Concepts presented in [15] are extended to include a conventional CSC controller
scheme, and a system with external resistance or local load.
'. Trends of the parameters K q and Kv versus generator loading and line reactance are
presented. Also, trends of Kp, K q and Kv in systems with external resistance are
presented.
• It is shown the indirect component of the "plant" transfer function in the CSC case
does playa significant role, particularly in systems with external resistance or local
load.
• The influence of the saturation on results is presented. It is shown the methodology of
modelling saturation in Ref. [45] is not valid.
Other contributions made to the field of small-signal stability are:
• The ISE optimisation method is applied to the conventional CSC controller and
shown to provide substantial damping torque support.
• Trends of the PSS and CSC damping torques, with controllers optimised by the ISE
technique, are researched. Results from this investigation are discussed below.
• It is shown that even though significant external (series) resistance improves the
system inherent stability, the SMIB system may still be unstable.
7.3 Main Results
The trends investigated are an indication of the ability of a controller to introduce damping
torque to the generator when there exists a need for more damping torque to ensure stable
operation. The main results emanating from this research are as follows:
1. Both the PSS and CSC, with parameters evaluated for optimal performance, are able
to introduce more damping torque when the generator is more heavily loaded. An
exception is CSC performance in a system with large reactance and low KA.
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2. Neither the PSS nor CSC is able to introduce more damping torque in a weaker
system. An exception is a CSC controller in a system with high-response excitation
system, with system reactances in the range 0.2 p.u. to 0.4 p.u.
3. Both the PSS and CSC controllers are able to introduce more damping torque in a
system with lower line resistance or local load. An exception is a PSS controller
operating in a highly loaded and weak system, with high-response excitation system.
4. Both the PSS and CSC are able to provide more damping support in a system with
larger AVR gain. An exception is a CSC controller in a strong system.
Finally, a comparison of the damping torques by the stabilizers optimised for that purpose
provides the following main result:
A PSS controller, with input signal ~(!)r and parameters optimised by the ISE-method,
introduces more damping torque in the SMIB system than a CSC controller of similar control
topology, also with input signal ~(!)r and parameters optimised using the same methodology.
7.4 Suggestions for Future Research
This research considered only small-signal stability, based on the concepts of synchronizing
and damping torques. Results were not verified by transient studies of a system disturbance
using a non-linear generator model. It is suggested this analysis be performed to validate
findings of this report.
How the damping capability of UPFC varies for vanous system conditions may be
investigated. The research performed and presented in this report is based on the Phillips-
Heffron and modified Phillips-Heffron block diagram models. The modified Phillips-
Heffron block diagram was first presented in [15], to facilitate the inclusion of FACTS
devices such as SVC, CSC and PAR. In Ref. [54] it is shown this model also applies to the
SMIB system with UPFC.
SMES can also be used to damp power oscillations ([63] pp. 36). Subject of future research
may be to extend the block diagram (if the need may be) to facilitate SMES for damping
purposes. Using this, the ability of SMES to enhance stability for various conditions of
generator loading and system impedance can be evaluated.
Results from section 3.8 appears to indicate there exists a certain system reactance, for a
given generator loading, at which the CSC damping controller is most effective. Previous
research [9] on this topic does not indicate the existence of such a threshold. Evaluating the
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system reactance (including fixed capacitive compensation) for a given generator loading at
which the CSC controller is most effective, is probable subject for future research.
Knowledge of such a reactance value can aid in evaluating the amount of fixed capacitive
compensation to ensure optimum controller performance.
Refs [22] and [29] applied the ISE-technique to optimise the PSS controller parameters. In
this investigation, this same technique was also applied to the case of CSe. However, in the
development of this technique, the weighting factor a was assumed zero as this gives the
best system dynamic performance. This was also assumed for the CSC case. Whether this
assumption negatively affects results of CSC damping performance is to be investigated in
future research.
This investigation shows that when the time constant I; of the PSS controller varies a bit
from the value corresponding to optimal damping performance, very different damping
torque results and trends are observed. The PSS performance appears sensitive to the
controller parameters. Ref. [72] states this fact also. Research in this regard is certainly
something to consider.
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Appendix A Decomposition of Torques
A DECOMPOSITION OF TORQUES
A.1 Introduction
To evaluate the stability of a machine connected to an infinite bus or a multi-machine power
system, its oscillation modes are determined by eigenvalue analysis, and the synchronizing
and damping torque coefficients calculated for the particular mode. The substitution made is
S=A=cr+ j(J) (A.I)
where A is a rotor mode eigenvalue, and a complex frequency. To correctly evaluate the
damping and synchronizing torque components at the oscillation mode in which the machine
partakes, the eigenvalue of that mode should be used as substitute for s.
It is, however, not always possible to determine the system eigenvalues. Also, the real part of
A is normally much smaller than (J) for rotor mechanical modes. In such cases, it is
sufficient to evaluate the torque characteristics using s = j(J)n' where (J)n is the undamped
natural frequency. This is the approach used in literature to derive at general conclusions
regarding torque behaviour at any given frequency, or over a range of frequencies.
It is desired to establish the synchronizing and damping torque coefficients when the air-gap
torque in phase with ~8 or ~(J)r is complex. Two scenarios are considered:
• Complex ~Te in phase with ~8
• Complex ~Te in phase with ~(J)r
For each scenario, the use of both the complex frequency and the undamped natural
frequency in evaluation of the torque coefficients are discussed.
A.2 ~ Te in Phase with ~8
Consider
~Te =A+ jB
~8
(A.2)
evaluated using the complex frequency given by an eigenvalue. Since s~8 = (J)O~(J)r'
j~8 = (J)o ~(J) r - ~ ~8
(J) (J)
(A.3)
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and
I1Te = AI1&+B(jI1&)
= AdO+B( ~ dOl, -: do J
= (A - B 5!_ 'b& +B (00 l1(Or
(OJ (0
(A.4)
Thus, the synchronizing torque coefficient is
(A.5)
Similarly, the damping torque coefficient is
(A.6)
On the other hand, if s = joon is used to obtain Eg. (A.2), from s!1& = (OO!1(Or the expression
for j!1& is
(A.7)
and
(A.8)
In this case, the synchronizing torque coefficient is simply the real part of (A.2). (0 in
Eq. (A.6) is replaced by (On to obtain the damping torque coefficient.
A.3 ~ Te in Phase with ~(J)r
A similar procedure to that above is followed. Consider
(A.9)
evaluated using the complex frequency given by an eigenvalue. Since s!1& = (OO!1(Or'
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(A.IO)
Substituting tss from Eq. (A.3),
(A.lI)
Hence,
(A.l2)
Thus, the synchronizing torque coefficient is
(A.I3)
Similarly, the damping torque coefficient is
(A.I4)
On the other hand, if s = j(J)n is used to obtain Eq. (A.9), from sl1'6 = (J)OI1(J)r the expression
for jl1(J) r is
(A.I5)
and
I1Te = CI1(J)r +D(jl1(J)r )
~C8"',+D(- :; Ali J
= -D~(I1'6)+ C(I1(J)r)
(J)o
(A.l6)
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In this case, the damping torque coefficient IS simply the real part of (A.9). The
synchronizing torque coefficient is
(A.17)
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B SAMPLE TEST SYSTEM DATA
The test synchronous machine data is defined in Table B.l. Reactance values are in per unit
on machine rating. Time constants are in seconds. Fig. B.1 depicts the saturation curve.
Table B.1: Sample system machine constants
Parameter Value
Xd 1.81
Synchronous Reactance
Xq 1.76
Transient Reactance X' 0.3d
Transient OC Time Constant T:o 8.0 s
Stator Leakage Reactance Xl 0.16
Stator Resistance Ra 0.003
Inertia H 3.5
2.0
Slope = Ladu = 1.66
2.4
"'120=2.3 -
1.6
"'12=1.3-
1.2
0.4 I
0.0 IL_ __ ~_~ _ _._~_";'__~ _
0.0 0.4 0.8
ifd in pu
1.2 1.6
Fig. B.1: Open-circuit saturation curve [60]
The excitation system has a time constant TA of 0.02 s [20], and a gain KA of 200.
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C MATLAB MODELLING
The following parameters are given:
P, L'd H
For modelling saturation, the following are given, or derived from saturation graphs:
'lfTI
To neglect saturation effect, to investigate the influence saturation has on the results, simply
set A,al and BSal equal to zero (0).
Alternatively, instead of L~ and T;o given, the field parameters Ljd and R Jd may be
provided. These are related to L~ and T;o by
(C.l)
(C.2)
where Lad = Ld - LI (and Laq = Lq - LI in equations to follow).
In per unit, machine reactances equal machine inductances, and these parameters will be used
interchangeably. Thus, X d = Ld ' and so forth.
In a system with negligible external resistance (RE = 0) the power angle is derived by the
well-known power-angle relationship
p = EIEB sin S
I X
E
(C.3)
In a system with resistance, evaluating the power angle is not as simple a task as without
resistance. It can be found that
(C.4)
where the relationship
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(CS)
is used for the line current II. Notice that with RE = 0, Eg. (C.4) reduces to (C.3).
The power angle 8 is obtained by solving for it in Eg. (C.4), making use of a symbolic math
software package (such as MAPLE®) to do the task. The following results:
(C.6)
where
The reactive power output QI at the terminals of the synchronous machine is
(C7)
and this gives a power factor angle of
(C8)
The saturation factors K sd and K sq at a given loading of the machine is determined as
K = "'al
sd '" + A es",,(wo,-wTI)
al sal
(C.9)
where "'TI is determined from the saturation characteristic, and", at is given by the relation
•
E (R ;v {~ + jQI J
'" at = I + a + JA I \ EI (C.IO)
K sq (q-axis saturation factor) is assumed egual to K sd : With the saturation factors evaluated,
the saturated values of the inductances Lad and Laq is obtained:
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Lads = K sdLad
t-; = K s"La"
(C.ll)
and
t.; = Lads + LI
t-; = La"s + LI
(C.12)
Having obtained the necessary parameter values, the internal rotor angle can now be
evaluated:
(C.13)
Then the d- and q-axis components of the terminal voltage and current are
edO = E, sin 0;
e"o = E, coso;
ido = I, sin(o; +<p)
i"o =I,cos(o;+<p)
(C.14)
Similarly, the d and q-axis components of the infinite bus voltage' EB are
EBdO = edO - REido + X EiqO
EBqO = eqO - REiqo - X EidO
(C.lS)
As a check, the angle 00, which equals tan-l(EBdO/EBqO)' should also equal the sum of the
line angle 0 and the internal angle 0;. Also, the voltage EB is given by ~ E;dO + E;qo and
should equal EB defined initially.
The field voltage and current, as well as d- and q-axis flux linkages, are also used to evaluate
the K-parameters and subsequently stability, and are given by the following relations:
(C.l6)
\jl adO = Lads (- idO + ifdO)
\jl 0'10 = -LaqsiqO
(C.17)
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The analysis above focused on the initial steady-state values of the system variables (thus the
subscript 0), and hence total saturation is used. The concept of incremental saturation is
discussed in Kundur ([60] pp. 745). The incremental saturation factor for relating perturbed
variables is defined as
(C.18)
and, same as before, the saturated inductance LadS(illcr) = Ksd(illcr)Lad• The q-axis saturation is
treated similarly. These saturated inductances are used in evaluating X ra» X Tq and D,
which are subsequently used to evaluate the K-parameters of the system.
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D SMIB SYSTEM STATE-SPACE MODEL
Kundur [60] pp. 737-762 derives the higher order synchronous machine model in a SMIB
system. This model is an extension of the classical model to include the effect of field flux
linkage variations. The resultant machine equations are used in conjunction with the system
equations to give the state-space and block diagram models of the SMIB system. These
models and the parameters contained therein are used in the analysis of this report.
Simplifications are made to minimize data requirements and improve simulation efficiency
([60] pp.169-179). The following are neglected from the stator voltage equations:
• The transformer voltage terms (armature p'\jf terms)
• The effect of speed variations
Amortisseur (damper windings) effects are also neglected to simplify analysis.
0.1 Synchronous Machine Equations
Fig. D.1 shows the equivalent circuits relating the machine flux linkages and currents.
Amortisseurs are neglected.
Fig. D.1: o- and q-axis equivalent circuits [60]
Kundur [60] pp. 174 gives the equations
(D.l)
(D.2)
to describe the d- and q-axis stator voltages, respectively. Ra is the stator resistance, and \jl d '
\jl q and id' iq are the d- and q-axis flux linkages and currents described in Fig. D.l. All
parameters are in per unit. The field circuit dynamic equation is
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P'tl jd = (00 (ejd - R jdi jd ), (D.3)
where ejd is the per unit rotor voltage, iiii the per unit rotor current and 'ti iii the per unit
rotor flux linkage described in Fig. D.l. p is the differential operator dl dt , with time t in
seconds. The flux linkage equations are
(D.4)
(D.5)
(D.6)
where
Ld = Lad +L,
Lq = Laq +L,
LjJd = Lad + Ljd
(D.7)
The per unit air-gap torque of the synchronous machine is
(D.8)
The swing equation ([60], pp. 128-136) is written as
(D.9)
(D.10)
where (00 = 21[10 elec. rad/s. ~Wr is the rotor speed deviation from (00' Tm the mechanical
input torque, and K D a damping factor (usually set to zero). The rotor angle b is the sum of
the internal machine angle bi and the angle by which Et leads EB. Fig. D.2 shows this.
Using Eq. (D.7), Eqs (D.4) and (D.5) are written as
'tid = -L,id + Lads (-id + ijd)
= -L1id + 'tiad
(D.Il)
'tiq = -LJq + Laqs (- iq)
= -LJq +'tIaq (D.l2)
Also, the air-gap torque is changed to
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Te = \jldiq - \jl id
= \jla)q - \jlaid
(D.l3)
where, from Eqs (D.6), (0.11) and (D.12), the air-gap (mutual) flux linkages are
Lf [. \jl jil 1
\jIad = ads -ld +-1
i; )
(D.14)
(D.15)
The subscript s denotes saturated values, and
(D.l6)
No rotor circuits are considered in the q-axis. As a result, the stator voltage equations are
(D.17)
(D.18)
0.2 Network Equations
The terminal and infinite bus voltages in terms of the d and q components are
(D.l9)
EB = EBd + jEBq (D.20)
where
are the d- and q-axis components of the infinite bus voltage EB. See Fig. D.2.
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;::----._ (J) r
q-axis
Fig. 0.2: Axis representation of system voltages and angles
For a network of equivalent impedance (RE + jX E)' the machine terminal and infinite bus
voltages are related by
EI = EB + (RE + jX EY;
(ed + jeq)= (EB sin 0 + EB COSO)+ (RE + jX E 'f!d + jiq)
(D.21)
Equating real and imaginary parts in the expression above, give
ed = REid - X Eiq +EB,sin 0
eq = REiq +XEid +EB coso
(D.22)
From the above equations for ed' eq, \jf ad and \jf aq , expressions for id and iq in terms of the
state variables 0 and \jf jd are
(D.23)
(D.24)
where
RT=Ra+RE
X Td = (L;ds + LI )+ XE = X ~s + XE
XTq = (Laqs + LI )+ XE = X qs + XE
D = Ri + XTqXTd
(D.25)
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0.3 Small Perturbation Form of Machine and Network Equations
Eqs (D.23) and (D.24) linearised about the initial condition (defined by 8 = 80 and
\jl Jd = \jl JdO ) yield
(D.26)
(D.27)
where
(D.28)
(D.29)
Similarly, linearise Eqs (D.14) and (D.15), and substitute the expressions obtained for l1.id
and l1.iq, to get the flux linkages in small oscillation form:
(D.30)
(D.31 )
Eg. (D.13) linearised is
(D.32)
By substituting Eqs (D.26), (D.27), (D.30) and (D.31), I1.Te in terms of the state variables are
(D.33)
where
(D.34)
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(D.35)
Linearising Eq. (D.9) and substituting for I1Te, yields
(D.36)
This equation solved for I1mr gives:
(D.37)
Final1y, Eq. (D.lO) in small perturbation form is
(D.38)
0.4 Field Circuit Equations
From Eq. (D.6), keeping in mind that \jl ad = Lads (- id + i Jd)' the field current may be
expressed as
(D.39)
Linearising, and substituting for 11\j1 ad from Eq. (D.30), the field current in terms of perturbed
variables is
(D.40)
Eq. (D.3) in small perturbation form is
(D.41)
Substituting the expression for l1i Jd:
(D.42)
which can be rearranged to give
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where
K = L Jd (1_ L;ds + m L' Y'
3 L L 2 ads I
adu Jd )
(D.44)
L d IK =____E_!!.__mL
4 L I ads
Jd
(D.4S)
T K TI Ladu3Jd = 3 dO--i; (D.46)
0.5 Excitation System
For purpose of illustrating the influence of the excitation system on the damping and
synchronizing torques of the system, a simple voltage regulator-excitation system is
considered (see Fig. D.3).
Terminal voltage
transducer Exciter+
Er
Verr
Geis) EJdl+sTR
Fig. D.3: Thyristor excitation system with AVR
For simplification, the voltage transducer time constant TR is set to zero [19]. The regulator
is modelled by a single time constant TA and gain KA:
KG (s) = A
ex 1+ STA
(D.47)
:. E Jd = KA (VreJ - Er )
1+ STA
With Eq. (0.19) written as Er2 = e; + e: ' a small perturbation applied, and second-order terms
neglected, the following expression is obtained:
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elO e"oM = -<-l1e + -'-l1elEd E q
10 10
(D.48)
Eqs (D.17) and (D.18) in small disturbance form are
l1ed = -RQl1id + L[l1iq -11\j1aq
l1eq = -Ral1iq - L[l1id + 11\j1ad
(D.49)
Substituting Eqs (D.26), (D.27), (D.30) and (D.31) into this expression, and the resulting
expressions for l1ed and l1eq into Eq. (D.48), yields
(D.50)
where
(D.51)
(D.52)
From Eqs (D.47) and (D.50),
(D.53)
From this, the expression for pM fd is as follows:
(D.54)
0.6 Alternative Form of Equations
In the literature on synchronous machine equations, Eqs (D.3) to (D.6) are often written in
terms of the following variables ([60] pp. 180):
= voltage proportional to ifd
E~ = ~Qd \jl fd = voltage proportional to \jl fd
!fd
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E Lad 1 . 1jd = - ejd = VO tage proportIona to ejd
Rft,
The rotor voltage and flux linkage equations in the alternative form are:
(D.55)
(D.56)
(D.57)
pE; = / (Ejd -E,)
dO
(D.58)
The parameters Ld' Lq' L~ and T:o are functions of saturation.
In terms of voltages instead of flux linkages, the per-unit air-gap torque (Eq. (D.8)) is
(D.59)
Using these relations, the K-parameters are expressed as follows.
(D.60)
K = Lad, (RT E +( X Tq(X q - X ~ )+ 1) J
2 L +L D qO D qO
ads jd
(D.61)
Lads + Ljd 1K3=----~--~~--------
Ladu 1+ X Tq (X - X I )
D d d
(D.62)
T:Os
T.,jd = ---X--_.::..;:.;:__---
l+___!i_(X -X')D d d
(D.63)
K4 = L d Lads EB (X Tq sin s, - RT cos s, )a u L +L D '
ads jd
(D.64)
K 5 with Ra neglected - very small:
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(D.65)
(D.66)
K 6 with Ra neglected - very small:
(D.67)
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E SIMULATION RESULTS OF CHAPTER 3
E.1 Results of Section 3.6.3 - Line Resistance
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1,6
1.4
1,2
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(p,u.)
(a)
0,27
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,265
---------------------------------------------
0,25
0,245'---::':: __ -='"'":--_--::"-:--_-:-'-:--_--:'
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(P,U,)
(c)
0,2
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,70,15
°
02 04 06 08
ktive Pov..er, Pt (P, U,)
(e)
2
1.5
'::,eN
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(p,u.)
(b)
3
2,5
2
'::,e"<t 1,5
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE/XE=0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
° 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8ktive Pov..er, Pt(P,u,)
(d)
- RE/XE=O,l
-'-_. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE =0.7
-o~ 0,3
0,25
0,2
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(P,U,)
(f)
Fig. E.1: Parameters K1 ••• ~ vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
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0,6"----'- -'-- __ --'- .1..- __ -'
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active POV,,€f, Pt (p,u.)
(a)
0,34
- RE/XE=O,l
---' RE / XE = 0,4
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0,3t----- __
O,29I:.----1.,--- __ -'- __ --'- .L- __ ----'
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active PO\M3l', Pt(p,u,)
(c)
0,2
-0,1'----'- -'--__ ----'- .L- __ ----'
0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active PO\t,,€!', Pt(P,U,)
(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
:::.eN 1
- RE/XE=O,l
---. RE/XE=0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
02 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active PO\M3l', Pt(P,u,)
(b)
2
1.5
'::::.c:<t 1
- RE/XE=O,l
---. RE/XE=0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
° 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active PO\M3l', Pt(P,u,)
(d)
- RE/XE=O,l
---. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,45
::.::,-0
0,4
0,35
0,3
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active PO\M3l', Pt(p,u,)
(t)
Fig. E.2: Parameters K1 ••• Ku vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
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0,8
0,75
0,7
_0,65
.:.c:
- RE/XE=0,1
---. RE/XE=0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
!dive Pov..er, Pt(pU,)
(a)
0,38 ------------------------------- _
~ ~
0,36
- RE/XE=0,1
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,34
0,2
-0,1
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-0,2
- RE/XE=0,1
--_. RE/XE=0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,4 0,6 0,8
!dive Pov..er, Pt(pU)
(c)
0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8
!dive Pov..er, Pt(pU,)
(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
1.2
N 0,8
.:.c:
0,2
- RE/XE=0,1
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,2 Q4 Q6 Q8
!dive Pov..er, Pt(pu,)
(b)
- RE/XE=0,1
--_. RE/XE=0,4
- RE/XE=0,7°
0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8
!divePov..er, Pt(pu,)
(d)
- RE/XE=0,1
---. RE/XE=0,4
- RE /XE =0.7
.:.c:-O
0,55
0,5
0,45
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
!dive Pov..er, Pt(pu,)
(t)
Fig. E.3: Parameters K, ... Ku vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
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E.2 Results of Section 3.6.4 - Local Load
1.8
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--_. R,crrf= 2 pu.
- R,crrf= 1 pu,°8L._.--'- -'-- __ .....J... ..__ __ -'
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active Pov.er, Pt(pU,)
(a)
- R,crrf= 5 pu,
--_. R,crrf= 2 pu.
- R,crrf= 1 pu.
0,24L.:=~==;:;==--------::'":-----:"7-----:'Q2 Q4 Q6 Q8
Active Pov.er, Pt (p,u.)
(c)
0.242
0,08
° - R,crrf= 5 pu.
-0,02 --_. R,crrf= 2 pu,
- R,crrf= 1 pu.
-0,04L.::::~~=::::::;::=- _ _,...__ _,..___ -'
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active Pov.er, Pt (P,U,)
(e)
1,5
~N 1
- R,crrf= 5 pu.
--_. R,crrf= 2 pu.
- R,crrf= 1pu,
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active Pov.er, Pt(pU,)
(b)
2,5
2
~'<tl,5
- R'ro:J=5pu,
--_. R,ro:J= 2 pu.
_ R'ro:J=l pu.
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active Pov.er, Pt(P,u,)
(d)
0,3
0,25 - R,crrf= 5 pu,
--_. R,crrf= 2 pu,
- R,crrf= 1 pu,
0,2L._.-L ,...___ -'- __ ---:-'-- __ --'
Q2 Q4 Q6 Q8
Active Pov.er, Pt(P,U,)
Fig. E.4: Parameters K1 ••• ~ vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.2 p.u.
(f)
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Q,7L-:-':- __ _,......__ --'--===~====:::..,
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--_. R,cxrI= 2 pu,
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<')
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Q,2 Q,4 Q,6 Q,8
.ActivePOIM3r. Pt(P,U,)
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Q
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- R,cxrI= 1 pu,
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0.,2 0.,4 Q,6 0.,8
.Active POIM3r. Pt (p,u,)
(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
1,6
1,4
1,2
N 1
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- R,cxrI= 5 pu,
--_. R,cxrI= 2 pu,
- R,cxrI= 1 pu.
Q,2L-----L -:-'- __ -----:-,____ --::-'-:,---_---'
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active POIM3r. Pt(P,U,)
(b)
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1,5
Q
- R,cxrI= 5 pu,
--_. R,cxrI= 2 pu.
- R,cxrI= 1 pu.
Q,2 Q,4 0.,6 0.,8
.Active POIM3r. Pt(P,u,)
(d)
Q,5
Q,45
-0
.lo::: Q,4
- R,cxrI= 5 pu,
--_. R,cxrI= 2 pu,
_ R,cxrI= 1 pu,
0.,35
0.,2 Q,4 Q,6 0.,8
.Active POIM3r. Pt(P,U,)
Fig. E.5: Parameters K, ... I«; vs. machine load and local load resistance. with Xline = 0.4 p.u.
(f)
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--_. R,o:r1= 2 pu,
- R,o:r1= 1 pu,-0,15
-0,2.___--:-'::-----'-:----..__- _ _...,__ --'
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(p,u.)
(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
1,4
1,2
~NO,8
- R,o:r1= 5 pu,
---. R,o:r1= 2 pu.
- R,o:r1= 1 pu.
0,2L......_ __ ...___ __,_~~~==~
0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(P,u,)
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- R,o:r1= 5 pu.
--_. R,o:r1= 2 pu.
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Q2 Q4 Q6 Q8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(d)
-00,55
~
0,5 _ R,o:r1= 5 pu.
--_. R,o:r1= 2 pu.
0,45 - R,o:r1= 1 pu,
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(P,U,)
Fig. E.6: Parameters K1 ••• Ka vs. machine laad and local load resistance, with X/ine = 0.8 p.U.
(t)
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E.3 Results of Section 3.6.5 -Influence of Saturation
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':::Z1
0,8
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---. XE = 0,4 pu
- XE=0,8pu,
-----------_.
0,2 0,4 06 0,8
.Active POv.€r, Pt(P,U,)
(a)
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- XE=0,2pu,
---. XE = 0,4 pu
- XE=0,8pu,
0,4
'""< 0,35------------- _
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active POv.€r, Pt(P,U,)
(c)
°·0,05
co
"< -0,1
-0,15 _ XE = 0,2 pu.
-0,2 ---. XE = 0,4 pu.
-0,25 - XE = 0,8 pu.
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active POv.€r, Pt(P,U,)
(e)
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'::.::.N 1
- XE=O.2pu,
---. XE = 0,4 p.u
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active POv.€r, Pt(P,u,)
(b)
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2
- XE=0,2pu,
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0,2 Q4 Q6 Q8
.Active POv.€r, Pt(P,U,)
• (d)
0,7
- XE=0,2pu,
---. XE = 0,4 p.u
- X
E
=0,8pu,
0,3
0,2
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active POv.€r, Pt(P,U,)
Fig. E.7: Parameters K1 ••• Ko vs. machine load and external reactance; saturation not modelled
(t)
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0.4.__-:-'- __ ---''-- __ ......__ --'--__ --'
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(c)
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0.2
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
1.5
~N
1
- RE/XE=O.l
---. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0.7
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active PO\\€l', Pt(p.u.)
(b)
2
1.5
~'<S
- RE/XE=O.l
---. RE/XE=0.4
- RE/XE=0.7
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active PO\\€l', Pt (p. u.)
(d)
- RE/XE=O.l
---. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0.7
-0
¥0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(f)
Fig. E.8: Parameters K1 ••• K6 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.; saturation not
modelled
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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(a)
0.345r----------------
0.34
- R,o::r1= 5 pu.
---- R,o::r1= 2 pu.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
ktive P0W3I', Pt (p.u.)
(c)
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
1.6
1.4
l.2
"::,..:N 1
0.8
- R,o::r1= 5 pu.
---- R,o::r1= 2 pu.
- R,o::r1= 1 pu.
0.2"------'- _._ '----__ -:-'-:__ --'
U2 U4 U6 U8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(b)
2
1.5
- R,o::r1= 5 pu.
---- R,o::r1= 2 pu.
- R,o::r1= 1 pu.
O~---'----_'_---"'__--~----'
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
ktive POW3I',Pt(p.u.)
(d)
0.45
~-o
0.4
,---------,
- R,o::r1= 5 pu.
0.35---- R,o::r1= 2pu.
_ R,o::r1= 1 pu.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
ktive Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(t)
Fig. E.9: Parameters K1 _ • _ Ko vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.4 p.u.:
saturation not modelled
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E.4 Results of Section 3.8.3 - Line Resistance
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:::i 2
.Q,
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:::i
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<Il
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::J
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~
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.:.::-0,5
'8 1,6
-"::.1,4
h_<Il
:::i 1,2
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'"':::ot:. 0,8
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
-0,05"----::-'-:c---:'-----::"'-:-----::-":------:
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active P0W3r, Pt (P,U,)
(b)
- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active PO\\€!', Pt (P,U,)
(d)
1,8
- RE/XE=O,l
---. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,6~~--~---~--~--~
0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active POW3r, Pt(P,U)
(f)
Fig. E.10: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
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(e)
Simulation Results of Chapter 3
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--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
'8' -0,005...__
.......Q)-0,01
::j -0,015
g.~ -0.D2
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
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-0.5'-----'-:: __ --''-:- __ ::-'- __ --'-::__ --'
Q2 Q4 Q6 Q8
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- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0,7
(d)
1,4 - RE/XE=O:'l
--_. RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0.7'8' 1,2
...__
.._Q)
0,2 0.4 0.6 0,8
Active Pov.er, Pt(p,u.)
Fig. E.11: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
(f)
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E.S Results of Section 3.8.4 - Local Load
8'-o
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~
.._<Il
:i
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--_. R'arf= 2 pu.
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(a)
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0,2 U4 U6 U8
Active POW9r, Pt(P,U,)
(t)
Fig. E.12: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.2 p.u.
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Simulation Results of Chapter 3
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Fig. E.13: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u.
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E.6 Results of Section 3.8.5 - AVR Gain
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Fig. E.14: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and external reactance, with KA = 20
(t)
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Fig. E.15: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
and KA = 20
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Fig. E.16: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
and KA = 20
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Fig. E.17: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
and KA = 20
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Fig. E.18: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
X/ine = 0.2 p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. E.19: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. E.20: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
X'ine = 0.8 p.u. and KA = 20
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E.7 Results of Section 3.8.6 -Influence of Saturation
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Fig. E.21: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and external reactance; saturation
not modelled
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Fig. E.22: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4
p.u.; saturation not modelled
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Fig. E.23: Damping and synchronizing torques vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u.; saturation not modelled
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F SIMULATION RESULTS OF CHAPTER 4 - PSS
F.1 Results of Section 4.5.4 - PSS Controller Design
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Fig. F.1: System torques vs. machine load and PSS controller time constant T2, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
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Fig. F.2: System torques vs. machine load and PSS controller time constant Tz. with XE = 0.4 p.u.
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F.2 Results of Section 4.6.3 - Line Resistance
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Fig. F.3: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
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Fig. FA: PSS gain and time constant T, vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
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Fig. F.S: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
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Fig. F.6: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
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Fig. F.7: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
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Fig. F.8: PSS gain and time constant T, vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
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F.3 Results of Section 4.6.4 - Local Load
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~ 80
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:::j 60
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:::j
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--_. R,co::J= 2 pu,
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.Active POIM3r,Pt(P,u,)
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--_. R,co::J= 2 pu,
- R,co::J= 1 pu,
5,5
'8 5
-'-:. 4,5
<Il.._ 4
:::j
g 3,5
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active Pov.er, Pt(P,u,)
(d)
Fig. F.9: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
X/ine = 0.2 p.u.
60 - R,co::J= 5 pu,
--_. R,co::J= 2 pu.
- R,co::J= 1 pu.
----------------_.
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.ActivePOIM3r, Pt(P,U,)
(a)
0,1
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.!:!!-0,08
.._
- R,co::J= 5 pu.
--_. R,co::J= 2 pu.
- R,co::J= 1 pu.
0,07
0.2 U4 U6 U8
.Active Pov.er, Pt(P,U,)
(b)
Fig. F.10: PSS gain and time constant Tl vs. machine load and local load resistance, with X/ine = 0.2
p.u.
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(a)
- R'cx:r:J=5pu.
--_. R,cx:r:J= 2 pu.
- R,cx:r:J= 1 pu.
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0.2 U4 U6 U8
.Active P0IM3I', Pt (p. u.)
(c)
Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
- R'cx:r:J=5pu.
--_. R,cx:r:J= 2 pu.
- R'cx:r:J=l pu.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active POIM3I', Pt(p.u.)
(b)
4.5 - R'cx:r:J=5pu.
--_. R,cx:r:J= 2 pu.
- R,cx:r:J= 1 pu.'8' 4
~3.5.._
::j 3g.
~"'2.5
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active POIM3I', Pt(p.u.)
(d)
Fig. F.11: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and toeal-lead resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u.
- R'cx:r:J=5pu.
--_. R,cx:r:J= 2 pu.
- R,cx:r:J= 1 pu.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active P0IM3I' , Pt (p. U.)
(a)
0.075
0.07
~0.065~
,_.- 0.06
0.055
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active POIM3I', Pt (p.u.)
(b)
Fig. F.12: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.4
p.u.
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.Q 65
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(c)
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Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
- R'ar/= 5 pu,
--_. R'ar/= 2 pu,
- R'ar/= 1 pu,
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active PO\M3l'. Pt(P,U,)
(b)
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active Pov.er. Pt(p,u.)
(ct)
Fig. F.13: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.8 p.u.
- R'ar/= 5 pu,
--_. R'ar/= 2 pu,
- R'ar/= 1 pu.
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
.Active Pov.er. Pt(p,u.)
(a)
Tl values all 0.05 p.u.
(b)
Fig. F.14: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.8
p.u.
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F.4 Results of Section 4.6.5 - AVR Gain
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:j 45
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~ 40
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c, 35
':;,:_ti., I----~'- __ __..."
- XE=0.2pu.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active Pov...a, Pt(p.u.)
(a)
- XE=0.2pu.
---. XE = 0.4 pu.
- XE=0.8pu.
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'3-o
:j50
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h_ <Jl45
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.ActivePov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(c)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Adive P()V..€f, Pt (p.u.)
(b)
- XE=0.2pu.
1.2 ---. XE = 0.4 pu
B' - XE = 0.8 pU.
""" 1.1<Jlh_
:j
g.
:::.::.CJ) 0.9 .-----------
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active Pov..er, Pt(p.u.)
(d)
Fig. F.15: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and external reactance, with KA = 20
- XE=0.2pu.
---. XE = 0.4 pu.
- XE=0.8pu.
O~~~ __ ~~ ~ ~ ~
0.2 0.4 0.6 0 8
AdivePov...a, Pt(p.u.)
(a)
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0.35 - XE=0.2pu.
---. XE = 0.4 pu.
- XE=0.8pu .
~ 0.3
.....:-0.25
0.15
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Active Pov...a, Pt(p.u.)
(a)
Fig F.16: Optimised PSS parameters Kc and Tl vs. machine load and external reactance, with
KA = 20
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
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(a)
Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
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--_. XE = 0,4 pu
- XE=0,8pu,
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
ktive Pov.er, Pt(P,u,)
(b)
Fig. F.17: "Plant" and PSS controller transfer function gains vs. machine load and external reactance,
with KA = 20
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- RE/XE=0,1
---' RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,7..__-'-,-------:~--_::_'_--___::~--~
Q2 Q4 Q6 Q8
ktive PO\.\€r, Pt(P,u,)
(d)
Fig. F.18: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE= 0.2 p.u.
and KA = 20
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- RE/XE=O,l
--_. RE / XE = 0,4
- RE/XE=0,7
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
ActivePOIA.€r, Pt(P,U,)
(a)
1,4
Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active POIA.€r,Pt (P,u,)
(b)
Fig. F.19: PSS gain and time constant T, vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u. and
KA = 20
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Active POIA.€r,Pt(P,U,)
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0,4 0,6 0,8
Active P0IA.€r, Pt (P,U,)
(d)
Fig. F.20: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
and KA = 20
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150 - RE/XE=O.l
---' RE / XE = 0.4
- RE/XE=0.7
_----_ ..
0.2 Q4 Q6 Q8
,Active PO\M3f. Pt (p. u.)
(a)
Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
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,!!?
_0.4
f.-..
0.3
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
,Active P0\M3f. Pt (p. u.)
(b)
Fig. F.21: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u. and
KA =20
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f.-..<IlO.85
0.4 0.6 0.8
,Active POv\€r. Pt (p.u)
(d)
Fig. F.22: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
and KA = 20
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Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
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.!!l, 0.2
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0.14~~------~----~------~----~
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
,Active POV\€!", Pt(p.u.)
(b)
Fig. F.23: PSS gain and time constant T, vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u. and
KA = 20
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___ . R,o:r1= 2 pu.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
,Active P0\M9I" , Pt (p. u.)
(d)
Fig. F.24: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
X/ine = 0.2 p.u. and KA = 20
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Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.Active POIM3r, Pt(p.u.)
(b)
Fig. F.25: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with XUne = 0.2
p.u. and KA = 20
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(d)
Fig. F.26: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
XUne = 0.4 p.u. and KA = 20
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Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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Fig. F.27: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with X'ine = 0.4
p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. F.28: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.8 p.u. and KA = 20
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Simulation Results of Chapter 4 - PSS
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....:- 0.2
O.14~-+- _.__ _.._ ~ -,
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Active Pov.er, Pt(p.u.)
(b)
Fig. F.29: PSS gain and time constant T1 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.8
p.u, and KA = 20
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F.5 Results of Section 4.6.6 -Influence of Saturation
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4
0,2 Q4 Q6 Q8
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(d)
Fig. F.30: PSS and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and external reactance; saturation
effect neglected
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Fig F.31: Optimised PSS parameters Kc and T, vs. machine load and external reactance; saturation
effect neglected
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G SIMULATION RESULTS OF CHAPTER 5 - CSC
G.1 Results of Section 5.5.3 - Line Resistance
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0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8
Active PO'v\€r, Pt(p.u.)
(d)
Fig. G.1: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine laad and line resistance, with XE = 0.2
p.u.
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(d)
Fig. G.2: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4
p.u.
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
,Active Pov..er, Pt(P,U,)
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Fig. G.3: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8
p.u.
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G.2 Results of Section 5.5.4 -Local Load
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--_. R,o:rJ= 2 pu
- R,o:rJ= 1 pu.
0,2 Q4 Q6 Q8
,Active Pov..er, Pt(P,u,)
(d) •
Fig. G.4: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 80 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.2 p.u.
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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0,2 0.4 0.6 0,8
,Active P OIM9f'. Pt (p.U.)
(ct)
Fig. G.S: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 80 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u.
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
- R,ca:J= 5 pu.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
klivePov.er, Pt(p.u.)
(d)
Fig. G.6: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine laad and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.8 p.u.
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G.3 Results of Section 5.5.5 -Influence of Saturation
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---. XE = 0.4 pu.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Active Pov.er, Pt(p.u.)
(d)
Fig. G.?: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 80 vs. machine load and external reactance;
saturation not modelled
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
/>dive POIM3I',Pt(p,u.)
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Fig. G.8: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. machine laad and line resistance, with XE = 0.4
p.u.; saturation not modelled
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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0,2
Fig. G.g: Parameters Kp, Kq, Kvand rotor angle 00 vs. mactune laad and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u.: saturation not modelled
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G.4 Results of Section 5.7.2 - CSC Controller Design
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___ T
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::i 36g
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___ • T
j
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0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active PO'M3r, Pt(pu,)
(b)
Fig. G.10: System torques vs. machine load and CSC controller time constant T1, with XE = 0.2 p.u.
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= 0,06 5
- Tj =0,075
0,4 0,6 0,8
Active PO'M3r, Pt(P,u,)
(b)
Fig. G.11: System torques vs. machine load and CSC controller time constant T1, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
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___ T
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- Tj =0,075
0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Active PO'M3r, Pt(P,u,)
(b)
Fig. G.12: System torques vs. machine load and CSC controller time constant T1, with XE = 0.8 p.u,
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G.5 Results of Section 5.8.3 - Line Resistance
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.Active POIM3r, Pt(P,u,)
(d)
Fig. G.13: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4
p.u.
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0,3 ' -------------- _
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~~0~,2---0~,4~-~0~,6--~0~,8~-~
.Active POIM3r, Pt(P,u,)
(b)
Fig. G.14: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u.
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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0.5r.- __ --
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(d)
Fig. G.15: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8
p.u.
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Active POIM9r.Pt(p,u.)
(b)
Fig. G.16: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u.
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G.6 Results of Section 5.8.4 - Local Load
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Fig. G.17: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.2 p.u.
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(b)
Fig. G.18: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.2
p.u.
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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Fig. G.19: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.4 p.u.
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(b)
Fig. G.20: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.4
p.u.
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Fig. G.21: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.8 p.u,
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Fig. G.22: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.8
p.u.
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G.7 Results of Section 5.8.5 - AVR Gain
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Fig. G.23: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and external reactance, with KA = 20
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Fig G.24: Optimised CSC parameters Kc and T2 vs. machine load and external reactance, with
KA = 20
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Fig. G.25: "Plant" and CSC controller transfer function gains vs. machine load and external reactance,
with KA = 20
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Fig. G.26: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2
p.u. and KA = 20
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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Fig. G.27: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.2 p.u. and
KA =20
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Fig. G.28: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4
p.u. and KA = 20
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Simulation Results of Chapter 5 - CSC
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Fig. G.29: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.4 p.u. and
KA=20
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Fig. G.30: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8
p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. G.31: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and line resistance, with XE = 0.8 p.u. and
KA= 20
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Fig. G.32: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.2 p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. G.33: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with X/ine = 0.2
p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. G.34: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
X/ine = 0.4 p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. G.35: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs. machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0.4
p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig. G.36: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and local load resistance, with
Xline = 0.8 p.u. and KA = 20
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Fig, G,37: CSC gain and time constant T2 vs, machine load and local load resistance, with Xline = 0,8
p.u. and KA = 20
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G.8 Results of Section 5.8.6 -Influence of Saturation
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Fig. G.38: CSC and system torque coefficients vs. machine load and external reactance; saturation
effect neglected
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Fig G.39: Optimised CSC parameters Kc and T2 vs. machine load and external reactance; saturation
effect neglected
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